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Van

loan

nd what breakthroughs we made.
Even before the calendar pages read
January 1, 1990 Santa Clara and the world
were gearing up for some incredible changes.
Gone was the me generation and an
apathetic student body.
It

was

the year that the Berlin Wall

fell.

The year students, much like ourselves,
fought and died for democracy in China's
Tienanmen Square. All over the world walls
crumbled and Santa Clara was no exception
as we made breakthroughs of our own.
Continued

SUPTCRTJp
scurugb:

SCUTS

travelled to the Emerald Isle destroying the
ugly American image while impressing all with

their

rugby

skills.

AJ

McAndrews helped

Riebli,

Mike Conn and Brian
by selling shirts
pay for their trip.

raise $6,000

and calendars

to

Tim Currier

Homecoming brought
the Meda as

madness on

SCU

celebrated the closing

of the

Alameda and the
campus after

unification of

over 20 years of planning.

Freshmen Steve Brockman
and John Seaholt enjoy a

BBQ

with friends.
Brian Greeley
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Opening

Kevin Van Slambrook joined an
estimated 960 members of the
class of 1990 to receive his

bachelor's degree at SCU's 139th

commencement on Saturday June

9.

rini

moment

Senior Paul Marcy takes a
himself before he takes the

Bronco football team

homecoming game
Sac. State
Brian Greelev

won
St.

for

The

field.

a thrilling

against a very

and thrashed

Lurner

Mary's

good
in front

of 8,200 ecstatic fans.

Over 500 volunteers signed up for SCCAP in the fall and by spring quarter
they were ready to do more, showing up to the annual Agnews Mass in full
force. Junior Rita Ventura and Vice President of Student Services James
Briggs gathered for Mass and a picnic.

Opening
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The men's soccer team rang in the new decade with
SCU's first-ever national championship. Completing
the year undefeated, they went on to tie North
Carolina in national championships. Teammates Paul
Holocher, Brandon Schmidt, Jeff Baicher and Eric
Hiatt celebrate their number-one ranking after tying
the University of Portland.

Breaking into the 90's meant trying new
things, like a ceramics class during spring
quarter for senior Julie Pavelich.

It

also

meant breaking the destructive trends of
sexism and racism. During spring quarter
the student groups Voices for Change and
Unity put pressure on the university and individuals to

4

Opening

make

changes.
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were planting seeds for the decade.
Students voiced their growing concern about
the lack of diversity on campus. For the first
time the student senate debated whether it
should take a stand on political issues. Without waiting for an official decision students
e

called for the U.S. to get out of El Salvador,

boycotted tuna, supported Amnesty International, organized a pro life /pro choice forum

and formed Voices

Change.
Bronco athletes rang in the new decade
with SCU's first-ever national championship.
for

Who could forget a sold-out Buck Shaw
Stadium

filled

with screaming play

off

crazy

fans.

While it was a hard act to follow, the
other Bronco teams experienced their own
triumphs.

These were the seeds we planted ~ the
causes we fought for, the triumphs and defeats,

and the celebrations.
And as the world said farewell
1980s and the old order, SCU was
^;^'^(2^^
f^^ieakj^q^

.

.

to mourn and
housekeeper and her
daughter were murdered in EI Salvador. Activism
continued throughout the year when, maybe for the first
time, students wrote their congressmen, signed petitions
and marched for many different causes.

The Santa Clara community came together

the classes

.

Brian Greeley

protest

to the

when

six Jesuits, their

Opening 5
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or student life breaking into the 90's meant
breaking tradition. Like madness on the Meda -a new homecoming tradition? Or breaking the
self centered tradition of the 80's. Over 500
volunteers joined the SCCAP team marking a
revival in volunteerism that stretched across the
country. A record breaking number of college

made

us wonder what was happening to
our close knit SCU family as they overflowed into
the Cozy 8s. When the 7.1 earthquake rolled
rookies

through campus on October 17 we were
reminded of how fragile our existence is. A
tradition of apathy was broken when students
helped organize a pro choice /pro life forum and
marched through campus calling for an end to
sexism and racism. One tradition couldn't be
broken, and that was a tradition of

good

time.

spirit

and

a

Throughout the year we danced,

laughed and continually found
entertain ourselves.
into the 90's.

It

was

all

new ways

to

part of breaking

^<J^%
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Brinn Greelev

Chuck Luke, Dennis Coonan and Bill Dingell are good
for another 20 after running SCCAP's 6th annual
Mission 5K. Some 200 people met on Bellomy Field
for the fun run which benefited the Santa Clara Family
Living Center. As runners crossed the finish line they
were treated to orange juice, fruit and the music of

The

6 Student

V'

Strangers.

Put on

a

happy

face!

joined the annual

Student clowns

Agnews Mass and

volunteered as clowns, musicians and
escorts.

Brian Greeley

Here was an unusual scene for the
Mission Gardens. John Gray,
freshman, and his friends spent
spring afternoons playing croquet.

Brian Greelev

Student

Life Division
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HOMECOMING

Madness
on the Meda
The Alameda Route 82
between Market Street and
Franklin Street, and the homecoming committee took advantage of the closure and declared a week of "Madness on the 'Meda."
As precursors to the football game, the week's adventures
consisted of the traditional airband contest, a Comedy Night
with Jimmy Tingle, the "Boogie till you Bust" dance marathon, and ended Friday night with a pep rally and bonfire
on Stanton Field. No one on the homecoming committee
knew how people would respond but hoped their advertising efforts would be met with enthusiasm. Yet many students didn't expect much out of the week and considered it
ield to students!

finally is closed

another Santa Clara Homecoming. "What else is happening this weekend?" seemed not an atypical question.
To combat this supposed apathy a homecoming
princess, a parade with floats, or an enormous barbeque

just

were considered. But in the end it was decided the most
ing attraction would be the bonfire and pep rally.

allur-

Scheduled for 9 p.m., the rally featured seniors of the
Bronco football club as its special guests. In addition, former
national alumni president and all american boxer John Willett
was honored. As students, faculty, and alumni approached
Stanton Field, they could hear the disc jockey jamming.
Although the Bronco cheerleaders stood ready to perform and
senior football captain, Paul Marcy, waited to light the bonfire, a
problem arose: There was no gasoline to light the fire. Minutes
ticked away and more and more people were arriving. How
could the committee forget such a detail? Fortunately, by
9:30 p.m., a tired and sweaty volunteer came running from the
gas station with the fuel. With the fire ignited, the rally heightened people's spirits in anticipation of Saturday's game against
the Sacramento State Hornets.
-

Jennifer Smith

Brian Greeley

&

Chris Sullivan

Tim Currier

Bronco players striding through celebratory
streamers in SCU colors looked fired up for the game
against Sacramento State. Santa Clara went on to win
21-16.

got its spark Friday night when senior football
player Paul Marcy lit Santa Clara's bonfire in the spirit of a 1950's
pep rally. Afterwards, music and dance finished the pep rally

Homecoming

and

left

students excited for Saturday's game.
Tim Currier

8 Student

Life

President Paul Locatelli,

SJ,

celebrates the closing of

The

Alameda during the 108th
annual homecoming
anniversary.

Now the students

and faculty can

feel safe

while

crossing the once busy street,
instead dodging traffic.

In the tradition of Santa Clara spirit,

fans cheer on their Bronco's. This year
the

newly formed

Club added
an already

Spirit

burst of enthusiasm to

a

supportive crowd.

Senior Jean Ferguson and junior

Reagon get down and sway
sounds of Big Bang Beat.

Tim

to the rockin'

nan Crcelev

Homecoming 9

EARTHQUAKE

^89

October

17,

1989

5:04 p.m.
he Graham Pool lost two feet of water! And
there were people swimming in it, too!"
"Swig and Dunne have been
evacuated-1 bet eleventh floor really moved!"

"Did you see the car wreck

down by

Bellomy?"

"Our dinner

is

on the

floor."

Trivial Pursuit pros will

was Game Three

of the

World

soon be asked "In what year
Series postponed due to an

earthquake?"

From within Santa Clara's protected academic
environment, the quake provided a distraction, a diversion
from studies. Interspersed with the sound of car alarms
and ambulance sirens, the newscast relayed the story. Collapsed buildings, tragic car accidents, fires, and fatalities of
the most horrific kinds. Stunned, students listened to eyewitness reports of rippling roads and exploding transformers which showered the highways with sparkling lights.
Power gone, barbecues began firing up as people realized
the baked chicken would have to be grilled and perishables
should be eaten or lost.
A national disaster, a state of emergency, should
midterms not be postponed. When classes were cancelled
and it became too dark to read a printed page, restless
indecision and aimless wandering began. Some students
spent the evening playing cards by candlelight, visiting
friends, or walking the eerily abandoned campus. Other
students found a variety of off-campus extra-curriculars to
"celebrate" the cancellation of class. But the immensity of
the disaster soon became overwhelming. Jubilation seemed
callous as the tragedies continued throughout the night.
The day after, the Mercury News revealed, in black
and white, proof of the surreal calamity. It was real, a big
one had hit, measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale. Even the
Soviet Union, still in the shadow of their own Armenian
quake, had offered aid.
Students thanked

God

for the safety of those close to

them, and prayed for the families of those who lost loved
ones. Occasionally it takes catastrophic events to bring
things back into perspective among the stresses of classes,
work, and social life. No doubt some will laugh at how
they reacted when the quake of '89 hit, but embedded in
many minds are vivid portraits of the pain and destruction
that so many endured. The college environment, for many
students, sometimes paints an idealized picture of the
world, but on October seventeenth, many were reminded
that life

is

not indestructible.

10 student

Life

-

Michelle Smith

Tim

Less than 100 books needed rebinding; Orradre

was considered lucky - none of the stands fell
over. The building did not sustain any w^ater
damage and it only took a day and a half for a
staff of

20 to reshelve the books.

Pratt

Power gone, barbeques began firing up as people realized the chicken would
have to be grilled and perishables would have to be eaten or lost.

Stunned
family

SCU students line up to call home and let
they were OK. Many students were

know

without phones or

electricity for

24 hours.

Many SCU

buildings, including the mission church, were
temporarily roped off until they could be inspected for any
damage. Fortunately, the mission suffered only cosmetic
rather that structural

damage.

Earthquake ^89
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SCCAP

SCCAP
n The Morning
hey are the few, the proud, the suspected
insomniacs. They are the SCCAP Morning
Ministry volunteers. And these Santa Clara
Community Action Program volunteers do
more before 8 a.m. than most of their neighbors do all Saturday. But why do they put

themselves through this early morning ritual?
"Do students have to do this community service?"
high school students frequently ask on campus tours. By
the look on their faces, it is obvious that they suspect
Morning Ministry volunteers of having to do service for
some criminal offense. Why else would a college student
get up to spend time with San Jose's street people at 5 a.m.
on Saturday mornings?
Maybe it's the muffins brought by Lillian Wong,
Food Outreach coordinator, or the ultimate oatmeal they
make, or the flowers Henry brings "because," he always
says, "you are so good to us," or maybe it is the satisfaction
of seeing twenty loaves of bread turned into peanut butter

and

jelly

sandwiches.

Thump! Thump! Thump! The

noise from the floor
above echoes tnrough the buzzing kitchen of St Joseph's
Church.
"Shhh! We woke Father again." And he will
probably thump on his bedroom floor again next week as
students try to quietly pack sandwiches, oatmeal, coffee.
Kudos bars, and other specialty items from the pantry of
St.

The

stop for volunteers

is

either the Cecil

White

the Julian Street Inn.

OATMEAL,"

sings a connoiseur, "if you
brings his own bowl to ensure
his breakfast enjoyment. The banana-honey recipe may sound
suspicious, but hundreds of satisfied customers keep coming
back.
Servers from both Julians later meet up at the parking lot,
the party spot, the hubbub of morning music. The clientele are
an extraordinary assemblage. Ed is the poet; Cowboy is the
lady's man; Joe is the entrepreneur. Bad luck left them homeless,
but enduring optimism keeps them going.
"Our main gift to the people that we will encounter,"
states the Morning Ministry philosophy, "is our presence."
Although the food may be needed to sustain these homeless
physically, the human contact is vital. This is what students learn
from involvement: caring individuals count. And not just
volunteers.
"Did your English paper go OK?" This question from a
friend who struggles daily to survive! Maybe that term paper
isn't such a big deal. Some students claim to continue SCCAP for
selfish reasons: it keeps life in perspective and makes them feel
good to help, even in a little way, brighten someone's day.
Volunteers have already discovered that the people they
work with are just people—people with whom they need only to
"It just ain't

CAN'T have

it

in a

BOWL." He

do what comes

naturally.
"Hello, Ivan. Cream in your coffee today?"

Joseph's.
-

John

first

Center (referred to as the "Old Julian" by those in-the-know) or

Michelle Smith

Privett, SJ,

humbly kneels
for those

who

are thirsty.
Privett, like

many in the
SCU community contrib-

uted much
energy and
effort to the

successful

production of
Agnews Mass.
Brian Greeley

Kari McAvoy, who organized the Mission
5K, stands in Bellomy field with a few
friends. The entry fees went to benefit the
Family Living Center.

12 Student
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Renee Machi, Susie Voak, and Tom
Riley get sweaty for the homeless as
they help to refurbish dwellings for
homeless people.

Liz Harris and Brian Greeley enjoy a picnic lunch
in the

Gardens with Grace

at

Agnews Mass.

Thru SCCAP,

SCU students
became involved
with social proj-

and developed an awareness of their community. Sophomores Paul
Komar, Casey
Bishop, and
ects

Terance Rodie
pose for a photo
in front of

Martha's Kitchen,
a

community

dinning room.

Emily Nash stands with her new friend
Mike at Agnews Mass. Students dressed
as clowns to help cheer up and brighten
the days of residents from Agnews
Developmental Center.

Brian Greeley

SCCAP 13

SeiRITCLUB

The

Spirit

of

Santa Clara
in the game, the Broncos have the footand are losing by four points. Tension
looms as large as Swig in the hearts of the
t's late

Iball

students in the Santa Clara cheering section.
that the Broncos can come back and win, but the
scoreboard clock cruelly ticks away, as if it wants to see

They hope

Santa Clara defeated.

Suddenly, a voice from the front yells out, "Give me
The voice belongs to a student whose face is painted
half white and half red. There are many other students
standing around the first one, many of them with faces
painted, and wearing white T-shirts which have "S.C.U.
Spirit Club" embossed on the front and "We've got the BIG
guy on our side" across the back. They are the representatives of the S.C.U. Spirit Club, which was founded during
the spring quarter of 1989 by sophomores Chris Sullivan
and Anthony Butler in order to promote school spirit at
Santa Clara. "The students seem to jump right in
it's a
kind of thing many students have seen in their high schools
and they would like to bring it here," says Sullivan.
a B!"

.

.

.

Butler agrees with Sullivan but says, "People are

apprehensive
they get into

at first,

but

when

they see others doing

it,

it."

The crowd responds

to the cheering student

with a

nervous, but loud, "B!" The cheer continues with other

Club members taking turns asking for the letters
"R-O-N-C-O-S," and each letter gains an increasingly
enthusiastic response from the students.
Once the final letter is called out, another representative of the Spirit Club asks the fans, "What's that spell?!"
The students happily shout back the reply, "BRONCOS!"
Yet another cheerleader then poses the question, "Who's
going to win?!" Again, the answer comes back, "BRONSpirit

COS!"
Finally,
Spirit

Club

"WE ARE

with the crowd's optimism

at its peak, the

joins together to lead the rooters in the chant,

s.c."

14 Student
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No more apprehension!
let

These students

loose as they issue earth shattering

cheers for a successful Santa Clara team.

Hands cupped and raised to their mouths,
amphfy their shouts of support.

these students

Easily indentified

by

their

SCU

clothing and

loud, enthusiastic voices, the Spirit Club could

be seen

at

almost every

SCU

athletic event.

Tim

Pratt

":

Santa Clara fans
sizes.

come

in all shapes

These two watch

in

awe

and

of the

Bronco's athletic prowess and herculean
strength.

The

brilliant brass

of the Spirit

sounds

Club boost the

energy of the already
jubilant crowd. The Spirit
Club band attended most

home

football

and basket-

games, encouraging
the crowd with their tunes.

ball

Spirit

Club 15
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A Campus

Nightmare
The

last

asleep on top of
of

At Leavey, my last hopes crumbled. Endless lines of
people were wrapped around the once proud gym. Embla-

be happening.

o, this can't

my room.

1

thing

my

I

remember was falHng
in a dim corner

Econ book

had spent

all

night waiting in

the long food lines in Benson, searching for a seat in the

packed library, and then trying, without success, to find a
study lounge that wasn't crowded with housing residents.
However, drooling on my Econ book turned out to
be the least of my problems. Somehow, my modest, dualoccupancy residence hall room had been drastically
changed while I slept. Instead of the two half-made beds
and disorderly desks that were the staple furniture of any
12-by-12 room on campus, I saw twice as many of each: two
sets of bunk beds and four cramped desks. None of them

was mine.
The sinking

my stomach suddenly turned
to put aside my crisis and eat.

feeling in

and 1 decided
sauntered across the crowded Kennedy Mall and proceeded, meal-card in hand, toward Benson Center.
I

was not greeted by

I

a friendly card-checker but rather

spine.

I

didn't

know

a single person in the entire

crowd.

knew was

I
still at good old SCU, but what has
our close-knit family of under 4,000 undergrads? I raced toward Leavey, hoping to find some
answers. Once there, 1 glanced across the parking lot and
noticed a cramped and dirty tent city standing on Bellomy
Field. I thought of the plight of the homeless until I noticed
a colorful sign in front of the field that read, "Student
Housing." I quickened my pace.

I

happened

to

I

I

Student

Life

to my classroom, and grabbed a seat toward
could just about see the teacher's desk in front, and

walked
I

had quite a good view of the

Wait

a minute!

security numbers!

TV

He

monitor nearest me. The

He was calling role by our social
know or care who any of us

didn't

we were just numbers. A wave

were:

overcame me, and

of nausea

bolted out of the auditorium/classroom.

I

didn't stop until

I

I

reached what looked like the end of the campus. I lay down on
a nearby hill and gazed across SCU. It stretched as far as the
eye could see and was occasionally dotted with glowing neon
hotel signs that blinked, "Student Housing." I thought of
nearby UC Berkeley and wondered if it had always been so
massive. Was I really at quaint and personal SCU? I noticed a
half-covered sign and brushed away the leaves on top of it.
Then I knew what had happened. The sign was brief,
but it explained this nightmare. I read it over and over, in only
a whisper at

screaming

first,

its

but then louder and louder until

I

was

horrible message:

"UC Santa Clara! UC Santa Clara! UC Santa Clara—"
woke with a start, sweating and out of breath. I lay in
my own bed, in my own room, with my own single roomI

mate's bed across from mine.
-

6

the

voice of a graduate student came on over an intercom.
"554-32-9286," "here," a person near me answered. "562-77—"

after

1

padded dome were

Saturdays.

How-

by an impersonal computer sign saying, "Cafeteria Moved
to Leavey—Management." I shrugged, and followed my
stomach toward the gym.
Along the way, I noticed Santa Clara students
heading to class. It seemed like thousands were merging
from all directions. Something else was wrong, though, but
Suddenly a chill ran
1 couldn't quite put my finger on it.

down my

in bold, black letters across the

words, "Marriot's Cafeteria: Caring for Your Culinary
Needs." My beloved gym, turned into a huge Benson!
The next part of the day passed like a nightmare. I
wandered aimlessly around campus discovering new horrors
at every turn. Taco Bell was a classroom building. Hotels
everywhere housed students. The dorm lounges were
crammed with residents, as were the kitchens and study
rooms. I found my class schedule in my pocket, and learned
that I only had three courses: Underwater fire fighting at 8
a.m.. Basket weaving III at 7 p.m. and Auto shop 101 on

the back.

into hunger,

ever,

zoned

all.

Steve Calde

It

had only been

a

nightmare
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Call

It

Home
he Co-Z 8 Executive Inn boasts "Luxury for
and is pictured with a couple snuggHng
in one of their "4 foot Whirlpools" in their ad.
Who could have known that those two were
to be SCU students in their "dorm room?"
found out two days before I came here that I was

TLess,"

By mid-quarter, many students had been moved into
in dorms and the old Sigma Epsilon apartments. Director of Housing Linda Franke commented that many students
who were still living in temporary housing had been offered
openings

other assignments but opted to stay in the alternative ones.

Co-Z 8 Inn," said Amy Thomas, a
sophomore transfer student. The housing crisis occurred
because of unusually high numbers of incoming freshmen
and returning upperclassmen, all of whom requested

entire year in a triple

sophomore transfer student, spent the
room in Campisi Hall. "I was really happy

when I found

be living

housing.

because

"I

temporarily living in the

But when Santa Clara couldn't meet those housing
needs students were placed in temporary living sites.
"It's so small," remarked Matt O'Murphy, a freshman living in the Campisi Hall study lounge. "When I first
got here, I put all of my stuff on the bed because there was
nowhere else to put it." Students were also crammed into
the Sanfilippo study lounges and the Dunne lounges, and
some students doubled up in Swig single rooms and moved
into triples in Campisi.

Calling

it

sits at his

Emily Nash,
out

a

I'd

in

Campisi," said Nash," although

was kind of apprehensive about living with freshmen... there
was an opening in another dorm offered to me, but I refused it
I

I

love

For

it

here!"

Amy Thomas, living in

the

Co-Z

8

was fun

at first.

own bathroom and HBO, but most of
the students have moved out of here and now it's really isolated
here," Thomas remarked. She added, "I'm ready to move into
"Sure

the

it's

nice having your

dorms so

I

can have a sense of community. Out here,

I'm missing out on what

SCU

is all

about."

-

I

think

Anna MuraCO

home, Dave DiBono
desk

in front of his

computer wondering how

much

longer he will be living
in the Co-Z 8 Executive Inn.
The rooms didn't have the necessities such as a book case,
but the color television more
than made up for the incon-

venience.

Bnon

Studying in his private Jacuzzi,
Mike Duff unwinds after a long

day

at school.

One wonders

the Jesuits even have

18
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Gret'ley

Brian Greeley

Brian Greelt-v

Home Sweet Home? Dave

Di Bono and close to 40 other
students called the Co-Z 8 Executive Inn home for the entire
fall quarter w^hile the residence staff attempted to find
University housing for the students.

Housing

1

QPEEKS

The

Greekvine
he Alpha and the Omega. The old and the
The freshman and the senior and the
Muse.

Tnew.

With 1989-1990 beginning, the heralding of the Muse inspired some
the Santa Clara University Greek system. Pi

new

projects in

Kappa Alpha,
Order of Omega,

the Greek Intervention Framework, the
and the Greekvine were the results.
In the fall of 1989, Panhellenic and the Interfraternity Council (IPC) responded to the call for a new fraternity.
Pi Kappa Alpha colonized in October of 1989 and rushed
fifty-seven men interested in the emphasis on scholarship,
leadership, and athletics.
The Greek Intervention Framework (TGIF), a pilot
peer educator program, was established in August 1989.
TGIF's objectives are to increase awareness and knowledge
about emotional and physical well-being, and to include

other

campus groups upon

confidentiality, the

success. Cloaked in
group addresses hazing, substance abuse,

date rape, AIDS, depression, suicide, sexual
behavior, eating disorders, stress, and developing healthy relationships. Its philosophy centers

models

upon non-threatening

role

by a steering committee of students, faculty, and staff.
The Order of Omega, a Greek leadership honor society,
was established in September of 1989 to honor outstanding
Greeks involved in inter-Greek activities and within the SCU
community. Membership is based on character, scholarship,
service to the University and community, contributions to Greek
life, and chapter involvement.
led

Hoping

for

and IPC pushed
the establishment of an all-Greek newsletter. The first
to unify the Greeks, Panhellenic

Greekvine was published in the spring.

-

MaurGGD Muth

Brian Greeley

Theta Chi member Patrick
Pasion plays with Daniel at
Gardner Children's Center
during this year's Easter egg
Brian Greelev
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hunt.

Junior Elizabeth

Sweeney

acts as

the Easter Bunny's helper as part of

Alph Chi Omega's effort to bring
some Easter fun to Kids On
Campus.

Brian

Rooney vents

his frustrations

on

a

1970 Buick Regal. Sigma Pi and the
spirit

club co-sponsored the car

generate spirit for the

Little

Big

smash

to

Game

against Saint Mary's.

Knan Greeley

SAE

Mike, OB, O'Brien makes a graceful
plunge into the waters of Leavey - as part
of the Anchor Splash competition. The
proceeds from Anchor Splash benefitted
the blind.

Brian Greeley

Mike Weber, Brian Mack, and Pete
Friedrich grapple and push for points. Pi Kappa
Alpha sponsored this three-on-three basketball
tournament.
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DORM EDUCATION

Extracurricular

Education
ex and Chocolate! Sounds good doesn't

SWho

would have thought

living in the

it?

dorms

could be so fun. Actually sex and chocolate
was a dorm education event — an open

M&M's were

discussion about sex; chocolate kisses and
the added bonus.

an effort to attract more residents RAs got
and planned events from two-step and waltz
lessons to dinner for 300 at a San Jose shelter.
Living in the residence halls was an important and
In

creative

fun part of a student's education. Diversity among dorm
education programs allowed for both lighthearted and
serious events. Resident advisor Mara Eddis said, "It's
more of a character building experience not just an intellect
building experience."
Usually set in a dormitory lounge, the programs
provided an informal arena in which students were free to
gather and candidly discuss and express their opinions.
Often these programs provided a much needed study
break. For the adventuresome or the curious, the "Let's
Go Abroad" program or the self-esteem workshop given
by Dr. Karen Anderson promised valued information and
insight. One of the yearly favorites was the "screw your
roommate" dance where, as a way to meet new people,

roommates arranged blind dates

for

one another.

In addition, residence hall education provided for

more

serious events.

Friends for

acronym

AIDS

S.A.F.E.

A

popular program was Students and

Education,

commonly known by

Conducting presentations and dissemi-

nating informational packets, the

explained what

vent
or

its

AIDS

is,

how

it

members

of S.A.F.E.

spreads, and

how

it.

want

Whether you're interested in the latest dance craze
to know more about the neuroses of your room-

mate, the residence hall education provided an important
learning environment outside the classroom.
-

Brian Greeley

to pre-

Barbara Cook

Academic Vice President Charles Beirne, SJ, talks to
Swig residents about El Salvador. Beirne took over the
Academic Vice Presidency at the University of Central
America, replacing slain Jesuit Ignacio Martin-Baro.

Psychic

Norma Majunder

mystical scerets to

tells all,

Tom Reed, Wendy Ride, Dory

Wegner, and Dana Maxon.
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revealing her

Write that RA up. As part of a dorm
education event on alcohol senior Jeff Huhn
got drunk while under the observation of
his floor and a Santa Clara police officer.

Freshmen Allison Bush and Brian Habecker form
Game.

the perfect couple in the Sw^ig Dating

Gordon Evans, Mark, Mark Hegland, and Dante
Nomellini cook up some cool tunes for the
residents of Swig Hall.

When

first floor

Walsh fed 300 people

at a

San Jose armory, sophomores Gina May and
Andrea Zurek spent the day cooking
chicken outside their dorm. The chicken
and bread were donated by supermarkets
and 144 students donated their meals to
provide salad and brownies.
Cherie Collins

Dorm Education 23

MULTICULTURAL CENTER

The Multicultural CenterIt's No Longer Just

Graham
he Multicultural Center has undergone
tremendous change since its inception in 1985.

Most
the center to

do some

significantly, the

MCC recieved macro

funding from the university in the fall, allowing
plan bigger and better events, advertise them and

staff training as well.

The center was created by

dents of color for students of color and today serves as a
for 6 clubs:

stu-

home

M.E.Ch.A.- El Frente, Barkada, APSU, Iguibuike,

In-

tandesh, and the Hawaiian Club.

The Multicultural Center is committed to serving the
needs of people of color. The facility is used for a myriad of
activities which include: presentation of programmed events, a
meeting place, or simply as a quiet place to take a nap.

Under
restored

its

the direction of

Theo Gonsalves,

the center

original goals, creating a place of repose

and

As student
manager, Theo Gonsalves, commented, "The center was not
meant to be a make-shift Disneyland." Its purpose was to serve
as a haven for people of color - people that would otherwise feel

warmth

for minority students at the university.

out of touch with the university.

The Multicultural Center also strives to include the
community as part of its function. The Multicultural Center

is

used as a home base for Motivation Day, an event sponsored by
M.E.Ch.A.- El Frente in which minority students from local
high schools are brought to the university and exposed to the
college atmosphere. This program encourages students to
consider attending college and shows them the value of a college education.
It's the programming from each of the clubs affiliated
with the Multicultural Center that create a well rounded
cultural atmosphere. Motivation Day as well as numerous

other programs highlight the potential

power

of diversity,

and

serve as a source of pride and inspiration for the students of

means of education for the entire community
surrounding Santa Clara University.

color, as well as a
- Kristi
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COED LIVING

Three's

Company

a Crock!

Is

me it would be like this. But then
no one explained what it would be like
living with ten meatheads in a house built for
four choirboys. But, what the heck, life is full
o one told

N

again,
j

of

new

experiences.

my

two
same group
freshman year on first floor Swig, I decided to mix it up a
little.
1 took the dive.
I saw an opportunity and I went
after it. Two Santa Clara women needed another roommate
for senior year. The Animal House had received an official
eviction notice (there never really was gin at the party), and
each of us was looking for a place to live the following year.
After living with ten of

closest friends for

years in the Animal House, and essentially the

Let's just say that timing

theorized that to get to

is

everything.

know

the enemy,

enemy. Not that
didn't know what to expect.
To put it mildly, I had a thing or forty to learn! I
thought I knew all about being a cook; one roommate with
his tuna melts, another with his fudge pudding, and the
usual 2 a.m. Jack-in-the-Box run. The girls taught me so

much about

the art of fine cuisine.

to thicken

scrambled eggs with

on how

make

was

a

to

the most

One

flour.

human

any sisters, 1 didn't know what I was in for. My experience had
been that when guys are mad at each other, they solve their
problems out in the open. WHACK! When some women are
mad, they are nice one minute then, WHAMO! The dark side
emerges.

General Patton once

you have to think
these women were enemies, but I

like the

But cooking was the least of my concerns. I never
understood what a relative term "clean" was. Isn't every bathtub
supposed to have a ring? C'mon girls, how many times do
sunflower seeds have to be vacuumed? One sweep and you get
most of them. I was a stranger in a strange land.
The debates on the condition of our abode shed light on
more general behavioral patterns. 1 thought the biggest roller
coaster I had been on was at Magic Mountain. Since I never had

The other
- -

all

Got to keep up your guard. Our answering machine was a familiar battleground, for example.
"Rhonda and Liz can't come to the phone right now; they are out
doing my laundry." Or, "Tom can't make it to the phone; he's
out looking for a
dance.

prom

date." This

was

six

months before the

me how
tutored me

A coed living situation isn't, at times, the easiest of
environments, but it worked for me. Although 1 never had
Rhonda and Liz do my laundry, I did happen to find a prom

you needed

date.

instructed

of smells

All of these discrepancies led to a sort of me-versus-them
state of constant warfare.

-

Tom

Kelley

steamer and a head of broccoli.

Freshmen residents of tenth floor
Swig agree that a coed Uving
enviornment is not only enjoyable but also helps to build long
lasting friendships.

One

people both

worst and

at their

sees
at

their best.

Brian Greelev
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Seniors Rich Martinez, Chris
Eckert, Geri Pitz and Marc Wiebel
shared an apartment and an occasional meal. Geri's parents came
down before school to check out
the new roommates but Chris'
parents never found out he was
living in a coed house.

iim

Battle of the

of the sexes?

Kari

bathroom or

battle

Tim Currier and

McAvoy were

Tim and

CurriL-r

prepared.

Kari shared a house

with Genevieve Sedlack

They

all

had

a "thing or forty to

learn" about living with the

opposite sex, but seniors Liz
Malone, Tom Kelley and Rhonda
Webber took the dive and sur-

vived a year as roommates.

Coed

Living
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DIVERSITY WORKSHOP

Times of

Change
and

Awareness
acism, sexism, and

all other -isms are hardly
our campus, but with the
attention focused on them, the -isms have
catapulted into the social consciousness of the
entire Santa Clara University community.
The development of groups, ranging from the ad-

newcomers

ministration's Excellence

to

Through Diversity Committee to
Change organization,

the concerned students' Voices for

has heightened Santa Clara's level of awareness regarding
it seems that members of the
and greater student body are

race and gender issues. At last

administration, faculty,

staff,

joining the fight against discrimination that the students

belonging to the Multicultural Center, Unity, and Gala have

been fighting

for for several years.

Sharing the desire to promote campus diversity.
Associated Students and the Senate Legislative Committee

Ll

A

T

^

i

organized a Diversity Workshop involving people from all parts
of the university community. Approximately 250-300 people
participated in sessions with facilitator Jerome Green, Director of
Student Activities at Cal State Northridge.
Green pointed out that not only do attitudes need to
change but people need to change. His lessons enabled
participants to recognize that, although people come from different cultural backgrounds, they may, in fact, desire the same
things from each other. Green stressed that "personal things can
be done immediately to improve the Santa Clara environment.

The gaps between the students, staff, and administration are in
some cases not as wide as each group thinks."
Urging his audiences to take action. Green emphasized
that if people realize that institutional and intrapersonal discrimination exists, they must speak up, out of a sense of their own
integrity. As he addressed those who attended the all-school
session. Green met with agreement when he stated, "people
should not be passive members of any team. A president may
not be a leader."

Green
racism and

all

left

the university with the overall message that

-isms hurt everyone, not only the oppressed but

the oppressor as well. In dealing with -isms, however.

^^^*V _l^"^E^iiMf <iit^*>^

* t^^K

w

showed

thereby compounding the problem, instead of attacking patterns

and addressing the problem effectively.
Through an understanding of these basic human
responses. Green enlightened participants of the workshop to
both the pain and the beauty of race and gender issues. Most
importantly, he left Santa Clara with a sense of hope that underof behavior

standing diversity

P/^
Tim Currier

Student

Life

is

not only something that

university and elsewhere but
-

Voices for Change and supporters march through
Santa Clara's campus issuing cries of concern for
those who are discriminated against. Sparked by the
release of a sexist and racist Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity news letter, concerned students formed Voices
for Change in order to raise campus awareness.
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Green

participants that people tend to attack other people,

Carlo Deluco

is

is

possible at our

something that can be celebrated.

Jerome Green gets students
thinking, questioning and
discussing race and gender
issues during the racism
workshop.

Rev. George StalHngs of

Washington D.C.'s
Imani Temple addressed 200 students,
faculty

and

staff at a

Multicultrual Center-

sponsored forum on
racism in the Catholic
Church.
It was standing-roomonly in Benson's cafeteria

when

Malcolm

the wife of
X, Betty

Shabazz, spoke about
the role of education in
the U.S.

Shabazz

criticized institutions
1

Brian C.reele\'

un CurruT

who have

failed to

adopt Ethnic Studies
programs.
This brother duo, Theo

and Rudy Gonzalves, were

H^^^DHh i^^^^^^I

much

of the driving force

behind the Multicultural
Center. The Center was
responsible for
the campus'

many

of

programs

concerned with racism,
minority issues and ethnic
studies. In the spring

FtifJ B"^^

-fl

|jj^^

Theo handed down

his

post as director of the

Center to his brother.
Diversity

Workshop
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QHALLENGES CONFERENCE

Empowerment
for
Dj

the Nineties

riving under an ominous sky, 80 women are
headed for the "Empowerment for the Nine-

conference created especially for Santa

ties"

Clara

was

women. The

drive to the conference

rainy and cold like the fears and hopes

that traveled with them.

"Oh, you're going to your

little

feminist thing,"

The conference worked on unlocking the leadership
women have. The keynote speakers spoke of
women claiming the power within themselves by simply being
proud of who they are. The structure of society is not nurturant
for women, they said, especially minority women, and we need
to mold it into something that all people can grow in.
"You do not have to play by the rules that have already
skills that all

echoed the voices of teasing friends through the mind of
senior Kari Odani.
"Will this be a weekend of male bashing?"
questioned junior Anna Muraco. "I hope we won't focus on
the wrong issues, like trivial things as who should open a

been

door."

look on their faces."

"We're not only going to create an awareness this
to give people the power to act,"
said senior Heidi Brunkal.
Over the highway on the way to the conference at
the University of Pacific a great rainbow arched across the
sky. It was a sign of a promising weekend.
It was the second conference of its kind to be held
for Santa Clara women. The number of women attending
had increased by thirty from the year before. The number
of men had also increased with a few students who spoke
on panels and a few Jesuits who came to observe.

weekend, we are going

Lillian

set," said senior

Beth Davenport, repeating her favorite

saying from the conference.

"The conference brought truth into the open which from

do something,"

there mobilizes us to

"But some did miss the boat entirely.
"Personally,

I

got a lot out of

said junior Jozelle Cox.

You could
it,"

said

tell

from the

Muraco on

the

found new ways
to look at self esteem, new ways to look at me."
At the end of the conference a comradeship had started
to grow between the women.
"The support of the women on (from the SCU) campus
was the most important thing I found in the conference," said
Davenport. "These are people who I can turn to who feel the
same way I do. These are women who feel that women's roles

overall accomplishments of the conference. "I

and

self

esteem are important."

-

Cherje ColllnS

Wong and Brandy Payne

enjoy dinner but are

still

engaged

with thoughts on the conference.
For some, the issues were new. "I
had no awareness before I came,"
said sophomore Stephanie
Marandas, "I was asked to talk on
a panel about my experiences
with sexism. 1 could only point
out one time during high school.
Now I see it everyday."

Cherie Collins
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After an intense

day

of insightful question-

ing and reflection, the

women
settle down for a
conference

night of Oreos,

M&M's, and movies.

Denise Priestley and
Dena Finn share ideas
about the panel discussion on diversity.

The

discussion stirred

controversy as minority and white students
tried to find a deeper

understanding
between them.

Cherie Collins
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BENSON CAFETERIA

Delights
and

Disasters
urking in a corner of Benson cafeteria,
eyes a prospective victim:

L"OPEC" "Nab

'em!"

Immediately one of "OPEC's" assailants deftly spills vinegar from the salad bar
onto the floor and sneaks steathily from the scene. Seconds
later an unsuspecting freshman, who's concentrating on his
tray and his six full glasses of Haw^aian Punch, slips on the
slick puddle. Instantly spaghetti is flying, only to land on
top of the more than disgruntled freshman who's lying
amidst a sea of punch and broken glass.
Yet the culprits, a group of sophomores, manage to
escape unscathed and free from any reprimand. Little did
they know, the Benson staff later issued an

APB

for their

arrest.

While few students experience this scenario for
many, Benson cuisine does conjure up harrowing images of
greasy tacos, bone-dry roast beef, and the ever mysterious,
but omnipresent, "Western Souffle" dish, whose exact
ingredients remain unknown.
Besides being "the only place to eat," as one fresh-

man

student states, the cafeteria

is

also a place for friends to

good place to forget about
studying," says sophomore Emily Jones, while freshman
Mary Kleinschmidt adds, "It's kinda fun, you just sit
around and talk."
Crowded tables of primarily freshmen and sophomores dot the cafeteria. The enormous football players
tower in their seats that line the back tables. Next, one sees
the soccer team, with long hair and large duffle bags,
huddled around the round tables. And of course, the Swigs
sit with Swigs while the Grahams sit with the Grahams.
So what do these students talk about? "Food,
grades, girls, and parties," declares freshman Michael
McDougall. But one student asserts that serious discussions
also occur, for the cafeteria is "a good counseling place to
talk over problems with friends." Whatever the topic of

meet and

socialize.

conversation

may

"It's a

be,

the talk that gets your
-

freshman Artin Toorinjian notes,

mind

John Winkleman
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off the food."

"It's

Brian Greeley

"What exactly do you

call this?"

Matt Borillo

looks inquisitively at the substance just served
to him.

No

longer does Benson

simply

Now

flip

pancakes.

waffles are an

additional favorite.

Sophomore

chefs

Sherry Schmutz, Justin
Schmidt, and Ken

Hard man

practice the

culinary art of waffle

making.

The quietness

of early Benson mornings is perfect
minute cram session. As sophomores
Robert Hughes and Mason Waterbury
discover, a bowl of Wheaties does wonders for
for a last

concentration.

Brian Greeley

At 6 p.m., the peak Benson dining hour, inevitable lines
form as students wait to fill their hungry stomachs.
Some look more hopeful than others as to what tonight's
dinner will bring.

Benson Cafeteria 33

Breaking Out
Of the
'80s

The 80's - when the Iron Curtain was Hfted, the BerUn
Wall crumbled and America was eclipsed by a rising Japanese Sun.

Voyager Two took us where no space craft had been.
Mikhail Gorbachev reformed in the USSR as Reagan reigned
in the U.S. (for two terms). Margaret Thatcher entered a
second decade as British Prime Minister.
AIDS threatened. The Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska
and the Chernobyl nuclear meltdown enraged us.
Excess succeeded in the ME decade. Yuppies drank
Evian water. Preppies wore argyles and alligators. "Thirtysomething" entertained us, babyboomers turned fortysomething, Mickey turned fiftysomething and we were twentysomething.
There were cellular phones. Lean Cuisine, ATM cards,
VCRs, PCs, CDs, BMWs and MTV. Food was microwavable
and mail was taxable. The US flag was burnable but flew at
Summits which dispelled myths of the Evil Empire. For all
the things that change some things never do.
The US Constitution began a 3rd century while in
Czechoslovakia one man said, "We hold these truths to be
self

evident that

all

men

are created equal, that they are

endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights,
that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness."

And

The Statue of
Liberty had a make-over to celebrate year 100 and in China
students in Beijing's Tiananmen Square adopted the symbol,
only to be slaughtered by the military in view of the "Goddess of Democracy."
Now it's the 90's, so let's slow down and take a look
back, year by year.

Mini-Mag

these rights were sought worldwide.

1

the Pepsi Generation but have a
Col<e and a smile.
Mt. St. Helen's
It's

Reagan
The
the

U.S.

Ronald
is

elected.

boycotts

Moscow OlymRubik'sCube

pics.

But who
shotJR? Friday the
13th haunts, and
puzzles.

Lake Placid. Bjorn
Borg wins

his fifth

Sal-

Oscar Arnulfo Romis

mad

slain.
All

Muham-

loses his

and

boxing
title bout. Where's
the beef? "The
Empire Strikes
34th

lost

Back." Speed
skater Eric Heiden
wins five gold medals.

The

U.S.

hockey

1981

Wim-

can

bledon singles title in
a row. Meryl Streep
wins an Oscar for
"Kramer vs Kramer."
The SOU men's soccer

Joan

team

three
hostages are freed in
Tehran. MTV debuts.

wins the Pacific

Soccer Conference.
Kurt Rambis is drafted
by the NY Knicks. The

Greg

Khin

Band

rocks

more

vador's Archbishop

Super Bowl

of the '80s. Meryl
Streep is the
"French Lieuten-

social fraternity

ero

989

their

comes bock seven
El

1

team beats

Leovey. Sigma Phi
Epsilon is the only

times.

-

the Soviets to win the gold in

1980
erupts.

980

on

campus and its 33
members pay $21 in
monthly dues. And
tuition

is

$3,990.

we

River asks,

talk? Charles, Di

and the

royal

wed-

Ronald Reagan
sworn in as the 40th

ding.
is

president.

The

first

space

first

ant's

Woman."

is a dive so
students hong out
at Club 66, a bar in

The Hut

Fifty

Columbia

shuttle

lifts

off.

Reagan and Pope
John Paul are attacked by would be
assassins.

And 269

Americans die of the
newly named disease
Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome.
Pac Man gobbles up
our quarters. Sandra

Day O'Connor
first

woman

to

is

sit

the

on

the Supreme Court.
"Raiders of the Lost
Ark." The 49ers win

the basement of
McLaughlin. SOU
football
Division

reaches
II

semi-

The band,
"America" rocks
Leavey, Jane
Fonda speaks. The
women's center
opens. And tuition
finals.

is

$4,593.

Mini-Mag

Breaking out of
the 80s

route plan

phones home. ERA

doesn't pass. The

probably always

Vi-

will

etnam

Wall is erected
with 57,939 names
inscribed on it. Tylenol is laced with cyanide. Grody to the

max.

Like

want

to

hove

fun.

Michael Jackson thrills
us. Just say no.
Dwight Clark mokes
"the catch" against

NFC
Championship gome.

the

Cowboys

in

Cal beats Stanford in
the Big Gome as the
bond runs onto the
field.

Thirteen-year-

Graf makes
her pro tennis debut.
Meryl Streep and
"Sophies Choice"
impress us. The MCC

old

Steffi

turns Chrysler around,

takes off on Discovery.
The Jedi return and
National Lampoon
takes the Grizwalds on
vocation to Wallyworld. Bear Bryant
dies. North Carolina
wins the basketball
championship at the
buzzer over Houston.

Cabbage patch

The

1983
260 ore killed in Beirut.
Noriega comes to
power. A Korean
flight

is

shot

USSR. Lee

down by

lococca
dolls

US., loses

are adopted.

ica's

Cup

"MASH" soys farewell.
Lech Welesa receives
the Nobel Peace Prize.

time

in

Real

men

the

first

woman

con

bring

home the bacon, fry it
up in a pan and never
ever forget she's a
woman. Solly Ride

wood." Huey Lewis

Henley Regatta in
England, And tuition

and

Jefferson Storship

visit

SCU. SCU football

Meryl stars

in "Silk-

has been reinstated
for 25 years. Men's
baseball, football

and

soccer all reach top
20. The Alameda re-

Mini-Mag

tui-

$5,607.

"We

tried to kick

little

ass last night,"

a

George Bush following debate with
Geroldine Ferroro she's the first
woman Vice Presidential

candidate

but she can't help

Mondole. Reagan
is

reelected. Jesse

Jackson mokes on

show in
the election, and t
impressive

132 years.

don't eat

quiche and a
of the '80s

for

Amer-

lightweight crew wins
notional championship and competes at

$5,190.

is

And

1984

was Grahm Central
Station. SCU men's

is

be.

tion

no way.

Leonid Brezhnev dies.
IVIissing kids ore pictured on milk cartons.
Nothing comes between Brooke and
her Calvins. Girls just

re-

newed. The Stucco
House is the Rugby
House but the Animal House is the
Animal House and

1982
ET

is

1980

1989

-

The Communist bloc
boycotts LA
Olympics, Mary Lou
Retton wins overall
gold in gymnastics.
Carl Lewis wins four
golds. Prime minister
Indira

Gandhi

as-

is

sassinated. 2500 die
of lethal gas leak

from Union Carbide
plant in Bhopal,
India.

Smoking

re-

public

strictions in

places. House bans
military aid to the

MUSIC TELEVISION
and

movies.
Men's basketball wins

certs

two gomes

And

tuition

in NIT.
is

I

$6,111.

letters.

Nicaraguan contras.

Baseball,

best,

Apple

Pie

Ghostbusters. I've

Chevrolet.
Pete
Rose passes Ty Cobb
as all-time hit leader
(4,192). We are the
world. Bob Geldof
starts Live Aid to benefit Ethiopia,
Farm Aid

been

and Comic

Who

call?

slimed.

Relief

Mikhail Gor-

follow.

Dohling, you look

mahvelous. Martina

bachev becomes

Novratilova wins

Soviet leader.

U.S.

Crowns. Meryl wi

heid.

"Falling in Love."

The Broncos

listens

Charlie Daniels

A

5.8

quake

to

live.

rolls

through campus.

Women's

Colum-

bian volcano erupts
causing mud slides.
Artists against Apart-

Open, Wimbledon
and French Open

volleyball

is

"Bock to the
The King

athletic director.

Glasnost.

Kennedy

"Wheel of Fortune"

for

SOU

students. The baseball

team

plays the

in on exhigame. Pat

SF Giants
bition

Villanova beats

mighty Georgetown
to win basketball
crown. Becker wins
Wimbledon at 18. Bo
Jackson wins Heisman.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Pi and
Kappa Alpha Psi

Libby Riddles is first
to win Iditarod
dog-sled race. Streep

woman

"Out of Africa."
Budweiser sponsors
half-time shoot out at
is

SOU basketball gomes
and a "Bud-Man"

Three

dies.

fraternities

-

along with the
Alpha Chi Omega
sorority join Alpha
Phi

and

Sigma

And

10 year old

Phi Epsilon.

tuition

is

$6,663.

1986
my name

is

Oprah Winfrey and
today we're going
to talk about...

Teddy

Ruxpin, Top
Gun. Hoiley's
comet, Grocelond,
Crocodile Dundee.
G'doy. wont my
MTV. The Challenger explodes
with teacher Christo

it.

Bhagwon Shree
U.S.A.

Down Under and a

game room

Hello,

taste of

mean

Molley

Classic. Just for the

in

renovations

new

Coke, Caffeine Free
Coke, Caffeine Free
Diet Coke, Cherry
Coke, Coca Cola

Rajneesh. Born

mascot. Benson

(Elvis Presly) lives.

Coke, Diet

has their first winning
season ever. Pot
Molley celebrates his
25th year as SOU
Mall ploys

Cosby

who knows

Future."

and

you gonna

Bill

the father

1985

Trivial Pursuit.

White claimed it's not
the most intellectual
job in the world, but
do have to know the

the

I

Perestroika.

Vanna

host to outdoor conWide World Photos

Mini-Mag

Breaking out of
the 80s

McAuliffe and six
astronauts on board.
The class of 1990 is

about

to

from high

David Letterman: stupid pet

airports.

tricks ,top 10,

cam. But what has
he done for you

graduate
scl^ool.

Ciiernobyl nuciear
reactor melts and 31
die and thousands

lately?

Janet

Jackson. Madonna
was the "Material
Girl" in

lingerie-and-

crucifixes.

more are exposed
a radiation time
bomb, Corazon

to

Aquino becomes
president of

thrill-

Philip-

Imelda and
Ferdinand Marcos flee
to Honolulu, 2000 pairs
of shoes in tow. U.S.
sells arms to the Ayatullah Khomeini in
pines.

I've

got

those Levis 501 blues.
Red Sox first baseman
lets the ball roll
through his legs to
give the NY Mets
World Series victory.
Jack Nicklaus wins
sixth Masters. Streep
has "Heartburn."
Tom O'Connor becomes SCU's new
athletic director.

Women's novice

four

crew wins national
championship. Engineers move out of the
trailers and into a new

ketball wins

WCAC

tournament and goes
on to NCAA tournament.
$7,263.

And

tuition

is

1987
Lt. Col Oliver North is
investigated by Congress for aiding the
contras. Irangote the new Watergate.

A

nineteen year old

West German
500

flies

miles, landing in

Moscow's Red
Square. Party animals drink Bud with
Spuds Mckenzie.
Isn't that special.

The Dow Jones
drops 508 points on
Black
19.

Monday, Oct

California Raisins

hear it through the
grapevine. Money
for nothing.

"Lethal

Weapon." Baby
on board. Baby M

of freeing

modern

hostages in Lebanonthe profits go to buy
guns for Nicaragua's

building,

three story
Santo Clara

born for $10,000,
Eighteen-month old
Jessica McClure is
rescued from a 22

officially

changes

foot

hopes

contras. Terrorists

attack European

its

name

from the University of Santa Clara
to SCU. Lisa's Pieces.
The re-route officially
begins. Men's bas-

Mini-Mag

is

well.

abandoned
Four year old

Cecilia

Cichan

is

the lone survivor of
Northwest flight 255
from Detroit.

1980

1989

-

and Tammy

Jim

Flo-Jo wins gold

in

Bakker. Jessica

100m and 200m

in

Hahn. still haven't
found what I'm look-

Seoul. Milk -it

I

ing

does a body good.
seconds in 100
meter dash mode
Ben Johnson the

Calvin told

for.

9.79

Hobbes -- girls are
dumb. NFL strike, replacement gomes.

world's fastest steroid user at the

Leonard beats
Hagler.

Dennis Con-

nor wins

back Amer-

ica's

Cup

for U.S.

Meryl Streep stars in
"Ironweed." SCU

rk'i'tVtk'- ^^

Gamma becomes

Democratic votes.
Donna Rice and Gory

SCU's

Hart,

is

Leovey. Delta

in

And

third sorority.

Bobby McFerrin says
don't worry be
happy. George Bush
wants a

tendo.

is

$8,133.

1988
kinder,

gen-

nation. I'm not
running for President,
but if did ~ I'd win Donald Trump. Senator, served with Jock
tler

I

I

Kennedy. knew
Jack Kennedy. Jock
Kennedy was a friend
I

brings

home

the

after

a narrow

over

St.

ing

victory

Mary's, carry-

on a

begun

bell

in

tradition

1930.

Nick

Vanos, SCU alum and
pro basketball player,
dies

in

o plane crash.

Registration for classes

Garfield started

appearing on cor windows. Drought in 43
U.S. states, USSR withdraws troops from Afghanistan. Contaminated medical syringes wash up on New
Jersey beaches. Nin-

tuition

of mine. Senator

you're no Jack Kennedy. - Senator Lloyd
Bentsen to Quayle
during vice presidential debate, Jesse
Jackson gets 7 million

Seoul Olympics.
Streep goes Down

U.S.

downs

Iranian possengerjet

mistaking
fighter jet,

it

for

a

"Who

Framed Roger Rabbit?" Budlight wins
the Bud Bowl and the
49ers win the Super
Bowl, Fans watch the
half time show in 3D.
Tyson knocks out
Spinks in 91 seconds.
Wrigley Field gets
lights.

gort.
is

Jimmy Swog-

Wayne

Gretzky

traded to LA

Wide World

Under

for

"A Cry

Pht>tc)s

in

the Dork," SCU lacrosse player Steve
Reup leads nation
in scoring. The

Kings.

Mini-Mag

Breaking out of
the 80s

baseball

team

the
receives

ranked 15th
nation

an

and

end the Laker's
reign. Greg Lemond
wins the Tour de
France. Kareem

is

in

invitation to

NCAA tournament.

Pete Rose is
banned from baseball for betting scandal. Nolan Ryan
gets his 5000th strikeout. And baseball
commissioner Bart
Giamatti dies. This
time IVIeryl played
retires.

Paul Locatelli,SJ, replaces William Rewak, SJ, as President
of the University.

And

tuition

is

$8,784.

an American

1989

Wide world Photo

Bout a Revolution. 5000 are killed
in China's Tian-

communist government is formed in 41
years. Communist

anmen Square

leaders in Czechoslovakia resign. Hungary
breaks from the Communist bloc and be-

Talkin'

for

demanding democracy. Sections of

fence between
Austria and Hungary
are dismantled. In
Poland, the first non-

and

worries

comes an independent republic. Just Do
East Germany
It.

opens the

killing

Berlin Wall.

countless

The world

wildlife.

about the

ozone layer, the green
house effect and garbage. I'm Bart
Simpson who the hell
are you? Spaceman
Spiff (Calvin). Batman.
Arsenic

Hall.

T-shirts

cook
and her

read goto 7.1 at
SCU, after the big one
hit the Bay Area in
October. Bay Bridge

daughter

Series

are

vs SF Giants.

I

Six Jesuits,

their

El

killed in

Salvador.

Japan's
Emperor

U.S. in-

and Loves of
a She Devil." SCU
"Lives

men's soccer

co-

is

national champs
and women's soc-

cer reaches the

Who

four.

said

final

SCU

was apathetic?

Stu-

dents become involved in marches,
boycotts and protests. The PIKES become the fourth fraternity

on campus.

Sig Ep, the oldest

on camremoved.

fraternity

pus,

is

And

tuition

is

$9,618.

vades Panama and
extradites Noriega.

Hi-

rohito dies

after 62
year reign.
Exxon Val-

Jim Baker is brought to
trial on 24 counts of
fraud and conspiracy
as the PTL empire

- sentenced

Champagne

wishes

and caviar
dreams. ..You've

come a

long

way

45 years in prison,
Only the little people

baby so be excellent dude and may
the force be with

Alaska leak-

pay taxes ~ Leona

you...

ing

1

lion

gallons

Helmsley. C. Everett
Koop leaves office of

dez runs
aground

of

1

oil,

in

mil-

caus-

ing serious

environ-

mental
problems

Mini-Mag

~ Oakland A's

in

shatters

Surgeon General.
Ayatullah Khomeini
dies. Revival - The
Stones, The Who.
Oatbran. The Pistons

-

Linda Larkin

1990
Or consider
these less frivolous
numbers.

It's

A

1990!
us

tell

how we spend

every minute ot every
day, every week ot
every year. The result?
We've spent a lot of
time and a lot of

money

this

sewage

cation,

$807,260,270 on de-

However, num-

crazy stuff-like gath-

really

all

we

For instance,

and

fense.

bers

the crazy things
do.

,994 babies

government spends
$46,027,400 on edu-

decade

on

1

off

are born to unwed
mothers. The federal

doing some pretty
ering statistics

gallons

are
the
coasts of the United
of

dumped
States.

Statisticians

billion

this

large don't

soy anything.
Like anything else in

numbers change.
Whether they ore the
most recent stock
market figures or our
life,

on

on average day,
101,280,321 American
adults ore on diets.

and the statistics are
more than statistics, At
these moments, we
see that the numbers
are people, we hear
that the sounds ore
voices, we feel the
emotions ore pain
and joy. Numbers ore
not numbers anymore.
As the decade
ended, we couldn't

pretend that numbers
remained numbers.
For better or worseusually

both-we

lot

of statistics.

We come to

student after

the Soviet Union to
Czechoslovakia, to
shout, to

change.

How many
years of how many
prayers were answered for Eastern
Europeans those

days
ber?

in

Every day, 6,301,370
videos are rented.
Every day in America,

on the season, the

own numbers-stu-

gees

day, the mood.
Sometimes, the

dents-spilled into the

of

$1,507,858,905

numbers come

charged on

alive

Cozy 8 Motel.

demand,

to sing, to roar for

in September
and found overcrowded dorms. Our

is

stu-

dent gathered in
town square, from

winter quarter grades,
the numbers depend

school

was

this

Germany, where
the numbers
poured past borders-and throughout Europe-where

left

the decade behind,
but took with us a
promise of changing

a

But

nothing compared
to our peers in East

Septem-

At SOU, the

Caravan
El

for

of Refu-

the Rights

Solvodorons

came to campus
to plead for our

credit

cords.
On November
9,

1989, East

Germany

lifted

restrictions

on

emigration

and

travel to

the West, and
within hours

thousands of

Germans
celebrated at
the Berlin Wall.
By midnight,

thousands of
East Germans
had entered
thevi/estern

part of the city
.

The

Wall,

Berlin

which

had divided
East and West
Germany since
1961 had
finally begun
to crumble.

Mini-Mag

Breaking into
tl-ie 90s
A sizable earthquake rocked

support

in

their

quest

the Bay area on October 7, killing at least 62 people and injuring hundreds, caving in a deck of the Bay Bridge and a freeway. The quake which struck during the evening
rush hour, just as Game 3 of the World Series was about to begin, registered 7. on the Richter scale
and was on the notorious San Andreas Fault.
1

1

for fair treotmerit

from

tine

United

States,

How much atwe pay

tention did

to the voices they

gave

their long-

suffering country-

men and women?
In

South Caro-

how many

lina,

huddled against
October's Hurricane

Hugo and made
promises about
what they would do
if they survived? In
California,

how

many people had
friends or family

Bay
Bridge on October
17 at 5:04 p.m.? The
numbers were our

crossing the

fathers, our mothers,

our

siblings.
In

math,

the after-

how many

we

hear
about earthquake
lectures did

parties?

The Alameda

closed-how many
days, hours, minutes

were spent trying to
get done? (Ask the
men and women
it

who

spent 24 years
on the project.)
The 150th
birthday of photography was celebrated at the same
time the Robert

Mapplethorpe

ex-

was turning
heads and getting
Congress riled up
hibit

World Wide

enough to think they
knew something
about

art.

How many
politicians studied art

as

we watched

the

Panamanian invasion
and the assassination
of Rumanian tyrant
Ceoucescu with shock
and amazement?

The

results of

the

Nicaraguan elections
took the world by

when the
FMLN'sVioletta

Pliotos

amazement when
they heard the
results?

Our own sen-

surpise

ate and ASSCU tried
make themselves

Chomorro won and

to

Daniel Ortega, who
ruled since 1979,
to step down.

a body with back-

How many mouths

sides

went

as

had
had

slack with

as members
discussed taking

bone

El

on

issues,

such

Salvador.

Chinese students continued to
worry about their
safety

Bush

in

toed a

when

President

-^

January vebill that would

grant them visa extensions.

How many had

they known

in

Tian-

anmen Square?

The Exxon Valdez, a 978-foot
tanker owned by Exxon Shipping
Co., struck Bligh Reef about 25
miles from Valdez, Alaska, ripping
holes in its hull, gushing millions of
gallons of thick crude oil into
pristine Prince William Sound. The
result was the largest oil spill in US
history.

W

Mini-Mag

I.I.

World

I'liotos

1990
Ben Vereen

understand the plight

SCU

women and minorities at SCU. How

students
to celebrate February's Black History
Month while apart-

joined

heid continued in
South Africa and

Coca-Cola
syrup

in

still

made

the country.

Nelson Mandela was
freed. How many the
world over ever believed they'd see him
walk out of prison?
Spring quarter

came

differently this

of

many knew

this

was

the first time in 20
years the campus

ism

company

and

ning and socializing.
There was other business to handle in

seriously?

April.

all

spoke with

univeristy

administrators

in

at-

suspend

its

- continues

it

because

it must.
1989-90
But

brought us
little

all

a

closer to the

with stu-

How many

marched and

to

with

tasks

dents protesting for
animal rights, for environmental rights, for
rights.

tested,

agreed

and
errands that go
little

was on the rise;
in good

sexual

Instead of
basking in the sun,
student groups pro-

out loans faster than
he could ever write
checks. Hostility is
bubbling in the Philipines and Lithuania has

day. Life-and the

we were

We are usually
refreshed from vacation and ready to get
to the business of tanyear.

was

such upheaval?
SCU, however, was
following a national
trend. Student activin

astating earthquake.
Donald Trump is taking

diversity
stu-

dents wondered if
they would be taken
school

How many

officials

dered when

it

wonwould

end?
It's

July. East

and West Germany
have just converted to
the same economic
system. Iran

is still

re-

covering from a dev-

Wide

Wi.rlJ riiclM

independence because its economy

people behind the

can't handle the

months showed us
that a lot of us
have the same
dreams about
winning, freedom,

in-

dependence.
Americans still get
nose jobs at on incredible per diem
rate. We still buy 100
million

M&M's every

tempts to get them to

numbers. Those

love, youth

and

understanding.
that the same
dreams are shared

And

by many

different

people.

And

as any
yearbook proves,
seeing the faces is

a

lot

more

ing than

interest-

knowing

the numbers.
-

Genevieve
Sedlack

More than 50,000 people gave President Bush a hero's welcome at the worker s monument in Poland
where Solidarity was born in a wave of upheaval, Solidarity leader Lech Wolesa and Bush raise their
arms and give the "V" for victorv, a sign used by Solidarity.

Mini-Mag

LAUNDRY

of

Trials

Laundry
elcome

to college!

Land

^ ^

of greater freedom, of

I

challenging and insightful thought, of tasteless

and of washing your own
washing your own laundry? Yes,

cold cafeteria food,

laundry.

now

that's right,

that

.

.

mommy is not around,

the college students to experience

it is

r

'.r

time for

the trials and

all

^

tribulations associated with washing laundry in a dorm's
laundry room. Most students really don't look forward to
wash day. "It's hot, it's sweaty, it costs money, and your
clothes don't get clean," says freshman Stephanie Wells.
College students who have never washed laundry
before are suddenly forced to learn quickly by adhering to
that old adage: "learn from your mistakes." Oh, but of
course you meant to shrink your lightly tinted pink briefs

^

v.^

J^B»

W\.^^

of experiences like this:

When

Yates discovered the change, she

replaced her clothes inside and took his out. She states she
didn't worry about

making the change

fc|^«a«»a^"*^

^

A

male student emptied her load before the cycle was over,
threw his clothes inside, and then stacked her clothes on top
of the dryer.

"^

W^^^^^^^^'

£/

.

home now because

•I

^M^
wr^ 1«»
y ^«^x^«

"Jk^'^SL

Being able to find an unused washer and dryer
seems to be the biggest problem for most students.
"Laundry is fun," freshman Brad Perry says, "but it's
always very crowded.
so I end up doing my laundry on
Mondays at two in the morning."
Allison Yates, a freshman Campisi resident, takes
her laundry

W
r-?^^

three sizes smaller.

.

^

'i^^Sl^
^A

'-flr^^^^A

Jl

i

since she determined

the student could not have been very big, because "his

underwear was

extra-small."

And

speaking of underwear
some students
schedule their laundry time when others are not around to
see their unmentionables. "I try to get in before my
underwear has finished drying so no one takes it out," says
freshman Kat Sherfey. However, freshman Tina Golaw
doesn't see the reason for embarassment. "It's necessary to
wash underwear," she responds. "After all, it's just the

laundry room."

.

-

.

.

John Winklemon

Brian Greeley

Batting her eyes as a sign of displeasure, Allison

Nash and her

friend Lisa Lettunich, both

freshmen, prepare to tackle the tedious task of
sorting.

44

Student

Life

The low roar of the much used
washers and dryers offers peaceful
background music for freshman Dana
Albrecht, as he scrupulously studies
his calculus while waiting for his

clothes to finish their cycle.
Rr].ln

(,i«lr\

Britin

dreeley

Nathan Misner stand
laundry. The saga of the

Jennifer Pollard and

Freshmen
guard behind

their pristine

missing sock gets repeated

all

too frequently.

Laundry 45
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Open for the 90's...

Come On In!
oring, dull,

Bmany

and uneventful are thought by

students to describe the Associated

Students of Santa Clara University and the
student senate realm. But this year, ASSCU

revamped the organization, making it and its
members more accessible to the student body. "Open for
the '90's~Come on in!" became their slogan and they
encouraged anyone to drop in for whatever reason. More
and involvement from the student body, including a
voice in university decisions and policies, became ASSCU's

control

goal.

This year's senate took a stand on important issues
affecting Santa Clara students, fought against the restraint

of the student voice,

and restructured the bylaws of the

student constitution to become more
the senate voted to take a stand

made recommendations

efficient.

on the

In addition,

El Salvador issue,

to the administration

on the Sigma

Phi Epsilon newsletter controversy, and debated a proposal
for

months

official

would

that

create a

mechanism

for taking

an

stand on local and world issues.

But

politics are not the

only feature of

ASSCU.

Social Presentations brought creative events to the student

body including the homecoming bonfire, Winterfest (a
week of cool activities featuring a Tahoe ski trip to alleviate
those winter quarter blues), and Wednesday night movies,
varying from "Sex, Lies, and Videotape" to "Driving Miss
Daisy."

To

publicize these often ill-attended events, the

still in its younger stages,
Through flyers, banners
swinging from second floor Benson, and scribbled chalk advertisements on the asphalt leading to O'Connor Hall and

marketing department, although

worked

to advertise the events.

Orradre Library,

ASSCU

sought to reach students both in
Brian Greelev

and out of
-

class.

Eileen M. Tinney

and Carolyn Ince
Eeny, meeny, miny, mo. Freshmen choose their future
leaders. Freshmen candidates spent a week
campaigning, making posters, flyers and speeches
and then sat back to anticipate results.

46 Student

Life

Listening intently,
senior senate

member Jim Hansen
takes in the facts as

senior and

ASSCU

vice president of

finance

T.J.

Lazar

tells all.

Brian (jreeley

Part of

ASSCU's

effort to

become more

accessible to students included

"Open

for the '90's" party

ASSCU and

senate

an

where

members were

answer any questions from
students, faculty, and staff.
available to

Brian Cree

"Welcome

to

ASSCU" was

this year, inviting all

the catch phrase
students to drop by and

Jerome Pereira
and "The Unknown Jeromes" jazz up the
atmosphere as they welcome students to
ASSCU's open house informational party.
get involved. Here, senior

ASSCU

47

PBO-CHOICE vs. PRO-LIFE

The Debate

Continues
he very nature of a university is to search for
truth—not to suppress it or fear the search

T

process

.

.

.

portant

way

President Paul Locatelli,

and

pro-life

An

educational forum in which

differing perspectives are presented
for

SJ,

is

an im-

people to discover the truth,"

said in regards to a pro-choice

forum.

After

much

pro and anti-abortion positions to be expressed.
Chris Baddell, a law student at SCU and member of
the Student Advocates for Choice believed that the forum
was able to ".
present the issue in a comfortable and
effective way to students and the administration." She
added, "The administration was concerned that the issue of
abortion be presented in an educational manner. The two
part forum was designed to achieve that end."
Students and faculty members who disagreed with
the pro-choice stance were able to gather their own group of
speakers for the second part of the forum. Daniel Stea, the
Resident Director of Sanfilippo residence hall and second
year law student at SCU, expressed his own pro-life stance:
.

Students hold a banner during the prochoice forum. The pro-choice speatcers
represented a full range of ideas from
Action program, a
the California
student population. The Lawyers'
Guild, two law professors at Santa
Clara University, The California Abortion Rights Action League, Planned

NOW

Parenthood Association, and The Bay
Area Coalition Against Operation
Rescue. Presentations concentrated on
issues from reproductive freedom to

education and legislation.
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not so
it's

much

Stea feels that
is

that

we want

important that
".

.

.

.

.

.

students to agree with us, but

[they]

Life

make informed

human

the taking of a

life

must balance

the hardship to the

we

decisions."

[through abortion]

where one
mother against the benefit of the

not just a religious issue, but a constitutional one

.

.

.

to the child. Abortion is the last resort for women who are
undereducated and underpaid.
The goal is to get these women
out of a suppressed position in society and bring [them] ... up to
a level where [they] can truly decide whether to conceive a child
life

.

deliberation, the university agreed to

allow an educational forum to take place. The administration felt that this would allow equal opportunity for both

.

"It's

think

.

in the first place."

Both pro-life and pro-choice sides continued to be active
on campus by providing other educational lectures. The President's Lecture Series featured Lisa Sowle Cahill, a professor of
theology at Boston College, as she focused on the challenges
faced by Roman Catholic ethics. ASSCU and the Women Students' Resource Center invited Sarah Weddington, the attorney
in the Roe versus Wade case, to speak at the lecture night, "Some
Leaders are Born Women."
The outward concerns and public efforts of both sides
addressed and challenged students' awareness of the abortion
issue and provided an avenue for both moral and ethical questioning and growth.

-

Solly

Lomas

advocate Julie Sly voices her
opinion on abortion. Speakers from
The Institution of Public Information
Pro-life

and Communication, The California
Catholic Conference, The Jesuit Community, The National Right to Life
(Western Office), The California ProLife Council, and Feminists for Life
(California Chapter) represented the
pro-life platform.

Nearly 200 students attended the Reproductive Rights Forum fall quarter.
The pro-life stance was addressed
early winter quarter. Here one law
student took an active stance at the
pro-choice event.

Elena Marguez and Julie Eddy discuss and disseminate
information during the pro-choice platform. Supporters of
both pro-life and pro-choice set up information tables,
handed out brochures, and displayed banners and signs to

advocate their views.

Pro-Choice

vs. Pro-Life
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HOUSES

On Up

Move'in

In

The

World
M

oving into the dorms

Mom. Moving

made us

appreciate

campus made us appreciate
Benson. Moving off campus into a house with
a large

group

off

of people

made

us appreciate

the Bradys, the Waltons, the U.S.

Army

Certain obstacles are unavoidable even

.

.

.

when

mature adults cohabitate. For example, if you have a 9:55
class and you were at the Hut until closing the night before,
chances are good that you will not wake up early enough to
get in line for the shower. This dilemma leaves you with a
few options: a) wash your hair in the sink, b) wear a hat,
c)skip class. "C" tends to be the popular choice.
Or suppose you just spent three hours in the library
and have decided to reward yourself with a bag of M&M's.
You're better off finishing them in the carport rather than
revealing them to a house filled with roommates whose
diets are limited to baked potatoes and pb&j's.
But when mature young adults are not fighting for
the shower or the phone or the microwave and when
they're not hoarding their food or leaving nasty notes to
whoever left their spaghetti plate in the living room, they
make a sincere effort to enjoy each other's company.

The White house

women and men,

Kelly Knopf, Jane Collins, Stacey
Seaberg, Amy Duke, Jean Foster,

Maureen McCormick, Patty Bannan,
Lauren O'Neil, Mike McClusky, and
Roger Goulart pose
cheer.
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for

Christmas

The White house men and women like to convene for
and Big Gulps on Saturday mornings, piece together the
events of the night before and decide who deserves the "bearer
of the lamp shade" award. The women at the Omega-Moo house
also like weekend mornings for a little house-bonding. They
waffles

usually choose to eat out, however, a wise
in

way

to

avoid walking

pancake mix for a week.
The Stucco house women and the Gift house

women

agree that "family" dinners are great for quality time with the

roommates. They also

like to see

whose culinary

skills

go beyond

operating a can opener.

For male houses roommate bonding takes on a different
memorable events for the guys at
the Alpha-Rahimi house was the slip-and-slide they created by
plugging all the drains and flooding the house.
form.

Clearly one of the most

Each house agreed that come earthquakes or finals or
whatever, the obstacles are never too great to overcome. From
cleaning the house to celebrating birthdays, just about everything
involved with group living
-

Kelly

Knopf

is

fun.

Andi Vartanian, Maureen Muth, Melissa Strain, Carolyn Ince, Jean Ferguson, Jennifer
Smith, and Maggie Bannan of the Stucco house relax and catch up with one another
during a fahita family dinner extravaganza.

Donna

Eaton,

Cassie Hayes,

Cynthia Rogers,
Janet Berlo,

Shannon

Tarr,

Kelly Kestle and

Rachel Olsen
comprise the
Gift house.

While the house
lost the

that

bars

gave

it its

name

the Jail

house

is still

Jail

the

house, but

the guys that

women of the Brown house smile
for the camera: Ann Sullivan, Lisa
The

Secan, Melissa Hormel, Brenn

Swan-

lived there
all

but

were

jailed.

Brian Greelev

berg, Kaela Kozlovsky, Sue LeBlanc

and Laurie Helin.

Houses
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TUE PARTY SCENE

Pop-Tarts
or

Beers?
very weekend

E
going

party.

SCU

students attempt to relieve

by congregating to
To many "partying" is synonymous

stress of

academic

life

with drinking alcohol.
"Hey, you going to that party tonight?"

to

"Yeah, it should be pretty cool. 1 heard there are
be a couple kegs there. Everybody's going to get

really blasted."

Excessive alcohol consumption, especially by
students under the legal drinking age,

is a major problem at
SCU. "1 can't remember last night," and "1 still feel sick, 1
drank so much," are common Saturday and Sunday morn-

ing expressions of partying students.
of

One reason students drink, according to a resident
Graham Complex, is to gain social acceptance among

"You go to a party and see everybody else is
drinking, and you want to be in, so you drink too," says one
student. Another student agrees and says, "It's not exactly
peer pressure, it's just that you see everybody else drinking.
one's peers.

Pop-tarts, pop-tarts,

so you figure,

~Why

not?'"

Yet there are many students at Santa Clara who prefer
non-alcoholic activities to the usual "keggers." Senior Matt

Mason annually throws
students

who do

a pop-tart party as an alternative for
not wish to drink. At these parties, people have

good time while eating pop-tarts and drinking orange juice.
the idea his freshman year, when he became
bored with the keg scene. He says he is unsure how the combination of pop-tarts and OJ came about, but the idea caught on, and
the parties have become more popular each time.
a

Mason conceived

Mason

says

events, but there

is

,

"there

not

is

much

a definite interest in non-alcoholic
for non-drinkers to do."

It's

harder to plan an alcohol free event because it requires more
ingenuity. "To plan something with alcohol, all you need is
people and drinks. It takes much more creativity and drive to
plan an activity without alcohol. Something like going to a movie
gets old after awhile."
-

OJ Solonder

and more

pop-tarts! This pastry w^as the

main

and special quest of
Matt Mason's theme party ~ poptarts and Orange Juice. A group
of pop-tart and OJ addicts surround and guard these prized
feature

possesions.

Matt Mascm
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Where

are the pop-tarts and OJ? To no avail,
students accept the fact that pop-tarts are nowhere
to

be found and opt for beer instead.

Most

parties

pop-tart test

do include alcohol, making
an anomaly.

parties like the

Karen Tozier and Laura Nichols voice
their opinion, along with those standing
around them, that pop-tarts are definitely
delicious.
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Pl^OGRAMING

A

Plethora of

Programing
a Bronco's favorite complaint: There is
nothing to do on this campus. Nonsense.
There is plenty to do on this campus. And as
I
luck would have it it was all planned for us.
With essentially three programming boards
plus the events individual clubs planned SCU was anything
but lacking in things to do.
Not only was there ASSCU's programing board
with its new marketing department, as the 1990 school year
began the Multicultural Center received funding from
student fees giving it the opportunity to put on some spectacular events and filling the void was SPACE, which
arrived on the programing scene in '87.
All that time we spent complaining about a lack of
activities ASSCU, SPACE and the MCC were hard at work
planning events. Actually many of us did manage to find
out about these events and even went to a few — but if you
didn't, here's what you missed: A Day on the Grass, a
reggae concert featuring the group Thaddeus. The Club
Connection, a chance for students to find out about clubs on
campus. Tomorrow People, a week so funky it lasted nine
days. The coffee house series which brought talented
musicians, singers and artists to the Brass Rail. Horseback
riding. How to dress for success. Spike Lee and Do The
Right Thing. Ballroom dance lessons, tie-dyeing, Chinese
painting, bands: The Strangers, Crazy 8's and Borracho Y
Loco. The 1964 Beatles' tribute to the Fab Four. Comedy
t's

Sportz.

A

SCU's Hidden

show

Talent.

Lectures.

Comedy

nights.

Mayer. Music on the 'Meda - several times
during the year. Octoberfest. Parades and fests. A dive in
movie. Fashion shows. Trips to the city. The symphony...
-

laser

in

Linda Lorkin

Brian Greeley

Tye-dyeing was a definite art form as freshman Todd
Elmquist demonstrates. In its fourth year SPACE'S
Raggae Sunsplash was a bigger success than ever.
Students came out to Bellomy Field to dance, play
volleyball
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and enjoy the sun.

Cinco De Mayo on the Meda. Junior Elena Marquez
helped the Multi Cultural Center's MEChA-EL Frente
celebrate Cinco De Mayo on the Alameda. This was
just one of the groups to take advantage of the newly
closed road.

SCU couldn't tire of Oregon's Crazy 8's. As on
many nights students had a hard choice to
make; while these students jammed the Brass
Rail to dance to Wild Child and other hits,
upstairs Benson was packed with people who
had come to experience the Hawaiian Club's
annual luau.

ASSCU
booked
great

band
after

great

band

in

1990.

From

Big

Bang
Beat to
the
Beatles

there

was

never

a

dull

moment.
Brian Creelev

Programming went beyond
campus.

SPACE

just things to

do on

regularly planned events that were

meant as escapes from campus. One popular escape
was to Sea Horse Ranch in Half Moon Bay where
students could ride horseback along the beach.
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BRIGGS

James

Briggs

Vice President of
Student Services

lately

itting in a relaxed position behind his desk,
James Briggs talks about his experiences
during his first year at Santa Clara. He is a
tall, professional-looking, intelligent man, with
an easy-going disposition. He speaks articuabout the past nine months.

new

Vice President of Student Services
at Santa Clara, comes to SCU after ten years as the Director
of the Career Planning and Placement Center at the UniverBriggs, the

sity of California, Berkeley.

At Santa Clara he works with the organizations on

campus which make up Student

Services.

He

says that

Student Services comprises "any organization which takes
care of the students' needs outside of the formal academic
program." This includes organizations such as ASSCU,

SCCAP, student government.
and

Multicultural Center,

SPACE,

counseling services.
According to Briggs, Student Services has two main

all athletics,
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purposes,

"to provide for the counseling, health,

first,

recreational needs of students, so that they are able to
role as students.

and programs

And

for

we

and
fulfill

their

wide range of experiences
students which complement their academic
also,

offer a

education."

As far as goals for Student Services, he says that they are
emerging. "Mainly, we are trying to see how we can improve on what we already offer. We are looking for new things
to give, such as programs which address certain needs or issues
which may come up."
Briggs says that he has been made to feel very welcome
here at Santa Clara, and although he misses the diversity of
still

Berkeley, he enjoys working on a smaller campus.
easier to get to

more

know

the

campus and

"It's

much

the people better. You're

able to give people individual attention. I've had an
many different experiences and challenges

interesting year with

which have put

me

in contact

people of Santa Clara."

-

OJ

many different
Solonder

with

parts

and

James

Briggs
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SPRING BREAK

What

Did You

Do

for

Spring Break?
last! Winter quarter finals are over and it's
time for spring break. Students are plagued
by what to do with an entire week away from
t

campus.

RELAXING and

enjoying doing

nothing for a change was the overwhelming favorite. The
pressures involved in living the busy Bronco lifestyle almost

seem

to

mandate

week

a

for "de-stressing."

Sophomore

Rich Nakvasil decided that he would spend his entire
vacation at home with his family. Skiing was also a popular
response.

"I

spent most of

my

spring break skiing," con-

curred sophomores Stephanie Marandas and John Donovan. "We went racing and I beat my brothers.
be sure to
.

added

.

triumphant Stephanie.
Others chose warmer climates to spend their ten
free days. Senior Sergio Lopez spent his break in Puerto
print that!"

a

"It was full of sunshine, beautiful people, and a
few Corona's by the beach. There was no time to think of
Santa Clara University, and I was glad that was the case."
Senior Negin Kamangar, a marketing /international business
major, was fortunate to spend her break at Club Med in
Tahiti. "I was going insane winter quarter because I had an
overload of units and couldn't find a job. I had to escape to
paradise quickly I did some scuba diving and fed some
sharks. Really! Now I'm back in business and ready to go."

Vallarta.

.

Sophomore Jennifer Scheidt said, "I did everything.
went skiing in Tahoe, then went down to San Diego,
Rosarito, Mexico, and finished it off in Disneyland."
I

More industrious students decided that spring
break would be the ideal time to earn a little extra cash.
Senior Sajit Kotwal, a computer engineering major, decided
to use the free time to work on computer networks. "I
enjoyed the spring break, testing new software packages on
the Sun Sparc 330 Work stations, and being totally overwhelmed by the power of the machine."
Although many students travel, a few decided to
simply relax at home or visit old friends. Whether racing
down mountain slopes, catching a painful sunburn, or
earning a few extra bucks, Santa Clara students found that
leaving school behind for a few days proved essential to
their well-being.
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Tijuana or Bust. Seniors

Amy Reim, Pam Rigney,

Mike Ingalls, and Lynn Sawamura
motored from Santa Clara to Phoenix, to San
Diego, to Tijuana, and back to Los Angeles.
Pat Herbst,

Seniors Jean Ferguson and Carolyn Ince sub-

merged themselves into Maui's blue waters.
Warm weather and calm oceans soothed the
nerves of

many

quarter finals.

Santa Clara students after winter

Camping under the Redwoods at Big Sur are
Doug Ferrante, Linda Scott, Warren Brown, Beth
Anne Elliott, and Mike La Fond.
Below. These 14 wicked wahinies spent a wild

week

in

Hawaii. Thanks Bonzai. "Hey barBoo needs another drink!"

tender, Jo

Above, Left. Once again Lake
Havasou was a popular break
spot, for at least seven boatfulls

of Broncos. Juniors

Adrienne

McGonigle, Laurie Barrett, Kari
Pelaez and Peggy Marcocci ride
into shore at sunset on day four
of their Hellion trip on Havasu.

Members

of Theta Chi fraternity

spent a relaxing and

much needed

spring break houseboating on a
vast

and sparsely populated Lake
in Southern Nevada.

Mead
n Grt-clcy

Spring Break
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BgONCO BUST

Bronco Bust
O

n

a

Sunday night—students

in the

returned to their studies. Suddenly, live

How

did

ASSCU

get

him

to

here?

was Keir, a musiperformers such as Neil

the students actually heard

who impersonated famous

it

know

On

were part of Bronco Bust '90, a "week
planned to break the monotony of school life," said Mike O'Brien, head of ASSCU Social
Presentations. He added, "It's like a spring carnival.
where we
of events during the spring quarter

.

.

schedule events that aren't usually offered."

Young and Billy Joel.
In Mayer Theater, comedian Michael Dugan,
winner of the San Francisco stand-up comedy competition,
entertained Santa Clara students. "Do you ever wonder
when you take an aspirin, how it knows where to go? How
does

competition, which included acts impersonating Kiss, The Blues
Brothers, Silly Manilli, and Barry Manilow.
All of these events

music drifted from inside the cafe, and people
were amazed to hear Neil Young singing

What
cian

up

I

"Rockin' in the Free World."

come

lined

Brass Rail to get something to eat before they

'90

if you have a headache or a sore throat?"
the Alameda, the group "Tomorrow People,"

The week also included a live concert in the Brass Rail, a
showing of the film "A Fish Called Wanda" in the Leavey pool,
and a speaker from Greenpeace to commemorate Earth Day.
Probably the most successful event of the week was the
Sadie Hawkins Boat Dance, which had students lining up for
tickets at two in the morning prior to the day they went on sale.
The demand for tickets was so great that tickets sold out immediately.

dressed in shorts, Multicultural T-shirts, and baseball caps,

O'Brien says that Bronco Bust was much better this year
than previous years. "We wanted to do something different this

danced

year,

to the

music of Janet Jackson during an airband

and

it

worked out

really well."

-

OJ SolandGf

Tim Currier

Boy does he look comfy! Dave Novak

prey to the hypnotist, once
again a popular feature of Bronco Bust week.
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falls

Heavy metal

"Kiss"

impersonators Dave
Tilburg, Brian Frankel,

Brian Habecker, and

Francesco Suarez perform
their deadliest for

SCU's

Bronco Bust airband
competition.

Levitation 101? Students look
intently but skeptically as the

guest hypnotist attempts to
levitate

Brian

an

SCU

student.

C-r>_-fk-\'

Joyce Wiederhold and

Laura Oliver, sophomores, soak themselves in Leavey pool
as they watch the
ciive-in-movie,

"A

Fish Called Wanda."

Comedian Michael Dugan gives the camera a dramatic
pose. Dugan was well received by SCU students.
Pam

Rozolis
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GRADUATION

Where

Is

This

Real World?
he strongest principle of growth hes in

human

choice"

—George EUot
Black gowns of graduation splashed with collars of white,
brown
and orange dot the Mission gardens of Santa Clara
gold,
University. More than a day of a thousand pictures taken in the
most ridiculous outfit money can rent, graduation is a day of reflection,

remembrance, anxiety, anticipation, celebration, honor and

ultimately of choice.

Hot and sweaty

in their

academic garb, the senior

class of

1990 shifts nervously and restlessly in their chairs listening to the
pithy words of academicians
college.

"Wow

this is

it.

This

who have made
is

really

it!

I

beyond
go out into the

choices

have

to

world and do and be something other than a student," think
many.
As names are called, diplomas are received, fresh alumni
step off the stage, and images of lemmings dressed identically,
real

taking a plunge off a

how

into the unknown are conjured up. But
image? Remember freshman year thinking,

cliff

far fetched is this

"Four years. That's close

to eternity isn't it?"

As

the years crept

who

once perhaps huddled
underneath the wing of SCU, grew into mature young adults, contemplating life beyond Benson and the Mission gardens. As one
father put it, "They've [seniors] either got a job or they're
going to Europe." But whatever these fresh alumni choose

by, these old adolescent freshmen,

to do,

it is

a choice that their Santa Clara University

education has helped them to make.
-

Carolyn

K,

Ince

Tim Currier

Jim Hansen and Cari Zieske

can't hide their smiles

after receieving their diplomas.
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1

Remembering

the events of four years evokes laughter
and tears during the Baccalaureate Mass. The Mass held
the afternoon before graduation

Senior Matt

Mason

was student planned.

waits for his cue to proceed

in.

While graduation is an exciting time, ceremonies
can drag on. But one way or the other students
get through them.

Once

the

morn-

ing shade had

passed the heat

began to take its
toll on these art

Some

majors.

students thought

i,m( urrur

ahead and came
prepared with
fans, beverages
and cool clotlics.

In her valedic-

tory address

communication
major Angle
Clifford encour-

aged her fellow
grads not to be
Across the Pacific the families of
Hawaiian students bring a bit of home.
Laden with fresh flower leis senior
Jody Chung joins friends and family in
the Gardens after the ceremonies.

afraid to climb

back on the

Charles Barry

English major Monica
coaster
Morrissey gets ready to
recieve her diploma.

-

for the

ride of their
lives.

roller

SENIORITIS

We Are
Out-of-Here
'd just written the

career.

It

worst paper of

was so'bad

when

that

I

my

college

hit

page-up

my computer keyboard

and read over the
few paragraphs, I didn't understand
them. Not a good sign.
on

I

first

1

printed

written
for

my

it

out.

known about

the assignment for weeks, and had
an hour and twenty-five minutes. As I waited
name to appear on the print queue, I decided that I
I'd

it

in

hated senior year. I stood in the Kenna lab printer room
cursing my dumb classes, my overloaded schedule, and

June 9th for being so

far

papers

like this that

cause senioritis.

1

thought,

Make me want

to

remembered that the
line had come from "The Terminator," a movie I'd watched
with my roommates the previous night. Of course I hadn't
to enjoy

it

to St. Joseph's,

with

this

pitcher, again
I

for
to

1

I

my

got to Sandwich King,

"As always,"
the monitor,

professor's office.

been able

of here.

When we

Hassan, was behind the counter.
"She's back again!"

drop a major. Bail out. This paper had prevented me from
doing so many things. The time I'd spent worrying about it!
It began printing out. I read each pathetic line as it
appeared, and wondered if I should wait, take a lower
grade, turn in a better paper tomorrow. Then I thought of a
movie line I'd heard recently: "In a hundred years, who's
gonna care?"
I retrieved the paper, stapled it, and headed for my

On my way

Out

away.

When my name came up on
it's

She was right. I was almost out of here.
We decided to go to Sandwich King. As we walked
down Alviso, people whizzed by on bikes, reminding me of my
ride the previous night. Then I thought about how my lockedout roommate had looked through our peephole, vitamin E oil
under her eyes, hair pulled up in an unattractive, "sleeping do,"
fists pounding on the door as she howled like a lion.

I

He

greeted

replied, laughing.

favorite employee,

me by

But as

I

saying,

ordered a

thought: out of here.

looked around—at the handwritten signs announcing 2
jukebox that played Patsy Cline, guaranteed

specials; at the

annoy

my

yellow from

friends; at the wall

when

I'd

by the basketball game, stained

flung an open mustard bottle at a friend's

which had stuck on the rim.
My friend dropped her backpack and slid into
"Man," she said, "I wish I were the one graduating."
Hass called my name.

ball,

"No you

don't,"

I

said.

"You

a booth.

really don't."

-Jan Maulhardt

1

my head.

paper hanging over

The assignment had really spoiled my evening. It
had stalked me, just as Schwarzenegger had stalked the
good guys in the movie. I'd worried about this paper over
afternoon pitchers at Sandwich King; while watching "The
Terminator"; while on the handlebars of my roommate's
bike during a late night Super Big Gulp run; and later still,
while dragging another roommate out of bed and lobbing
her, nightgowned and screaming, onto the porch, just for
fun.

The paper had been on my mind even when the
apartment manager came over and told us to shut the hell
up.
Clearly, that paper

had ruined

my

When

night.

got to the computer lab at 8:00 the next morning,

I

I

cursed

senior year.

On my way out of my
When I told her

junior friend.
I'd just

handed

in,

professor's office,

I

ran into a

about the horrid assignment
she said, "Hey, don't worry about it.

You're out of here!"

Braving the beach and sun

Amy
it
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is

a tough job. But

Adams, Sally Gilpen,
Hurley, and Shannon McDonald are doing

seniors JuHe Roberts, Kelly

w^ell.

^

Give us your
best face!

Seniors

Mark

Rankin,

Jeff

Decker, and

Andi Vartanian

show

off for the

camera during
the senior San
Francisco boat
cruize.

Shiela Pigott, Christina Burdick, JuHe Perko

and Stephanie Foehr

form a friendship huddle as they share good tmies at Senior
Happy Hour in the Alumni Gardens. Thursdays meant Senior
Cellar in Brass Rail~a

warmup

to Friday's Senior

Happy Hour.

Studying and papers were put
last

possible

moment

off

'till

the

for the sake of Sen-

Week. At Tuesday night's Los Gatos
Bar Crawl Renee Machi and Heather
Corcoran toasted their accomplishments
ior

with pink kamikazes.

With just four weeks
to go seniors put on
their finest for their
last college formal.

Jennifer

Soden and

Eric Bernauer joined

most

of the senior

Double
Monterey for

class at the

Tree in
the Senior

Ball.

Senioritis
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CADE Ml C S
I n academics breaking

meant
breaking out of the classroom for some hands on
learning. While what we learned in class was
important, there were some things we just couldn't
get from the text books. So we went beyond Santa
Clara and worked on the Eastside, visited
companies, interviewed political figures and
worked with the homeless. Whether we travelled
into the 90s

across town, across country, abroad or to the Soviet

Union and Poland we were able to take what we
learned and break barriers of language, culture and
prejudice. We put our talents and our education to
work and built homes for the homeless in Alviso,
taught in grade schools, joined clubs and took on
internships.

We protested, wrote letters, listened to

speakers, attended forums and voted.
all

And

it

was

part of our break into the 90s.

Congratulations class of 1990! After four years of group

crowded computer labs, all nighters and senior
you all deserve a hand. Garett Arnaudo recieves
congratulatory handshake from a fellow engineer.

projects,

theses
a
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Division

The

theatre

and dance department finished

their

season with the spring production of "On the
Razzle." Huffer (Mike

(Jason

Hodges) laugh

Romo) and Melchior

at Zanlger's

(Ricardo

Ibarra-Rivera) predicament.

Whether contributing to a class discussion,
volunteering on the Eastside or traveling to
another country we were putting our talents
and our education to work. When she wasn't
dancing senior Lisa Bradley put her creative
energies into a ceramics class, while

Mikuls gave some constructive

Lmdj

Ted

criticism.

Larkin

Academics
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Express yourself or^ cotters
ar^d make a bundle In the

T-Shirt

Business
± IRST CAME THE COLORFUL
"Tomorrow's People" T-shirt
then the "Shaking

'89

their ideas

were the medium

to

mark every occasion as well
make a bundle of money.

made the Calvin and
Hobbes "Beer Goggle" shirt
because he wanted a "cool"
shirt and his friends thought
the idea was funny. Sophomore Chris Terhar, who
bought one of the shirts,
agreed that it was funny
because "the subject was
Bianchina

Earth-

quake" shirt raised reUef money
while the controversial Chauvinist Club T sparked debate.
The T-shirt market was hot. Tshirts

as

Seniors Pat Shea and

Jim Hansen realized the riches
to be gained in T-shirts and

relevant to the college (and

personal) experience."

Humor is the key to
many popular shirts. Steve

own company:
HanShea-K. They had a few
sailing successes and then one

Sernett,

shirt that sank.

at

created their

The HanShea-K crew
rowing

T-shirt,

with the French

saying "Etes Vous Pretes" (are
you ready) on the front and an

orange colored west coast on
the back, went down like an
overweight-hung-over crew
team in a boat covered in holes.
The extra shirts have been used
for cleaning

up

spills

and

washing cars.
The T-shirt craze starts
freshman year with the floor
shirt.

"Eighth floor drinkers,"

bought a "Late Night
Santa Clara University"
shirt because it "humorously
represented many things at

SCU."

SCU

l-ind.i Larkiii

SCU's T-shirt entrepreneurs don't always turn to treasure.
But then again there is always a clean shirt to wear or as the guys at the
Love Shack, Al Ramirez discovered cotton cleans up well.
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the top ten

list

of

number

"Get your degree
your
education at the Hut," and
number one, "Did I see you
four,

at Santa Clara, get

last

night?" as his personal

favorites. Junior

bought

a Late

Wendy Daws

Night

shirt

because she "just wanted
something that said SCU. The
ones in the bookstore are so
boring."

and "It's more fun on the
bottom" are some of the

and

sayings that plague the fresh-

extra cash for students, the

man

Greek establishment and
funded academic and sports
clubs. Sometimes they even
bailed you out of a mess.

shirt.

With a sense of humor

-

talents of

On

sayings, Steve noted

"Late night with Tenth floor/'

As students mature.

The

become more

sophisticated. Senior Rick

originality, T-shirts

Cherie Collins

made

Andy and Jeff Mason
with Ned Failing lay
v\atch over their
I

-sliirt

iiiDst
tlu'
I

SCU

aillection.

The

popular shirts of

year included

iirthquake shirts.

The

Masons designed
everthing from floor
shirts to engineering
shirts

and Creek week

sliirts.

l;ii,in(,rr.-li'\
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Freshman Dana Maxon, here with sophomore Tania Ivanov, designed a shirt for a
Delta Gamma fundraiser. This year, the DCs broke even on the sale of 500 shirts at

ten

dollars each.

Tim Currier

The

Alameda is marked with Homecoming 1989
However, YIELD signs roaming the campus everywhere failed

historic closing of the

T-shirts.

slow

down

to

the celebration.

T-shirts
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My

Major's The

Toughest
Because:

"It

"I'm taking all these classes
and I don't know if they count/'
junior Jen Mackay, undeclared.

has become extremely

difficult to explain

Cathv Muxlow

"The most

difficult thing

what

I

will

do

with my political science major
because everything I have learned
the last four years has been thrown
out the window with the global
changes," senior Rich Martinez,
political science major.

about being an English major is I
am always being forced to think of
creative ways to defend it," sophomore Mary Hurley, English major.

t .ilhv

Miixkiw

Cathy Muxlow
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"My major's the toughest
because when I tell someone that
am in accounting they always
respond 'I'm sorry'/' sophomore
Nick Fedeli, accounting major.

"I

know my

toughest because
tests

and

carry

all

1

major's the
flunk all my

takes two backpacks to
books," junior Ann
Mever, civil engineering major.
it

my

^9^7.

1^

Cathv Muxlow

fk^or

"My major is the toughest
because none of this ec|uipment
ever works/' junior Holly Fleming,
communication major with a
television emphasis.

"It is difficult to

Mom why

I

"I have to deal with sixth
Swig spreading rumors that

am

RA

explain to

can't stay within the

realms or my own budget and
must use the financial assistance
of her Visa for my weekly contribution to Nordstroms," junior
Laurie Barrett, finance major.

"My
because

1

major's the toughest
forced to carry 20

am

pounds worth
and 1 just love

1

a vicious frog murderer," senior
Christine Brown, 5th floor
and
combined science major.

for only two books
to look at a leaf for

hours in a biology lab," junior
Jenny Girard, combined natural
science major.

My

Major's The Toughest

7

AGHH

--

sixty

sweaty, stressed students

staring straight at sicl<ening

fluorescent green screens

Tine

Computer Lab
From

Hell

N.O MATTER WHAT YOUR MAJOR
at

IS

HERE

Santa Clara, there's a good chance

you

be required to enter the
Kenna, Orradre or O'Connor computer
labs. The computer labs are no longer
just a place to rush in order to furiously
type out a paper. "AGHHH! THIS
ONE'S DUE IN 20 MINUTES!!" In this
great age of computer technology, many
professors now order software programs that enhance lectures and texts.
that

In the

to

O'Connor

monicomputers

lab, color

do biology and sociology homework.

Of

course,

many

of the students

never used computers.

have

One man

sat

down

at a terminal and waited for it to
do something. After a few minutes he
told senior David Mohr that his computer was broken. David tried all the
old tricks to get the computer running.
Then he noticed the power switch was
off!

"AGHHH! TEN MINUTES TO
GET THIS TO THE REDWOOD!!
Brian Ciroelf\'

Whistling while he works, senior Roland Ramon rolls
out a paper on an IBM PC in the Kenna computer lab.
gets stuffy

and crowded

in this lab, especially

during midterms and finals when every terminal (105
or so) is being used. There are over three hundred
computers on campus. In 1980 there were less than
five.

"Throughout the lab, complaints
can be heard: "I'm a biology major;
what do I need to use computers for?
This is stupid!" The negative attitude
soon changes to appreciation and awe,

"Wow, this is really neat; what a great
way to do homework!" In the back row
of

O'Connor you can always find
games

students playing the video
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TETRIS or SIMCITY as an escape from
the pressures of homework.
In

will

tors allow students to use the

It

in

Kenna, marketing majors use

the computers to simulate business

games, and communication majors can
be found tabulating research results with
the SPSSX program. Religion students
test their knowledge of the New Testament with the Weaver Review. The

VAX

entertains students

who

reach out

and touch friends and strangers across
campus and the country through e-mail.
David Mohr communicates with a friend
in Holland, avoiding high postage bills.

E-mail has also become a successful

One anonymous male
from New Jersey. The
couple developed strong ties and
arranged to meet. They have met
several times and keep in touch over the
dating service.

met

a student

e-mail love lines.

And as homework becomes
more advanced, so do the excuses for
not doing homework. No one claims,
"My dog ate it" anymore; now students
insist: "I lost it during the power
failure" or "My roommate borrowed
my disk and lost all my files."
"OH, THE COTTON PICKIN'
PRINTER'S DOWN AGAIN!"
-

Barb Galvin

used Hewlett
Packard v\ ork sUitlons lor
design projects, homework
I'ligini-ers

or just for fun. Senior

mechanical engineer Bruce
Fleming explains how this
works.

Brum Greelev

Michael Skov, senior combined science major, tabulates his biology homework. Biology students
used computers for anything from dissecting exercises to writing up reports.

Computers were used on SCU's campus
ing music, creating

art,

for

compos-

tabulating research results,

sending e-mail, writing papers and spitting out
grades.

Computer Mania 73

Putting

On

It

sometimes by
of their teeth

tine skin

1 LACES ACTORS. ThIS IS YOUR FIVE
minute warning before curtain," the calm
The Skin of Our Teeth assistant
manager Nina Murphy fills the
backstage of the Mayer Theatre. Actors
quickly apply touch-ups of eyeliner and
lipstick while stage hands check the
voice of

stage

placement of props. Down in the costume
shop, senior Maria Steiner and costume
designer Barbara Murray frantically hot
glue foam "toes" to the feet of a massive
woolly mammoth costume. After months
of

work by

these artistic and technical

aspects of the theater,

it's

finally

opening

night.

Soon, after rehearsals begin, construction of the

show's

sets

and costumes

construct costumes and props.

A

"...

showing students the right way
to do it, taking them step-by-step." Costume designer Barbara Murray agrees that
theater students need the valuable responsibility and leadership experiences found
process:

assistants to choose
for the

Murry allows her

and design costumes

shows. Students learn

how

scenery,

is

maintaining props and flying

then organized.

"It's

wonder-

having some experience [backstage],"
said Nina Murphy, "The tech people hold

ful

the

show together— they make

Murphy,

a senior,

who

is

it

run."

usually inclined

performing on the stage, also stated,
"Working on tech brings you down to
earth— it mellows you out. Acting is like
to

spiritual experience, you're not

down

"You take everything piece by

to

moment by moment,
falls into place,"

a

to

piece,

then eventually

it

said director William

James on uniting the different aspects of
the theater process for a show. The
unsung heros behind the scenes never
recieve the glory of the applauded actor,
but as costumer Ginger Confer, a freshman, said "When you create something
with your hands it can be as perfect as you
want it to be, where as when you're acting
on stage, if you make a mistake, you can't

do
The

"tech crew," responsible for such

activities as

earth."

what's equally important as the final
product —maybe even more so—is the

in educational theater.

learn

nonexistent.

begin. In set construction, Nick Nichols,

the theater's technical director said,

They

be creative with their resources because
most of the materials they need to construct the costumes are too expensive or
to

it

over again."

-

John Winkleman

theater

department requires
students to become
familiar with

all

of the

equipment in the scene
shop, from power saws
to the

Jorgenson

hammer. The students
and painted sets,
and hung the lights for
every show.
built

Brian Greelt-y
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Senoir Maria Steiner constructs the two-m.in wnolv niaiiimotli costume, w liKii slic designed. Rush work on the Losiunie lonlniued
tMnlic two minutes before siiow time, due to problem with the toes which insisted on popping off.
lip to
,1

,1

Bn.in Crccley

Theatre 75
Brum Greelev

Vroom! It's a humanpowered hydrofoil.
Seniors Bill Wong,
Dave Suchoshi, Napp
Fukuda, Eric Steuben
and Joyce Miyaguchi
presented this
contraption as their
senior design project.

VE

my

BE

rEBi>5

Enginerds know how to have a good time. Senior John Ryan measures the angle
and then shoots through the bracket. John joined other members of the Engineering honor society, Tau Beta Pi, for a game of croquet in the gardens.

This was the design which appeared on the front of the engineering T-shirts.
The back read "...But we built the world." The shirt was designed by junior

Andy Mason.
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My wife was a Timoshenko

potato:

The story of an

Enginerd
L ALL STARTED YEARS
.T

some remote corn
field in Iowa. My dad was
drinking beer. Mom was
cooking dinner and I was
ago

in

honing out the hfter bores of
our Ford station wagon. I
was two years old and 1
realized then

1

was

destined,

had aligned, the
yellow bricks had been laid.
1 was to become a mechanithe stars

cal engineer.

All engineers start

out something

omnipotent overseers of
planet

we

call Earth.

this

Yet,

our

dreams were lost somewhere
and a few of us ended up here
at Santa Clara where we
would whimsically be called

When you
"Enginerd,"

hear the

maybe you

immediately picture a poorlydressed student with a plaid
sport coat, pocket protector
and glasses with tape in the
middle.

Maybe you

think of

the perpetually studying, non-

like this.

the light bulbs in their houses

hound, or
perhaps you think of a largebreasted trapeze artist doing
cartwheels down the middle of
the Alameda (and then again,

and

maybe

Computer science majors
program square root functions

on

their

civil

their

microwaves,

engineers rewire

electrical

engineers play with

mashed

potatoes.

This has not yet been
scientifically

any

real

proven

to

be of

use but in a recent

it was found that
more kids became civil

survey

if they were merely
slapped upside the head
after playing with their food

engineers

opposed to those who
were shot dead on the spot.
as

(Smith

& Wesson

'69)

Although we all
on different paths we
shared the same goal of

started
all

being the all-knowing,
seeing, lords of the

all-

mighty

galaxies, masters of the stars,

to remember how you
when vou found out that

ity, try
felt

was no Santa Claus.
you feel when you

there

How did

"Enginerds".

word

ample. But before you point
fingers and accuse us of
walking the thin line of insan-

athletic library

Whatever you
picture, remember — engineers
are all normal people who just
happen to have calculators
with more buttons than we'll
ever hope to use.
Of course, what is
normal? Our normal might be
not).

were

told that

Marilyn

Monroe wasn't
blond?

when

How

naturally

did you

feel

they secretly replaced

your gourmet coffee with
Folger's crystal? Did you feel
depressed? Hurt? Tricked
like a fish just chummed on
the hook? Like you couldn't
wait to be gutted and tossed
into the frying pan for tonight's dinner?
If

some

questions hit

of these

home and you

can begin to see our side of
this issue, you are not well and
I

recommend

that

you see

a

doctor immediately.
-

C Meskel

another person's abnormal;
your middle of the road may
be completely off the wall to

1

your bread and butter may
be our lobster thermadore in a
white wine sauce. Does it

1

us;

make me different if like
dress up like a rabbit and
I

to

prance around the house
singing songs from "The Sound
of Music"? Okay, bad ex-

.
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A

Giving
Ethics

lunch.

ToGo

I

WAS ONE STUDENT IN THE MIDST OF 40
faculty. I watched as professors filed in,
grabbed Togo's sandwiches and a drink,
and sat in the semi-circle of chairs which
surrounded my chair at the front of the
room. I was at the "head of the class" in a

room

full of teachers!

know what I had gotten
myself into when I accepted an invitation
to the Ethics at Noon discussion. "Ethics
I

at

didn't

Noon" sounded

pleasant and harmless.

With the added attraction that lunch
would be served, why would I say no?
The Center for Applied Ethics,
founded in 1986, attempts to better the
understanding of complex issues in our
society by bringing individuals from a
variety of disciplines to debate during

1

1111

the discussions can

cated problems professors face. Students

get pretty heated, the presence of food

gossip indiscriminately about their in-

has yet to cause a food fight (as far as
know).

structors; they,

I

My appearance there on behalf of
the student

body was

a rare occurrence;

the Center's hour-long Ethics at

cussions are held primarily for
faculty

and

Noon

dis-

SCU

staff.

Professor and head of the Center,
Manuel Velasquez, led a discussion on
"Scholars, Saints and Scamps: Ethics in
Faculty-Student Relationships." The first
issue was about the disclosure of a student's grades to another teacher

who

requested them without obtaining the
student's permission. We had five other
case studies to examine about teacher-

student ethics, but the interest in this one
took the entire hour. What I gained from
the discussion

was

insight into the

presumably, gossip about
does talking about a student
with another professor violate the student's right to privacy? The answers I
heard gave me plenty to think about the
next time 1 wanted to approach a teacher
with reasons why I couldn't get a paper
done. I went to my next class with a fresh
us.

When

perspective on teachers and the relationships they have with students.

The Center for Applied ethics also
sponsored campus wide symposiums on
"Euthanasia" and "AIDS" which drew
both students and faculty. Since society
has created a plethora of debatable ethical
dilemmas in the modern era, it doesn't
seem that the Center will be out of
business soon.

-

Genevieve Sedlack

minds

of academia anci exposure to the compli-

L LirritT

Largo Desolate (Prolonged Disconsolation) marked the
opening of the Human Rights Institute. The play, an
example of "living room theatre," was written by Vaclac
Havel. The genre of drama, void of technical support,
costumes or props, became popular after the Prague
Spring of 1968, during which Soviet troops crushed the
reformist government of Alexander Dubcek, sending
intellectuals and artists into hiding.
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And through

Voice

Brian Greeley

Mayer Theatre nine months after the massacre of Beijing
students who were demonstrating for democracy in the square. Student Yau-Gehe Chan (right) wrote the
play which toured the state. Sophomores Kent Soo Hoo and Mae Ling Wong played supporting roles.

"Tiananmen Square" was performed

in

To The Voiceless
Human

Rights

a

Other events on campus included
dramatic presentation of the revolution

Drama student Yau-Gene Chan
produced "Tiananmen— a Dramatic Presentation." On the same theme, the famous
film "Yellow River Elegy" was shown
in China.

Institute

with a discussion following.
J-

HE Santa Clara community was

struck deeply by the

murder

in El

Salvador of three Jesuit priests, their
housekeeper and her daughter. After the
shock and horror began to wear off,
Steve Privett, SJ, began to think about
ways the lessons of the tragedy could be

used positively in the

"We

The

Institute will continue to

bring topics relating to issues of

SCU community.

decided to transform the

human

rights to

campus next

hopes

have speakers from Northern

to

year. Privett said he

Ireland and Eastern Europe share their

experiences with Santa Clara students.

-Christy Quirk

This was the graphic chosen to represent the
year long histitute on luman Rights and Social
Justice held in honor of the martyrs of
1

El Salvador.

traditional quarter-long institute into a

year-long series of presentations, and
dedicate

it

to the

memory

of the slain

he commented.
Sub-titled "The Voice of the
Voiceless/' a phrase coined in a homily
by Archbishop Romero before he was
priests,"

killed in 1986, the Institute

on

Human

Rights seeks to bring speakers to cam-

pus from countries with serious human
rights abuses.

Early winter quarter, the

drama

department performed Czech playwright Vaclac Havel's latest work,
"Largo Desolato". Because Havel's
work was censored and could not be
publicly produced, it was performed in
living rooms of private homes and thus
called a "Living Room Drama." No costumes were used and the only props
allowed were those that would normally
be found in a home, in the event the
secret police

made

a surprise appear-

ance.

Senior Suzie Henderson comfeeling of being a part of

mented on the

something that was forbidden; "It really
felt like we were watching something
clandestine— the feeling added to the
reality of the idea

being presented."

Human

Rights/Ethics
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Shadows

of

Salvador on the

El

Church

Mission
the

1^ TUDENTS POUNDED THE CROSSES INTO
ground. As metal cracked against

wood

solemn rhythm, the

in a

flickering

of candles caught the silhouettes of those

hammering and cast them against the
wall. They hung huge and dark upon the
Mission Church. We stepped back in
reverence and awe. Something powerful

was happening
It

was

the culmination of a

week

Centroamerica (UCA) in El Salvador.
Ironically,

on the day before the

murders, Jon Sobrino, SJ, a theologian
from UCA, had spoken to the SCU community about the inhumane conditions the
people of El Salvador live under. He too
would have been assassinated with the
Jesuits had he not been out of the country.
a candlelight vigil held in

his lost friends

and colleagues,

Sobrino quietly told the gathering, "The
most important thing about El Salvador

Senior Bryan Flint worked through the night to make
the eight crosses and El Salvador cutout that would
stand outside the Mission as a reminder of the

The

Jesuits told the truth [about poverty.]

"No U$ for Death Squads

in El Salvador,"

the banner that representatives from

carry as they led a protest
Francisco.
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they were killed."

After he spoke,

candles pierced the cold

burning in

news.... poverty.

memory

two hundred SCU

November

of 70,000

march

SCU

screamed

helped

of 1000 in

San

night

murdered

Salvadorians and 4 of the 5 million

November 17 tragedy.

is

which doesn't make

why

many

Salvadorans including the

six Jesuits.

started a letter writing

campaign, that lasted throughout the year.
Students wrote hundreds of letters and
signed petitions, sending them to congressional representatives.

Representatives from Santa Clara
marched at the vanguard of a protest
march of 1000 people through the streets of
San Francisco.
SCU Jesuits, many of whom had

:

|

been

in close

touch with

UCA Jesuits

before their assassination, started an
Institute for

And

in the

Human

Rights on campus.

summer, SCU

said good-bye to

Academic Vice President Charles

Bierne,

who agreed to serve as president of
UCA, replacing the slain president. As
SJ,

left to

that

That's
Brian Greeley

is said to be
corrupt and responsible for the deaths of

here.

which Santa Clara
erupted with outrage over the murders of
six Jesuits, their housekeeper and her
daughter, all from the Universidad of

honor of

Salvador's military which

ASSCU

of activism during

A week later, at

Salvadorans forced to live in poverty.
After the initial shock, the deeply
upset SCU community began to challenge
United States policy in El Salvador. The
US government had been funding El

a country

because of their

where people are
politics,

he

killed

Santa Clara

realized the fortune of education

and

opportunity they had at SCU. They took
to heart the responsibility to question
themselves and their leaders as well as
their duty to speak for those who couldn't

speak for themselves.

-

Paul Lesinski,

Sally Lamas, Cherie Collins

The

d.iy after the murders, mass was celebrated in tlie
Mission C hurcli. Sle\e I'rivett, SJ, who had spent
more than four months in HI Salvador, gave the
homily. I'rivett told the congregation, "Inspired by the
Salvadoran martyrs, have been trying to do what
Jesuits have been doing since the time of Ignatius of
Loyola: to ask myself the unsettling tjuestions: what
I

have done (for Christ)? What am doing now. ..and
what am going to do from this day forward?"
Students in turn asked themselves similar questions,
whether religiously inspired or not. Seniors Michael
Skov and Pat Stirrat respt)nded by protesting in San
I

I

I

Francisco.

lirMii CiFt'i'ley

Representatives from Santa Clara joined a San
Francisco protest, Jennifer Hunnikhaoven, Pat

McCarthy, Robert Barber and Patrick Sturm. Over
1000 marched from the Civic Center to Delores Park
where they listened to music and speakers. Steve
Privett spoke.

SCU

president Paul Locatelli, SJ, wrote a

letter to

President George Bush calling for an end to militarv
aid to Fl Salvador.

"Mr

no longer should you speak of a kmder
and of a 'thousand points of light'
without acting to change US policy. If you do not act,
you speak only empty rhetoric, wrote Locatelli.
President,

and gentler

nation'

"

]im Sandoval, Theo Gonzalves, Dena Gasiewski and
Laura Nichols place crosses in front of the Mission
where they remained throughout the year. Ignacio
Ellacuria, one of the slain Jesuits, had been presented
with an honorary degree at SCU in 1982.

Brian Greeley

El

Salvador
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who

homes for
the homeless the moto is

For students

Just

build

Do
w

It

ORKING

THE HOT

IN

excited students.

Sacramento sun, chopping

down

trees,

so

ripping apart

branches and crushing them
into a

dumpster

is

the best

way

can imagine to start off a
Monday morning. During
spring break myself and nine
I

Humanity
up to

other Habitat for

in

I

over as vice president. Within
few months over one

a

hundred students, faculty and
staff had joined Habitat
volunteers.

SCU

volunteers caravanned

Sacramento to participate in a
work camp. After a week of
waking up at 6:30 a.m., eating
oatmeal for breakfast and
pancake sandwiches for lunch
plus painting houses, digging
trenches and

wading through

an inch of water

moldy

carpets,

to rip

work

much fun
down trees.

not always as

chopping

Habitat for
is

a

is

as

Humanity

world wide organization

that builds

homes

for the

homeless people with the goal
that someday everyone will
have a home. Habitat for

Humanity was
Like Heroes of war. Habitat members junior Julie Mori, senior Thomas Nakahara,
Ron del Rosario, junior Sally Lamas, sophomore Julie Collins and junior
Bong See survived the stench and wetness of damp, moldy carpet caused by a
u'ater leak in the bathroom of one home under renovation.

junior

SCU

established at

in the fall of

senior

1989 by

Mary Toney and

a

few

the

and

summer months working

on three homes in Alviso. In
May, 35 engineering students
and several professors, from all
disciplines, left their studies for

a

one day work project

Work

at

started

promptly at 8 a.m. and many
and band-aids later,
students dropped their picks
and shovels with sighs of relief
and accomplishment. Junior
Bong Soe said, "It feels really
good to do something about
the homeless crisis, rather than
sitting around discussing it.
blisters

Up in Sacramento, we would
always say to eachother: 'If
you see something that needs
to be done, just do it' And
that's
-
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Habitat volun-

teers spent spring quarter

Alviso.

out

we soon

learned that volunteer

Mary took

France
January 1990
took over as president and
junior Michelle Smith took
off for

what we're doing."

Barb Galvin

Dan Powers, a
nioiiiber ot Sacra-

mento

Habitat, gave

Thomas Nakaliara,
15ong Soe

and Ron del

Kosario advice on

how

to install

them
were 14

cabinets, telling
that the studs

and halt inches apart.
The joke for the week
then became "3 studs,
14 and a hall inches
apart!

Seeing families with homes made giving up spring break worthwhile
Habitat members Michelle Smith, Barb Galvin, Sally Lamas, Thomas
Nakahara, Bong Soe, Julie Collins and Ron del Rosario
This cozy bunch of Habitat members,
Muhelle Smith

Junior Sally Lamas and sophomore Julie Collins dccKlcd it would be tun to
paint tattoos rather than walls during the Habitat for Humanity Sacramento trip.
After a hard day's work. Habitat members would drive to the nearest YMCA for
showers.

Julie Collins,

for

Thomas Nakahara,

Bong Soe, Ron del Rosario and Michelle Smith spent hours getting to
know one another in the Campus Ministry van. Campus Minister
Rosemary O'Brien led the group on endless adventures in search of a
Costco, church or the cool waters of a lake.

Habitat for Humanity
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Lectures-labs-papers-projectsspeakers-movies-fieldtrips

Academic Fun
0*ANTA Clara's academic

life

can

be

witness to the motive behind the madness

grueling, draining, cruel, overwhelming.

of studies.

So what do students do to escape the excruciating mental exercises of their major?
Deranged as it may sound, many a
stressed student seeks involvement with
academic clubs.
"Pizza with the Profs" is perhaps
the most sure-fire entertainment. Within
the dimly-lit wood-grain walls of Round
Table Pizza occur intense rounds of the

The most rampant oxymoron on
SCU's campus is the "exciting educational

new

fad

game

Outbursts, as well as

provocative discussions of

Stones song
professors

how

titles relate to lives

("I

Don't Get

NO

Rolling
of

SCU

Satisfaction")

In majors requiring more lecture than
classroom discussion, this may be the only
opportunity to discover whether professors prefer anchovies to artichokes.
Affairs such as Alumni Dinners
are not so much an excuse to dress up for
dinner in the Williman Room as a chance
to

meet successful alumni

who

event" that

some

clubs plan for their

members. The IEEE trip to NASA is a
prime example of just such an incident.
IEEE, casually referred to as
the Institute of Electrical

"I triple E", is

and Electronic

Engineers. Lisa Taube, president of the
club, credits the club's vice president

Kevin Flynn with arranging an inside view
from wind

of the high-security facility,

tunnel to flight simulator to life science
experiments for the next space mission.
One should never underestimate the
importance of polliwog space mating
research.

Nor should one

take for granted

the intrigue of academic clubs.
-

Michelle Smith

bear

Bnan Greeley

Academic clubs helped expose us to the possibilities
for life beyond the shadows of Swig Hall. Amnesty
Benson throughout
where students wrote letters for the release of
prisoners whose human rights were being violated.
International kept a table outside

the year

Brian Greeley
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With the 20th anniversary of Earth Day the environmentiil club and a growing (.onii'rn for the en\ ironiiK'nl
became popular. Students started recycling projects all over campus. Rob Fsmay manages the club's table during
SCU's Earth Day celebration. Students were asked to sign pledge cards stating thev would work to preserve the
earth rather than damage it.

Cloudy days and cold weather

didn't stop

SCCAP

volunteers from holding their read-a-thon which

was

to

advocate

literacy.

Senior Greg

Young

The English club
also held a read-a-thon, though their's was to raise
money for the Red Cross. English club members
read the Vampire Trilogy for 36 hours in the
joined in the 24 hour reading.

ASSCU

office.

Brian Greeley

Clubs
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Abandoned

at SCU,

the mailman brings us

Postcards
From Paradise
^^^^^^K^^^tf^
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T S JUNIOR YEAR

AND

a

much

classes,

yet

as you Uke, and worse
some you don't see at all...
Imagine that you have

been stranded in your apartment on Newhall Street, separated by a few miles of paved
cement. You've been stranded
at Santa Clara. You've been
stranded in the United States,
separated by countless miles of

^12
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beautiful here-

"...please write so I won't get
homesick. I miss you!" So
she won't get homesick.

left

you

at

SCU

to fend for

yourself, while they find

adventure in

far

away

sake of

in

some famous fountain
It arrives with some
and

crammed

a

to-

on a 5 X 4 piece of
paper. It's from Patty.
"The classes here are
pretty easy and the people here
fit

are great. They're really

men

Tower

are

or the Trevi

got the Mission Gardens,

Hah! Easy

lands.

A little visual keep-

friendly, although the

u.

"...it's

even better than I imagined..." Yeah, well, it's not
-

across the continents. They've

gether to

Alumni Gardens.

while surrounded by
handsome, foreign men. And
here you are struggling
through midterms week, and
your social life only leaves
you with the stale taste of
beer in your mouth.

the Eiffel

short message,

German buffet and a
German oom-pah band in the

all off!"

Fountain, but at least you've

bizarre looking stamps

beer, a

them

Your group of friends
has broken up and spread

in Italy.

students enjoyed unlimited

trying to fend

land and sea.

the mail.
s^l

too forward. I'm

She's breezing through her

The postcard comes
Matt Semansky and Mike
Kennedy celebrate Oktoberfest
with some locals in Munich,
Germany. Back at Santa Clara

little

everything has changed. You
don't see your buddies half as

classes, beautiful

land, friendly people....

On

the next postcard, she'll

probably
so

much

tell

me

she likes

it

that she's never

coming back.

I

think I'm

getting homesick.

And hey~

another postcard.
This one's from England.
look

it's

Dave says he's having a
- Lorraine Rossini

blast.

Scott Gattey, Laurie
I

lelin, Lisa

Melissa

I

Socan

iDrmeil

and Dave Mcl^unna
took weekend trips
It) Oxford, Stratford,
Canterbury and
Stonehenge. Those

abandoned
Clara

in

Santa

made

weekend

trips to the

beach, SanFrancisco

and maybe as

far as

lalioe or LA.

Patti,

Carolyn Hearst, jolene Carlson, Michelle, Jane

Vatican in Rome.

Sitter, Pati

Shaw

visit

the

Kim James, Marc

Bresniker, Kari Marin, Gigi Bannan, Gina Finocchio, Beth
Kim Ellis and Ann Brnjac send greetings from The Ponte

Riffel, Ellen Finley,

Veccheo

in Florence.

Lori Luc, Katherine Knight,

Anne and

Susie

Ughe make

a

weekend

get

away

to

Switzerland.

Junior Class
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The
Bronco Battalion
±

duty

ROM THE FOGGY DEPTHS OF THE

Bronco Battalion came a mysterious and
mystic glow. Something

new was

stirring

back corners of Varsi Hall. After
nearly 75 years of commissioning future
leaders to the US Army the composition
of cadets had changed. ROTC women
outnumbered the ROTC men.

for four years

in the

This

was

the

first

year that

SCU

counted one more than the men.
The MS Ill's, class of 1991, has nine
women and eight men.
These cadets attended a six week
camp at Ft. Lewis, Washington during the
summer. To prepare for the summer, the
cadets had to survive three years of

waking before dawn for physical training,
and to participate in field training exercises,

and

leadership labs, military courses,

a 72

hour

stress test at

Camp

Roberts.

After graduation these cadets will
be commissioned as second lieutenants in
the

US Army. Some

and others

will serve

Reserve or National Guard

for eight years.

This

in the

women

Army

was

also the year for re-

evaluation of the military.

As

the Berlin

Wall came down, Soviet bloc countries
declared independence, and President

Bush started to close military bases all
over the country, people wondered about
the future of the military

ROTC

and the place

In 1969, the year

when most

on

a

two mile physical

pass this fitness

these officers

future of

who

ROTC

will

determine the

and lead our nation's next

generation of soldiers.
-

Kathleen Kenworthy

will serve active

push-ups and

times junior Julie Totten

fitness test run.

test quarterly.

The

Cadets must

test also

includes

sit-ups.

After 48 continuous hours of military exercise, called STRESSX, junior Kathleen Kenworthy cleans her
weapon. This exercise was held spring c]uarter at Camp Roberts for MS III cadets in preparation for the

advanced camp they would attend over the summer.
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of the

was born, SCU changed ROTC
from a mandatory course requirement to
an elective. In 1972 women were admitted
into ROTC. And since '69 ROTC has
commissioned 425 officers at SCU. It is
class of '91

Kathleen Ken\vorth\'

Top Msg George Davisson

of

on campuses.

You can't buy this beauty aid at Macy's. In tact you don't have to buy it at all.
Camouflage sticks are free in the Army. Junior Sacha Durham gets painted up
by junior Nancy HoUister.

"Iiomas Weissmiller

Freshman Makund Sreenivason

tests a

military science students attended

M72A2 LAW. While at SCU,

ROTC classes, labs and

field events;

commissioned as Second Lieutenants
and are put on reserve, active duty or in the National Guard

at graduation, the students are

.

Cadet Paul Fischer has his Second Lieutenant's bars pinned on by his mother
and Second Lieutenant Lee. Paul's father, who administered the oath, looks
on.

ROTC Ranger Challenge Team stands tall at graduation
ceremonies. The Ranger Challenge Team is the ROTC's varsity sport. They
compete with other schools in physical and military skill events.
The

ROTC
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made for tinat

Personal sacrifices are

once

in

a

The
I

think

I

cried

when we

I

have

to

U.S.S.R.
admit the

got to Helsinki. I'm not really

food was an adjustment.

sure because after 16 days in

favorite place to

Union I was so
emotionally and physically
exhausted the only thing I was
positive about was the need to
sleep. Oh, and the bathroom in
our hotel. When I saw the real
the Soviet

our hotel room — the
one I'd seen in 16 days --

toilet in
first

came awfully

close to a

religious experience.

Looking

think

I

back though,

I

realize that sac-

modern conveniences
an experience like this was

rificing

for

worth it. I had a once in a lifetime chance to see the Soviet
Union and live with Soviet
students in their homes. For
that, I can survive on interesting food and adrenalin.

Jeanne Irwin, Jane Collins, Heather
Corcoran and Beth Davenport say their
farewells to Donetsk on the evening
before they

left

for

Moscow. The SCU

students spent 10 days in Donetsk

between

visits to

Leningrad and

Moscow.
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lifetime trip to

My

sit at any meal
was between two of the male
members of our delegation.
Rich Martinez and Steve VonDohlen. This was because you
knew if you couldn't eat the

food on your own plate they
probably would. Except for
beef tongue (considered a
delicacy) and this meaty, clear,
jello-like substance— then
everyone was on their own.
But then, if you manage to supplement the Soviet diet with
your "suitcase stash" of juice
boxes.

Kudo

should be

bars and

just

gum you

fine—and

it is

possible to survive on bread

and

tea alone

just

what Chris Bunje

because that
did.

is

Because we stayed in
our Soviet friends' homes our

of us

realities

fluid,

from the year before.

different

saw

the harsh

and put

to rest

some

of

the common misconceptions
about being a citizen of the
Soviet Union. Although the
homes, families and jobs
differed from student to
student the constant factor was
an overwhelming hospitality, a

sense of caring for us, a desire
to

meet our every need (if
and to have us try

possible)

a

variety of liquids resembling

vodka.
Inna's

My

friend /hostess

husband makes

his

— I swear

was lighter
but who knows?
It was an incredible

that his concoction

was dramatically

experience

Most

stick to the real stuff

own

vodka (although this is illegal)
and the one sip of that assured
me that maybe it was best to

time, spent with incredible
people who will never forget
each other or the things we did
and saw. It became a time
warp when both groups visited
the other. Things were so

we were never sure
where we were or what year
we were in. The only thing we
were sure about was how
wonderful the trip was and
how lucky we were to be able
to do it. For these experiences
and for these people I'd drink
lighter fluid and sacrifice
modern plumbling anytime.
different

-

Heather Corcoran

Jane Collins, Steve Von Dolilen,
Dania Severson, Rich Miirtinez,

Anne Ensminger and Andrew
Curry gather in front of a cannon
used during tlie days of the
Czars. The Kremhn contains
museums, churches and monuments, as well as the party
offices.
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Jane Collins flashes her neon in the Kremlin. The Santa Clara Soviet
Exchange group was easily identified by their bright clothes and
camcorders.
'
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M
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J

The combined Santa Clara and Donetsk University students meet

at the airpoort in

Donetsk, USSR. The students had not seen each other since the Soviets vistited

SCU

in

January of 1990.

Soviet
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The Most Avoided
Five Letter

Word On Campus

STUDY
"I 'vE GOT TO STUDY" This idea may
prove less savory than any week-old meat
loaf. At least you can dress that in
ketchup and garnish with a sprig of
parsley.

Ever since my introduction to it,
have developed interesting ways to deal
with this thing STUDY through my
observations of others. Looking out my
college dorm window, I once saw a

I

student pacing about the perimeter of the
lawn, clutching in both hands what I

assumed to be notes for an upcoming test.
Round and round she went, reciting
information aloud to herself. I was in awe
of this "exciting" new method and eagerly
tried it out before my own finals. But you
know, the rhythm of the legs was so
wonderfully repetitive and soothing that 1
walked right off the lawn, up to my room
and went to bed.
Speaking of beds, according

SCU
to

study was

It's

Brian Greelev

"Really! I'm just taking a quickie
no,

you

can't stick a fly

little

up my nose if

1

break and
fall

asleep!"

to

one

senior survey, the most popular place
this little

"dream machine."

comfortable, affordable, productive

and yes, you'll get no social ribbing or
moral chastisement for hopping right into
the sack with your school books. Actually,
it does seem to be a great physical releaseno, wait, relief. Each time 1 attempt the
"I'll-just-get-warm-here-under-the-covers-

and-read-over-my-notes" scheme, I awake
quite refreshed two or three hours later
with a new store of energy to pursue that
fervent session of cramming. See what I
mean about productive?
My experience of studying has
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been fraught with gargantuan doses of
pressure and sprinklings of anxiety. This
combination induces a "hand-to-mouth"
reflex in which no food-stuff is safe. It's
not at all that I'm hungry. It's just that my
jaws want to chew. ..and they tell me that.
My body says, "Give me pickles." I obey.
"Give me cheese balls." No problem!
"Give me banana bread." Wait a minute
buster... I don't have that. "Make it!"
replies my tongue, cheered on by the jaws.
The aroma of fresh bread soon wafts
through my apartment.
Tiny pinpricks of sweat on my
brow testify to the efforts I have made to
create the perfect conditions under which
to engage my books. My belly is now
rotund and groaning with many mugs of
coffee sloshing, digested pickles, cheese

and yes, a
banana bread. Somehow this
has not induced me to study as I had so
desperately hoped. The only thing I am
induced to do now is vomit. My books,
neglected on the bed where I left them,
plead with me come to them, but I'm no
dummy. I've been tricked by that plot
once already. It's late now and if I calculate my time right, I'll have three hours to
sleep and about forty-five minutes before
class to peek at my notes and glance over
balls, chips, carrots, chocolate,

half a loaf of

the chapter
I

lie

I

never read.

down on

the couch

and

breathe a weary sigh, sleep creeps
toes

and dances toward

my eyes.

hard work, that studying.

-Sally

Lamas

up

my

Yup,

it's

My watch says it's a quarter to one! I've only
and fifteen minutes to bile the bullet and finish
research! (Tune in ne\l tiTni to liiul oiil w helluT Chris

Holy

Cuticles!

got an
this

lioiir

l-avro bit

it...)

Freshman Dave Tilbury

takes an interesting approach to

psychology, knowing; the perfect excuse for
t

a

study break lay

lose by.

Hrwii C,riTk-\

Some

springtime rays help ease the stress

sophomores Julie Wassel and Tuan

What

t)t

studymg

tor

Bui.

purpose
Mary's game, but when the
library got crowded and professors scheduled tests and
papers on the same day this became an easy and effective

Hfiitlier

a great idea for tension release. Actually the

was

to raise spirit for the Saint

way

to release tension as well.

SlnTmer

Tension Release
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Art,

dance and music

become a

form of

Self Expression
'--'

may

ANTA Clara dancers

not be boogying on cars or

blaring ghetto blasters in

hallways as in the television
show "Fame," but believe me
these dancers do sweat.

A
instructed

two-day workshop
by Ben Vereen

up a memorable year.
The entertainer kicked off
SCU's celebration of Black
History Month, and was a
principle speaker for the drug
livened

awareness program, "Connect
To the delight of about

'90."
fifty

SCU

students and com-

Ben Vereen
dazzled them with an energized dance routine to music
from "Rain Man."
The dancers who participated in the workshop
looked as though they had
been hit by a mack truck due to
all the sore muscles. Even so,
munity

teens,

they returned for yet another

bongo drums

to expose his
dancers to a different kind of
rhythm.

Images, Choreographer's Gallery

and the student-

run, spring dance concert

Abydos were ways for dancers
to show off their talents and
show their support for one
another through compliments

and

flowers.

As a participant in
I was able to see all of
hard work these dancers

Images,
the

put into the production.

began in early fall
and didn't end until opening
Practices

night in April. For

dancers
as five

who were

and

six

some
in as

many

dances, the

dance building was as much
part of their

week

as

a

O'Connor

Hall. But as a dancer myself,
can testify to the fact that the
sweat was worth it.
-

1

Karin Bullis

night of inspiration, only to
find that Vereen

had brought

Brian Creelev

Ben Vereen kept SCU and community teens dancing in
January during a two day workshop. Ben Vereen came to SCU
to teach a little dance, speak about the dangers of drugs and
kick off Black History month. These dancers found themselves
in positions they never thought possible as Ben Vereen made
them do moves that left them exhausted and aching.

Bruin Greeley
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Fo etch or not to etch? George Dicochea chose to and
ii

made

vvondertiil mess.

Bn.in Greek-)

This is one room that is never spotless. Susan Kuelbs, a
ceramic student, displays her hours of hard work in the form
a "dip creation."
I

Senior

was

Don Welsh creates a

filled

lifesize

inJ.i L.irkin

sculpture with plenty of emotion. The courtyard of the art building
Sam Hernandez's spring quarter class.

with similar creations from

Academics
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Determined to change the way

we thought, students sounded

Change

Voices For

N

1
•emits

o ONE AT Santa Clara
expected what happened this
year to occur ~ the sexist and
racist newsletter

put out by

Santa Clara's oldest fraternity,

Sigma Phi Epsilon.
newsletter

When

was leaked

the

in

sions at Lord John's simply include loosing Wednesdays off,

or that the

St.

Mary's

Game

UNITY members

distinct

when

March students responded

message

with a fervor that challenged
the history of apathy at SCU.
Groups like UNITY and Voices
for Change took on the admini-

students walked out of the

stration in

and

many

women at a

forms.

Men

is

coming up. Students will also
discuss the male chauvinist
club of 1990. They will debate
to

Paul Locatelli

forum as he took the podium ~
their intent
it

was

being to show that

solely for the students.

New students will see dorm ac-

forum, whose purpose was to
deal with some of the long time

not only include the
"pool tournament," but a discussion on date rape and

hurt and anger, finally said

homophobia

university

tivities that

be mistreated and disrespected
at Santa Clara any longer. Perhaps Santa Clara needed a
storm like this in order for it to
wake up. Students that came
in as freshmen and transfers
will learn the history behind
the struggle that

change.

No

demanded

as well.

When a

they weren't going to stand to

structure

challenged, there

Students of

SCU

is

is

resistance.

learned this in

and hopefully they
will continue to challenge and
question old values and old
ways of thinking even after
they leave SCU.
1989-90,

-

Jozelle

Cox

longer will discus-

The faces of these women tell the whole story. A week before spring break an
SCU student discovered a sexist and racist newsletter that belonged to the SCU

^« ^i »^^
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fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon. The newsletter was quickly copied and passed out
on campus. Students organized a group called "Voices for Change" that called for
an end to sexism, racism, homophobia and all other -isms on campus.

Senior Beth Sheba
Johnson spoke lo
protestors about the use
of language and how it
affects us. Voices for

Change and

the student

group UNITY organized
powerful protest that
swept through campus.
a

Meanwhile ASSCU
senate meetings were

packed with concerned
students.

A forum for students filled Mayer Theatre and lasted five hours. Many students gave
emotional accounts of date rape, racism and sexism. They demanded the administration and Santa Clara Community to clean up its act. In the meantime the incident
gained national attention. By the end of the year the Sig Eps had their charter revoked
by the administration at SCU. It was a very painful time for the entire campus but it
was the start of a healing process that would hopefully someday bring a closer campus
where all people would receive equal respect and grow to their full potentials.

Hedther Sliernier

Alaina Sayers for Voices for Change speaks with president Paul Locatelli,
SJ, This prominent support group for equality. Voices for Change was instrumental in awakening the university to the problems of racism and sexism
within the university.
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make

Thirteen easy steps to

and

tinrough graduation

Oh

to

it

a job

tinose senior

woes
1)

Find the Career Center

2)

Make

3)

Buy

4)

Go

5)

Take a

resume

a

a suit

to

Career

fairs

test:

GRE

or

GMAT or LSAT or TOFFL

6)

Make appointments with

7)

Learn the proper

8)

Buy an answering machine and

way

to

recruiters

shake a hand

put a professional message on

Keep up with

9)

and

you can graduate

finish that senior thesis

10) Don't forget
1 1

studies so

it

any of the senior

Decide what you want

to do:

cellars

graduate school,

work, Jesuit Volunteer Corp, travel?
12) Find a hat
Yahoo!

We did

it!

Step

sunglasses.
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14:

dress cool, bring water, camera and

13) Just

do

it

and

tassle

and walk over the stage

I5rucc

Mcming

works on

his

senior engineering
project, a

human-

powered

vehicle.

Senior engineering

majors spent the
better part of their

senior year at

work on

their

senior design

Brian Greelev

Senior Thesis Hell. From theatre majors to communication majors many seniors
had to go through it. Sarah Koenig and Janelle Tickes wrestled with data searches,
surveys, SPSSX and computer data for two quarters as they worked on their communication thesis. In order to graduate communication majors had to sum up
their thesis in a half hour presentation to students and professors.

Theatre

art

majors went through their own kind of hell on their wav to graduSuzzane, director Joe Montes and actor Bruce performed Glass
Fess Parker Studio. Joe directed the production as his senior project.

ation. Actress

Marbles

in

Senior

Woes 99

Carolyn Ince

Having fun and avoiding all those "future"
decisions had its place in senior life too. Jim Sette,
like much of his class, was sure to be seen at happy
hours and senior events.
Heatlier

Shermer

Senior dance major, Carol Lamadrid, stretches before rehearsing a piece she choreographed for Images in
memory of those murdered in El Salvador. Dance majors were among those who had to prepare senior projects.
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Who, what, where, when, why, how?

Questions of a

Confused Senior
w.

HEN

I

GO TO

CLASS,

wheil

I

go home for Christmas break,
when I talk to my parents,
when I sit awake at night,
questions keep pounding

from

all sides.

for a year or

Should

go

What do want
I

Is

college?

Is it

switch

me

work

straight to

Who am 1?

graduate school?

my life?

I

to

there

do with

life

after

really too late to

my major? Where is

last

minute. There's a certain

confusion and helplessness and

adventure in our release to the
Real World. We could either
remain on our backs and count
the clouds, go to Law School so
we can eventually sue Lucy for
mental trauma damages, or just
stand

up and wander

prefer the last one as,

off.

I

no matter

where I'm going, I'll eventually
get there so I might as well
walking.

really don't

the Career Counseling Center

start

and what does GRE stand
for? Do I have any talents?
Am I ready for an existence

need much direction, I'm
young with no real attachments
yet, I might as well take
advantage of it.

without classes? Where's my
teddy bear? Will I ever see
these people again? Do big
corporate executives

-

I

Matt Mason

still

keep teddy bears? Maybe I
should join the Jesuits? Do
Jesuits keep teddy bears? Do
to niake a lot of money
happiness found by less
monetary-oriented paths?

I

want

or

is

Did Lizzie Borden really kill
her parents and where is
Jimmie Hoffa?
Aaaaaaagh! It's times
like these when I sympathize
with Charlie Brown as he lies
flat on his back, having just
tried to kick a football

have Lucy yank

it

only to

away

at the
I'l i.iTi

Dressing up and shaking hands was

works

the tables at spring career

all

part of the senior game. Steve

Greelev

Von Dohlen

fair.

Some got to celebrate their accomplishments earlier than others. Christa
Schmiederer, Renee Machi and Renata Franzia toast their graduation from the
International Business program.

Senior Questions

1

1

When Grow Up Want To Be
I

I

An Accountant

The Drive Behind An
Accounting IVIajor
B

EHIND EVERY NUMBER CRUNCHING,
cross-eyed, budget balancing accounting

major

is

the Accounting Association.

(Pause for a

moment

first

of awe.) This asso-

job but lends support through the

CPA

exam, where students spend a
weekend in a hotel taking the 22 hour
exam. SCU accounting majors have traditionally been among the top three finishers
in the practical and theory sections of the

CPA exam

for California.

The most prevalent function
association

is

to organize the

of the

annual "meet

the firms night." During this formal affair
students meet the Big Six accounting firms

and others

in the accounting field. There
never a shortage of officers, given the
incentive to be the first to meet the firms.
This year, the officers, keeping in
beat with an alive and changing Santa
Clara, decided to start some new traditions. They organized a Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance program (VITA)
is

Meg

Lcinnun

The Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Program
by the Accounting Association
helped students Hke freshman Sigrid Weihe who

started this year

couldn't

tell

where

to start.
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at the elderly,

handicapped and

those generally needing assistance

(SCU

students). Senior Sandra

ciation not only helps students find that

brutal

aimed

Jung organized
help the community and

VITA as a way to
as a way to give association members

valuable practice in tax returns. There

was only one

glitch. The people they
helped had little income so their taxes
weren't very complicated. But those
taxpayers were nonetheless very appreciative and the hair-ripping, column-bashing,
where is my white out ~ I need some
Advil — calculator heads of the Accounting Association had a double "A" plus

year.

-

Bill

Dingle

What could be better for
accounting majors Paul
Mania, Hd

George

I

lochstatter,

Lotti

and Geoff

Cook than sitting out
the Ahmini Gardens,

in

eating burgers and

drinking beer?

With the
of the

CPA

way

finally out

senitirs

Maria

Wilson, Karen Nurison

and Colleen Campini can
kick back and relax, until

tJtK^HOL. ~\^^^ri^ *.^K]

the results

come

in that

is.

Junior Lisa Raes would
probably agree that
besides being able to add

and

subtract, accounting

majors

*

a

Luiclii

Larkin

good

know how

to

have

time.

l-inJii l_arkin

AA end

barbeque was a time when
accounting majors Kellv Zane and EHx Villa fuerte
could finally hang loose.

The

of the year

l.mda L.irkin

Accounting Association
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and the Redwood staffs take a traditional trip to Pajaro Dunes for a weekend to
plan their media for the year. Redwood section editors Cherie Collins and Pat Franke contem-

TTie Santa Clara

plate the production of the

book you now

read.

Joe Scolari DJs a
few hours of the

Underground
Sound. KSCU was
always there for free

.*?%«.

IV

tickets to see local

bands or

to

broadcast the

U

Bronco games you
couldn't attend in

person.
Hn,in(.,rc-ek'v

Tim Currier

Tim Currier

Sometimes the only rays Geneveive Sedlack, editor of The Santa Clara, saw came from the light table she sits on. Mindy Markham, e'ditor of the Santa Clara
Review, could attest that anyone involved with the media devoted hours in the darkness of their perspective basements. More often than not academics would take
a back seat until media deadlines were met.
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From the eerie depths of
SCU basements come the

Campus

Voices of
.HE MEDIA BROUGHT inforT„

what the
had to say
about the media and what

Through Challenges (the
annual SCU women's conference), TSC, and the help of
others, Sedlack said she has
been able to initiate ideas that

they've learned.

would interconnect

mation, sparked debate and
entertained.

Here

is

editors-and-chiefs

Linda Larkin considered her experience as editor
to this very Redwood as a
perk to her education.

Take what you need
and give all you can; that's
what our freshman yearbook

"I tried to

leave

behind a book that is representative of our experiences
here," said Larkin. "I

hope

caught a part of everyone's year— a part that we'll

that

1

still

appreciate in five years."
"I

the person
see that

can look back at
I used to be and

now am
1

different person,"

a totally

said

SCU

the lessons he has learned in

English major

Markham and

Mindy

which
vocalize and

Santa Clara Review was first
interested in genetics, but now

is

valid

and

that

teamwork

is

very important.

a master's degree in
poetry or fiction writing.
Through her involve-

At KSCU, Sbona said
he tried to provide enjoyment
without having to always be

ment with The Review, Mark-

serious.

wants

ham

-

Anthony Butler

said she learned to think

more independently and

own and other's
She is also able to
accept people easier and to

question her
beliefs.

At The Review,
said a lot more
communication has taken

Markham

variety of situations

place.

taught her to

she

speak out more. This
enabled her to mix her social
and academic lives success-

dealing with other people have
taught him that every opinion

editor of the

roles.

about people through a

he learned a lot academically
he said he learned more about
people and life outside of the

positive feeling.

look beyond their societal

major, said she learned a lot

Sbona looked back on
education and though

classroom, at places like KSCU.
According to Sbona,

The Santa

Sedlack, an English

SCU

seriousness, which can create a

Genevieve Sedlack, editor of
Clara.

of

ringing through the year.
his

comniunity.
Sedlack said she also
prides herself in helping
people to combine humor with

man

Underground Sound,
managed KSCU anci kept the
tunes, news and sport scoops
the

the

outside world with the

encouraged," said Larkin, a

communication major.

Matt Sbona, the

fully.

is

Markham said
now much more open

Brum

(jreele\'

Also,

the individual ideas of the

to

Pizza

Even

is
if

what makes everything run.

the

Redwood missed

deadline, the pizza

authors, respecting their

Anna Muraco,

wishes.

editor for the
slice in

still

every

tasted good.

the people's section

Redwood,

eats a peperoni
one of the cleaner corners of the

office.

Media
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Wihen

it

came

meant breaking
individuals
peers.
ers

and

we

to people,

down

breaking into the 90s

personal barriers.

As

challenged ourselves and our

We were performers, entrepreneurs, travelteachers. We won honors; we laughed; we

reached out; and

we spoke

out.

While

it

was

sometimes easy to loose sight of the individuals
and just see the campus crowd, they were there ~
students that went beyond expectations and

A closer look revealed

achieved excellence.

students and teachers

who were

diverse in their

views, lifestyles and goals. Taking the time to get
to

know them was an

essential part of breaking

into the 90s.

The crazy pace of senior week couldn't slow
down any senior — as they cruised, crawled
and drank their way to graduation. Rhonda
Webber kept her smile throughout.
Carolyn hice
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Division

Hri.m dreelfv

Any freshman could confirm that hanging out
on the window ledges of Swig was not uncommon. There were over 1200 freshmen --did
they realize they would determine the course
of Santa Clara and define the decacie to come?

Spring c]uarter

— Mission Gardens,

tradition that will never change.

a

On any

given day sunworshippers packed the lawns

around the adobe

wall.

People Division
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Adams
Adams

Carolyn
Elizabeth A.

John

Aguilar

E.

Ricardo Aguilar
Mitchel N. Ahiers
Tresa M. Albertini
Corinna Allen

Ammann

Alicia
Franl<

Anderson

Carl
Jill

Amoroso

J.

Anderson
Ron Andre

J.

Hao Ang
Alan J, Anselmo
lolanda Antones
Patricia

Aquino

Dana Arnaudo
Casey M. Asato
Sonali Asrani

Lance Baetkey
Hilary

Baldwin

Bommann

Stephanie
IVIark

Banholzer

Rich Borlesi
Alicia

S.

Beale

Jessica A, Beaudette
Jonathon N. Belleza

Desiree Bello

Bernard
David Bettencourt
Eric

Kartikeya Bharatrom

Gia Biagi
Brendan Biggane

Amy

Boatman
Suzanne Bovone
E.

Petter Brau

Matt Brauch
Michelle Brennan

Sean Brennan
Liz
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Bricmont

-14

Kamryn Briski
Marik Brockman
David Broderson
Stephanie Broerman
Rachel P. Brophy
Scott A. Brown

Amy

E.

Bruener

David Bruzzese
Robert Buan

Pom

Buckley

M. Buono
Daniel Burke
Patricia Burke
Kristen

Kate Burlinson

Shannon
Kristin

Burns

M. Busch

Alison Bush

Amanda

Bush

Corey Bush
Kotherine Byler

Music

Is

No

went down to the river just
feet. Take some time to
remember just my baby and me.
went down to the river, oh but how
could it be. You know the river was
empty and lord, it was a sight to see..."
These were the sounds that could be
to

soak

"I

Strangers at local bars,

my

SPACE

I

heard

Stranger To

at the Village

Junior,

Ned

music scene basically dull and saw a
need for some rock-n-roll on campus.

someone got a band together, it
would add a flavor to SCU," Failing
"If

said.

who

plays

drums

ASSCU, and

before the band began to play
Failing says,

"1

was

basically

our own agent, by doing a lot of footwork, dropping off audition tapes at
different places."

The group performed

many good
show

for

for

causes, including a benefit

earthquake

International

relief.

Amnesty

and SCCAP's 5K Fun

Run.

Failing, the

group's founder, found the Santa Clara

Failing,

Bond

regularly.

Pub, Brass Rail or

any number of local bars. These were
the sounds of the Strangers, a band
made up of students and alumni.

This

in

the band, spent hours promoting the

Failing planned

on absolutely

staying together for the remainder of
his time at SCU. With a major in
communication and interest in public
relations. Failing hoped to be able to
make a career in the music business.
He has played in Louder Than Words
and Catfish, both bands he put

together with Santa Clara students.

group Crossroads
town of Portland, Oregon.

played

in the

-

He

in his

also

home-

Alicia Lindsay

Adams-Byler
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Tony Cadiz

Marco Campagna
Maria Capozzoli

Capulong

Christine D.

Miclnael Carlos
Erin

Carr

John Cosota
Linda Castro

Amy
Teresa

Cersovsl<i

Chogoya

Debra Choison
Keng Hwa Chang
Charison
Jeremy Chin
Mickey Chiu

Erika

Aipha Chi

Campus

Omega

to join

invited Kids

them

in

On

an Easter

egg hunt
Julie

kids

in the Mission Gardens.
Knudsen, senior, helps these
count their findings.
Brian Greeley

1 1

People

Shelly M. Chivers

Diolinda

Ciccarelli

L.

Rosa M. Cimino

Dawn

Cisek

Clancy

Patrick

Julie Cline

Buck

Cobb
Coble

Alette

Candace Cohen
Mark Colety
Chris
Liz

C.

Cone
Connaghan

Rachel Connolly

Samantha

Conole

E.

Conway

Devin

Christine

B.

Cooper

John Corrigon
Ronol Cossa
Catie Costa

Coyne

Colette

Tracy Crutchfield
Piper Cutclitfe

Katherine

Gavin
Kevin

S.

F.

Dollosto

Das

Dowdy

Gina Demarco

Tom

Demortini
David Dennis

Michael DeRosa
Cynthia Devin
Devincenzi
Greg K. Deviny
Michael DiGregorio
Elizabeth Dowell
Lynn Dressel

Robert

J.

Jennifer Dunning

Jonelle Duron

Matthew Earnshow
Phillip

Todd

W,

Ellis

EInnquist

Cadiz-Elmquist

1 1

F

R

H

S

E

Lisa Eperjessy

Esernia

Lori J,

Gordon M. Evans
Dana Ewell
Maria Folcocchia

Farmer

Katlnerine

Cyntlnia Farrell

Steplnen A. Ferraiuolo
Kristina

Fey

Angela

Fila

Christine Fiiice

Darren

Filpi

Edward Fong
Brian

Fosco

Randall Fox
Julie Franklin

Miclnelle Franzoio

Claudia

Frerk

Ray Gallaglner
Melanie Gangle

Gregory Geen
Thomas C. Genoni

George

Merrill

Lucy C. Giammona
Kimberley Gifford
Timothy Ginder

Karma Giulionelli
Mary B. Gleoson
Elizabeth Goebel
Clementina

P.

Golan

David Gonyea
Michael Gorospe
Katie

Gough

John Govednik
John M. Gray
Jon Greenfield

Sean Grubb
Deborah Guzman

Mima Guzman
Brian
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On

Flying High

While most kids were spending
their days skimming through comic books,
Dana Ewell was reading the Wall Street
Journal. By the time he was a high school
senior the company he had formed had
grossed over 2.7 million dollars, making
freshman Ewell one of the youngest and

most
in the

sviccessful entrepreneurs

United

States.

At age

anywhere

18,

he

is

a

stockbroker, aircraft salesman, and the

president of his

Ewell

own

aircraft dealership,

& Company.

Ewell becanie fascinated with the
stock market and with the advice of his
father, he started to invest. As his infatuation with the market grew, Ewell took
intensive courses in the sciences and in
computers, and subsequently landed a
summer job at a brokerage as an assistant
technical analyst.

PIPER

Wall Street

jr^ a

After attending a Wall Street

seminar

in

Washington D.C.

for high

school students, and actually trading

shares on the floor of the

New York Stock

Exchange, Ewell and nine other students
from across the country started their own
investment company. They guaranteed
one percent above the interest rates the
banks paid. This promise attracted many
and their business boomed. Their biggest
customers were their peers: college and

fl.
r?jW'^j^^'-—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^^^BM

high school students.

With the profits from the mutual
funds they managed, Ewell & Company
bought out a bankrupt private aircraft
company. The business has been so successful, Ewell is thinking of starting a new
dealership in San Jose, or perhaps even
selling out to a bigger corporation. His
company has contmued to economically
flourish, and people ask him why he

f^M

decided to take time out of his busy
career to attend Santa Clara. Ewell

need to get a well rounded
can be here at SCU in the
Silicon Valley and still be actively
involved in the company."
answers,

"I

education.

Andy

I

-

P.

Alicia Lindsay

Hagedorn

Aioa Hagen
Tricia

Hainn

James

Hamill

Jeannie Hamilton
Derek C. Hansen
Katherine Hart
Megan Hart

Margaret Hartman

A \

Charles

J.

Hartmann

Diane Hathcoat
Nickolas Hatter
Nicole Hawkins

Todd Hayes
Wendy V. Hedges
Jodie

E.

Hendricks

Mark Hennelly
Nathan Hering Jr
Michael Hernandez
Chris Hernando

Eperjessy-Hernando
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Jennifer Herrera

Thomas

Herring

Brian Hicl<ie

Kevin Hiil
Scott D, Hinslnaw

Jason Hodges

Manueio N. Hoeinn
Donna Holicl<y
Christina Horn

Deanna Hoppe
Julie

Hurant

Alexander Icasiano
Christine Inouye
Piero Isola

Therese Ivoncovich
Hani Jabbour
Aleta R. Jacobson

Arne John
Melissa Jarvis

Francisco A. Jimenez

When

hot spring days hit, students
found ways to cool off. Steve

Emmanuel opted

for

on

icy

snowcone.
Brian Greeley
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Jennifer Johnston

Sarah Jones
Michael Judge
Jennifer Justus

Kombe

Ingrid

Kaneda

Jennifer

Patricia Kantor

Megan

Keefer

Karen Keenan
Elizabeth Kelley

Caroline Kelly
Cecilia Kelly

Katy Kennedy
Sean Keys
Kilburn

Kristin

Kyle Killeen

Danny Kim
Debbie King
Melissa King

King

Phillip

Matthew

Kitchin

Michael Kogelis
Jon Kolbeck
Patrick Koiek

Carolyn Korbel
Laura Kraemer
Jennifer Kronz
Kimberley Krous
Justin Kruger
Kristen

Carl

Kuber

Erik

Kuhlman

Robert LoDuca

Kenneth LaGronde

Deborah Larm
Paul

Lampe

Peter

Lampe

Long
Mark Lang

Justine

B.

Lisa Larkin

Michael Lorriva

Herrera-Larriva
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Gary Larson
Audrey Larson
John LaSota

A.

Karen M. Latorre
Kelvin Lau

Matthew Laubach
Alison Laventhol

David Lawrence

Dao Le
Kevin Lee
Erin K.

Leete

Rebecca Lemus
Anne Lenaghan
Carolyn Leo
Lisa

Lettunich

Christine Lewis

Thomas Ligda
Tracey

Lilley

Alicia Lindsay

Elizabeth M, Loffredo

^V^^fVI

A

Cry For

The faces of Beijing University
armed soldiers and tanks

students,

flashed accross the screen.

A

taped

scream rose from the images. SCU
student Yau-Gene Chan's voice took
over the scream and the opening scene
of "Tiananmen Square" began.
To Yau-Gene Chan, the massacre at Tiananmen Square in China
during the summer of 1989 was more
than a far away tragedy. It changed
the Eastern world forever. "I want to
paint a human face on the movement,"
Chan said in his soft-spoken manner.
"The deaths of the students at Tiananmen Square shouldn't be forgotten.
If, by fate, we Americans had been
born in China instead of the United
States, the students slaughtered could
have been us..."
A Chinese American and
native Californian, Chan graduated
from UC Berkeley in 1987 with a
degree in sociology. Fluent in Canton-
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Hope Amidst

Destruction

ese and Mandarin Chinese, he lived in
Taiwan after graduation where he worked

that

commercial advertising firm. Chan
continued his studies in 1989 at SCU,
pursuing his interests in theater arts.
Early in 1989, Chan was asked by
John Privett, SJ, to organize a day of rememberance for the Tiananmen Square
tragedy. What started out as being a short
skit became a full length play written by
and starring Chan. "Tiananmen", a
fictional account of the activism, emotions,
and sacrifices of three Beijing University
students during the 1989 reform demon-

forum

for a

strations,

John

was

directed

by

SCU

senior

Cotrell.
"I felt that a

dramatic presentation

I wanted to
humanize the movement," explained
Chan. Although Chan has written several
stories about racism and sexism, "Tiananmen" is his first play. He has been

articulated the point more.

involved in the performing arts since his
Berkeley days. "In

my

life,

the

two things

gave

dancing,"
to

me

most joy are writing and
"The arts are a good
express your views. You use your
the

Chan

said.

intellectual resources as well as

movement

for

self-expression."

As

for the situation in China,

Chan

says, "I'm very hopeful. ..I feel that the ball

already rolling.

come

It's

inevitable that

is

freedom

Chinese in China. But I also
our obligation as free Americans
to remember and continue this struggle."
will

to the

feel that it's

-

Antonio Honnon

Carmen Lombardo
Elizabeth Lopez

Harry Lopez

Douglas Lorang
Jane Lucero

Tanya M. Luger

Lum

Theresa

Brendan

T.

Lund

Nicole Lycett

Lydon

Vicki

Mocedo

Jason

B.

Stuart

Maclennan

Matt Madigan
Roy Mohoroj

Mohoney

Patrick

Joanna Maino
Mark Moloney
Claudia Morcantonio
Kristen Marcel
Gina Marchi
Melissa Marconi

Alyssa Martinez

Mason
A. Matheny

William V.
Victoria

Greg Motz

Dana Maxon

McCabe
John McCodden
Jeff

Mary McConneloug
Michael McDougoll
Ted McElwee

Robb McGregor
Laura McGuire
Judi

McHenry

Daniel McKenzie

Kevin

R.

Mecheike

Jenny Medak

Amy

Melczer

Agnes

B.

Mendozo

Anno Marie Mestas

Larson -Mestas
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Ryan Meyers
Christina (Vlifsud

Bryan

[\/lil<ules

Alexandra

Ken

Millard

B. Miller

Steven

Miller

Nicholas Mirizzi
Nathan Misner
Melanie Mito
Matthew Miyashiro
Tristen Moors
Connie Morimoto

Ellen H,

Moriwaki

Robyn Moriyama
John Morris
Susan Muhlheim
Marc Muroshige

Anna Murphy
Murphy
Murphy

Eileen

Patrick

Murphy
Lesli Nakoshima
Janne
Nakasone
Alison Nosh
Daniel Noughton
Tiffany

l\l.

Sarah Neol
Nelder
Marilee Nelson
Michael Nelson
Natacha Nelson

Amy

Amy

C.

Nemschoff

Ann Nguyen

Wayne Nguyen
David Nick

Nancy

L.

Nissen

Dante Nomellini
Kathleen
Heather A.

Noonan
Norman

Juan Nunez
Paul Nuti

r
^
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Senior Brett Stineman went all
out for the SAE/Sig Pi Hallow-

een
skin

party.

Brett

and shaved

order to appear

painted
his
like

head

his
in

Ghandi,

lltMthLT CurLorLin

Meyers-Nuti
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Ministering To
Brother Pat McCarthy, a resident
minister in Campisi Hall and graduate

student at SCU, had the opportunity to
become involved in issues

personally

surrounding the HIV infection and its
subsequent fatal disease, AIDS. From
August 1989 to March 1990, McCarthy
took tri-weekly trips to the San Francisco
General Hospital outpatient clinic to play

many

roles for the

When

AIDS

asked

he decided to

McCarthy
"You know, living

take on this serious role,

chuckled and said,

my

whole life as a brother, the call [from
God] is the deepest thing in me..." As a
he related how this
prompted him to drop everything: a

youth
call

in Australia,

girlfriend, his status as a tennis

cham-

pion, promising academics, a probable

with the HIV infection, McCarthy remembered his hesitation. "My initial response
was a bit like Moses," he laughed. "No
Lord! Not me. I can't do this!" He
ignored his urging until a good counselor

and friend pushed him

McCarthy

many
ones

making the

to do."

talking

Molly Orell
Paikai

Ethan Pang

Pasha

Noelle Pasternak
Hina Patel
Greg Paulson
Jennifer Pederson
F.

their closest friends

"All

you can do

Many

is

felt

as they

and loved
try to

be

afternoons he spent sitting

next to them, listening

Imma Oosterkamp

H.

die.

AIDS

sighed, "...and that's a pretty hard thing

Michael A. Olson
Scott Olson
Keelyn Oneil

Chad

related the despair that

present to them at that very moment," he

Andrew Olson

People

into

of the people with

watched

Brennan Okeefe
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wealthy family— to become
first urged by the Pro-

vincial in Austrialia to minister to those

Jason L. Nutt
Joe Nuxoll
Mark Obrien
Thomas J. Obrien
Cyrus W. Oelerich

John

a

When

a brother.

ence

John

and

AIDS Patients

first steps.

patients.

how

career,

-I4

Pelayo

and

when

just

when

they

felt like

being an authentic pres-

they did not. McCarthy

related

how

draining the

first six

weeks

when

I

exhaustion. ..were almost as though

I

had been:
home. ..the

"I

was almost

sick

got

tension. ..the

took some of their pain with me." Mc
Carthy acknowledged he had never
experienced dealing with this intensity
of pain before in his

life.

"They'll

tell

you a lot more about the gospel of love
and suffering than five Sundays in
church

will,"
-

he smiles.

Sally

Lamas

Penny

Troy M.

Adam

Perrell

Brad Perry

Shannon

Perry

Alexei Peters

Jason Peters
Jill

Peterson

Ken Ptaffmann
Boohuong Phan
Jane M. Phelps
Christina Picazo

Mike Plonsky
Chris Polo

Jennifer Pollard

"^

Michael

J.

Victoria

Pond

Greg

Polosky

Potts

Douglas Potwora
Matthew Powers
Dorothy Pozos
Nicole Raboud
Craig B. Rashkis
Jennifer Rasmussen
John M. Ravizza
Stephanie Ravizza

Mark Rawlinson

Anne Reagan
Reasoner

Brian

Jennifer Redwitz

Timothy Reed

Lucy

S.

Mori

Renoud

Reis

Connie Renda
Sassie Rettig

Kathryn

Rinki

Aaron Ritchey
Alicia Rock
Alexandra Rodas
Sylvia

Jenny

Rodriguez
Rollins

Nutt-Rollins
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FRESHME
Mike

Romo

Kevin Rooney
Joel Rosenquist

Casey Rouse
Jennifer Roybal

Josepin Ryan

Norma Sandoval
Erin

Ernest

Sandstorm
Songalang

David Songuinetti

Ahmet Sapmaz
Scarborough
Derek T. Schaefer
Liz

Jeffery Schaffzin

Lyndsay Schembs

Thomas Schifano
Paul

E,

Schmidt

Andrew Schroer
Sara J. Schwab
Theresa

Schwartz

L.

Jennifer

Schwary

Schwirian
John Seaholt

Leslie

Megan Shean
Katie Sheeron

Kim Sheldahl
Kotrina Sherfey

Dan

Sherry

Steve Sieber

Stephan

J.

Sifferman

Daniel Simon
Keith

Simpson

Anissa

Slifer

Stephanie Smallwood
Jim Smiley
Curtiss Smith

Kevin Smith
Tracey Smith
Kimberly Smoker

David Smyth
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and Andy Masson. Or
Andy and Jeff? Witin tinese two

Jeff

is it

you could never

"1|

tell.

David Snyder
Lorraine Snyder
O.J. Solander
Matt Sonnhalter
Frederick

B.

Soriano

Steven Souza
Kenneth Spalasso
Veronica C. Spurlock
Mukund K. Sreenivason
Christian Stack
Jessica A. Staudenraus

Susan Steele
Kori Stewart
Kristy Stivers

Jason Stockton
Michael Stofan
Timothy Strown

Mark

Stricherz

Michelle Strickler
Patrick Sturm

Romo-Sturm
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F,RESHME
Francesco Suarez
Tricio Sullivan

Caryn Sumner

Wendy J.

Suzuki

Jennifer A,

Tang

Jon G. Tang
Jeremy Tangaro
Sidney Too
Jess Telles

Kathy

R.

Thieike

Ryan Thomason
Lawrence J. Tlnuillier
David Tilbury
Colleen R. Tilton
Kimberly Tomlinson

John

T.

Torrey

Michele Touzin

Wendy Traiger
Chris

R,

Turner

Pat Vacant!

Bradley Vandehey
Maria D. Vasquez
Ricardo Villa

Gia Vitarelli
Joe Vivolo

Sandra Vizcarro
Kathryn M, Walsh

James Walski
Gregory J. Watson
Robert Watson Jr
Stephanie Welsh
Michael Weselon

Wever
Leah Wiebe
Rudi

Eric E.

Wilber

Martin Williams
Suzanne Williams

John Winkleman
Christine Winter
Traci
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Bernard Wong
Robin Wooding
Wendy Wride
Allison Yates
Randall A, Yogi
Colin Yoshioko
Patrick

Young

Sara Young
Ann Marie Zaietel
Michael Zareski

Monica Zent
Rock Ziermon
Monica Zimmernnan
Rick

Striving For
"It

cial,"

made me

feel

says senior Osei Appiah,

first

Lampkin Black
was an extreme

recipient of the Charles

Student Award.

"It

Excellence
experience at SCU, Appiah says that

very spe-

SCU

has one of the "best programs in the

country" for communication because the
emphasis on theory and hands-on experi-

honor." Appiah, a communication

ence "prepares the student for the real

major with a television emphasis, was
awarded this first annual award— for
black student excellence in communi-

world."

cation, theater arts,

award in the memory of Charles
Lampkin, SCU alumni and actor who
performed on Broadway and in television. "Being given the honor to
receive an award in his name," says
Appiah, "is just one of the best honors
I've been given in my whole life."
Appiah, originally an accounting major, decided to join the communicaiton department because

it

better

suited his personality. During his
junior year, he hosted his

show on KSCU and

own

sports

also wrote for

Future plans for Appiah include
going to graduate school in communication, at

and music—by

singer/actor/dancer Ben Vereen in
accordance with February's Black
History Month. Vereen presented the

The

Santa Clara. In looking back on his

W, Zitzmann

Cornell Unviersity.

"I

want

to get

broad based background on communication," says Appiah. His long term
goal, however, is to become a television
news broadcaster in a major city.
Appiah is still in awe at his winning of the Lampkin award. "It was
a

overwhelming that [Ben Vereen] would
be there and present the award to me,"
says Appiah. "[Vereen] was very proud
to see that there are blacks in college

are striving for excellence,"

who

Appiah

comments. "He felt that it gives the
younger blacks in various communities
the hope that they can do it also."
Appiah emphasizes the importance of the award to the university as a
whole, for

it

structure within

campus.

It

all

the minority groups

also helps other groups

who

on
are

non-minority see that there are other groups
on campus who are doing well."
-

John Winkelmon

"brings a tighter knit family

Suarez-Zitzmann

1
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SOPHOMORE
Carlo

P.

Ada

Reena Ahiuwalia
Jenine M. Allahyari

Mary Anders
Laura Ar^derson

Stephanie

L.

Ang

Michelle Anglo
lolando Antunes
Emily M. Aquino
Luis

Aquino

Lynn Aroki
Roberta Archer
Misty Ash
Michael Bolak
Amy M, Ballesteros

Renee Balodis
Pomelo Barber
Rochoel Bornett
Antron D. Barron
Chris Barry

Michael J, Bote
Benson L. Benjamin

Mary Bessette
Susan M. Bickel
Casey W, Bishop

Brando

L.

Bloomberg
K. Boyce

Dwoyne

Brand
Kelly C. Bruce
Nancy Brum
Eriko

Korin N.

Bullis

Connie Bustillo
Anthony Butler
Steve M. Colde
Leonardo Compogno
Suzanne

A.

Contioy

Daisy C. Carter
Daniel Casetto

John Cassidy
Spencer T. Chee
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Brian H. Ching
Simon Chiu
Don Choi

Renee CInun
Allison Clinton

Sean Cody
Julie C. Collins

Connaghan
Barbara Cook
Kelly Cook

Ann

M.

Cook

Kristi E.

David

P.

Cornell

Nicole A. Craine
Rodrigo Cuartas
De Anna M, Curry

Delay
Dolores Delucchi
Richard F. Desmond
Ginomarie Dias
Alandra S, Dilley

Julia A.

The fun you

can hove with
ice cream -enough to
entertain for

hours in
Benson. These
two students

experiment
with soft-serve.

lirMii

dreelev

Ada-Dilley
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SOPHOMORE
William

Dingell

P.

Melissa

B.

Divina

Jennifer Dolan

Rafael

Domeyko

F.

Dudzinski

Teri A.

Dave

Dunn
Dupree

N,

Steffanie

Janice Eckles
Sharon Eden
James P. Eichenberg

Sharon
Keith

Eiler

Elliott

Mark Emerson
Kathryn Endres
Jennifer L, Eppright

Jacqueline

N. Esquibel

Kristin

Chris

Jeffery

J,

Fobos
Favro

Fernandez

Pius P. Fidelibus

Kathleen Fitzpatrick
Michael Foley

Joseph

Bill

Forrest

H,

Franks

Michelle Fukuji

John Garcia
Noel A. Garneij

Dena Gasiewski

Dana

A.

Gemmingen

Jonathan Griuich
Carolyn M, Hamilton

Ken Hardmon
Jennifer Harper

Houser
Cherie Healey
J.

A.

Jason Heard
Kristi Henry
John D. Herdlick
Kotherine Hill
Stephen Hofheinz
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Gaining Access At SCU
When she wants to pick up an
add /drop form from Walsh Administration she has to send her roommate. She
can't meet her Enghsh professor in Saint
Josephs and she can't attend classes in
O'Connor or Alumni Science. Freshman
Alette Coble has been confined to a

wheelchair for most of her

life.

Although inflicted with cerebral
palsy, Coble does not allow her handicap to stop her from voicing her opinion
and actively addressing problems at
SCU. According to Coble, SCU has
"fallen behind" most other universities
as far as what they offer the disabled.
For this reason, Coble helped to establish Access, a support group which promotes legislative action to require
campuses to adec]uately accomociate the
handicapped.
Because of the insufficient

services for the disabled. Coble had appre-

hensions about attending SCU. Coble, the
only campus resident in a wheelchair, was
concerned about students' attitudes

toward the handicapped. She did however, maintain her confidence;

"I

was

the

only person at my high school in a wheelchair, so why not be the only one at SCU

with a wheelchair?" Coble said. Once
was shocked to find
so many friendly and helpful students
within her dorm. " I called my mom and
school began. Coble

said

~

People actually want to help me
Coble explained. "That never

by asking her

to dance, but in reality,

With

here,'"

people insult her by not asking

happened to me before."
Even so, most people on campus

the continueei effort of Access, Coble feels

are

still

her.

she has "the potential to hopefully break

ignorant about the abilities of a

handicapped person. "I love to dance, but
no one thinks about asking me," Coble
explained. According to Coble, people
may fear they may insult or embarrass her

through the stereotypes and spread
information about the abilities of the
handicapped."
-

Brian

Jeanenne Wall

W. Hughes

Patricia

J.

Lorrair^e

Rahim

R.

Hull

M. Hyr^es
Ibrahim

Luigy Inserto

Craig

L.

Iwamoto

Michael Johnson
Jenifer L. Juarez

Anthony Jung
Kellie

Kakugowa

Joe Kotzakion
Ricky A. Kauten
Lisa Kellers

Matthew

Kelly

Sarah Kelsey

Janet Kikuchi
Paula Kim
Cheryl

L.

Andrea
Kelli

Kitrosser

Klipp

M. Kobashi

Dingell-Kobashi
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SOPHOMORE

S

Jay Kobayashi
Kristen Kohlbecker
Alexandra M. Kovach
Traci

Charles Kovats
Larry Krebs
Eileen Lai

L.

Lapointe
Levonius

Erik

Lindquist

Darren
Jeff

R.

Patrick

J.

Uanes

Fancy footwork. Senior Nicole
Myers kicks around a hacky-sac
at a senior happy hour in Alumni
Gardens.

*
-,-
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Linda Larkin

Gaudencio G. Lopez
Yvette Lorenz
Eric

F.

Ludlum

Kristie V.

Lyons

Gregory

D,

Brian

T.

Mocios

Mack

Tomara

IVIoher

Michelle Major
Jeff

Mar

Stephanie A. Marandas

Gina S. May
Michael P. McCarthy
Eileen Mcguire
Mary Mclaughlin
Mori Melchor
Scott

T.

Michael

Amanda

G. Millett
Minor
Michael Monzon
Steve Mooney
Ellen

Michael Moron

Eugene Moreland
Kara Moroney
Ross A. Mortilloro

Suzanne Murray

Musonte
Marie Narvaez
Emily Nosh
Katie A.

P. Novobpour
Hoang Nguyen

Paul

Yen Nguyen
Rebecca Ninnemonn
Monica L. Nisorgond
Micki M. Obrien

Sean Odonnell
Tim

Omohoney

John Otoole
Shelley

Owens

Catherine Ozburn
Senjou Pak

Kobayashi-Pak
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SOPHOMORE
Chris Paradise

Stepen M. Parodi
Sarah Pastoriza
Fred

Pattern

J.

Sara W. Pedersen
IVlichelle

L.

Penr^er
Le Phar^

Sheila Pheiar^

Picone
Nancy Piepho

IVIichael

John Pierson
John Potter
Tim Pratt
Thomas Prentice
Paul M. Rothgeb

Robyn R. Rauk
Sharon Reardon
Gerard Redublodo
Mark T. Reilly
Carmel A. Reyes
Bart Ricketts
Christina Roberts

Shannon

K. Rogers
M. Ronyak
Amanda G. Rose

Patti

Angela Salvetti
Sara Sanchez
Kerry C. Sanchirico

Santangelo
Jonathan Sotcher

Kristin J.

Dean Schofer
Scheldt
Kristie Schindele
Cynthia Schmae

Jennifer

L.

Christine

Schmidt

Justin

Schmidt

Mark

Schmitz

D.

Sherry

Schmutz
Schott
E. Scott

Julie

Nancy
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Time, Expertise
All

American soccer player

Jeff

and
Sampson

His SInirt
believes

it

was

Baicher will sacrifice anything, including

Baicher's performance at the final four

the shirt off his back, for something he

tournament

believes

in.

After one

game with

the na-

tional soccer team Baicher spotted a kid

that earned his invitation to

the national team tryouts.
explains,

"He was

Sampson

the talk of the

in the stands

tournament,. ..the press and media got

his face.

excited every time he touched the ball."

with red and white paint on
Following the international
ritual of exchanging jerseys after a game,
Baicher says, "I took the shirt off my
back and gave it to the kid, hoping it
might make a difference in his life."
When Baicher began playing
soccer at SCU, "the transition was kinda
tough." Nevertheless, coach Steve

Sampson says Baicher was

able to excel

because of his "technical ability" and "his
ability to see things others doii't see."

the national championship,
recalls Baicher as "a

man

Sampson

playing

At

Baicher has traveled with the 28-

member

national team to San Diego,
Canada, and Bermuda.
A communication major and
business minor, Baicher began playing
soccer at age three.
Taking the advice from "an excellent soccer player" who said, "The
one thing you have to do is give something back to the game," Baicher has
coached children at soccer camps for
five years. "I love it," he exclaims.

Jeff

Baicher smiles and continues

to dedicate his time, expertise, and, yes,

even

his shirt to the

-Melanie

game he

loves.

iviito

amongst boys."

Andrea M. Scroggin
Marco A. Segovia
Maria Sergi
Kelly

Sherman

Heather C. Shermer

Amy

Silan

Guodelupe

Silva

Scott Simon
Smith
Marci L, Smith
R.

Kellie

Jennifer

L.

Solomon

Kent Soohoo
David Spahn
Deidre Stack

Greg

Stampfli

Karen E. Steffen
Beckie J. Steuben
Richard Stevenson
Stephanie Stowell
David Straley

Paradise-Straley
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SOP

A true Bronco
sophomore
Sullivan

colors

OMORE

S

fan,

Chris

shows

and

H

his

spirit

SCU

at a

basketball gome.
Chris and other members of the spirit club
were visible at most
major sporting events.
Tim Currier

1
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Elizabeth Stuart

Dana

Studenberg
Sue

L.

Jetfrey

Gary Sugita
Sean D. Sullivan
Mark Sumikawa
Heather Swarts
Mia Syre
Stephen W. Tansey

Amy

E.

Thomas

Jay Thompson
Kathleen A, Tonry
Giovanni A. Torre
Len Toyoshiba
Therese M. Tran

Laura Trujillo
Lan J. Truong
Allggra Ullrey

Stacey D. Umbarger
Mark Valentine
Elin

Vanvleet

Albie Vollero

Walker
Cynthia Wallace
Brian

Huei

Chuan Wang

Mason Waterbury
Jennifer Welding
Holly M. Wells

Hope

M. Wentz

Elizabeth

E.

Wheatley

Debbie White
Viann Williams

Stephan Wing
Lori

Winter

John Hoi
Sonia

K.

Wong

Woo

Jennifer Yanez-Postor

Andrea Zurek

Stuart-Zurek
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ORS

Sami Abdelshafi
Maria Aberin
Heather L, Anderson
Patricia Arclnibecl<
Lul<e Atl<ins

Nicole C. Avecilla
Kevin P. Bail<o

Janet C. Bannan
Bill Beale
Jon D. Berthelot
Leslie Boin

Miclnael Borgstrom

Joe

Brichler

Laura Browning
Gregory J, Bryan

Audra Budrys
IVIonica A. Carlson

CInavez
Li CInung Chen
Steven Cheng
IVIarcy

Jennifer A. Christen

Kathleen S. Chu
Jason Chuang
Cherie A. Collins
Iris

Corenevsky

Leonne Craigmile
Angela Cruz

Ann Cuny
Charlene Curry

Rocco

A.

Cusenza

Patrick Daly

Victoria Darnell

David Dawson
Agustin A. DeLoGuordia
Ronald DelRosario

James

P.

DeVoughn
Chris Devlin

Socho Durham
Mora M. Eddis
Rochelle Eggleston

1
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Making
"I

don't think you people under-

no one

about sexuality,
women feel isolated, they have nowhere
to turn and no one to talk to."
Speaking to a hushed room, Dena
Finn took her place at the microphone at
the spring quarter student forum on
sexism and racism. In a frank and candid
testimony, Finn pried the lid off issues
that most people are not aware of. Rape,
pregnancy, and abortion are very real and
very painful experiences for many women
at SCU. As a resident assistant, Finn and
a few other students see beneath the
carefree veneer that covers the surface of
the campus.
These issues and others facing
women students prompted Finn, with
three other students, to form an organization that would serve to raise the awarestand. Since

talks

Strides
ness of institutional sexism. In the

spring of 1989,

STRIDES was

born.

Finn describes STRIDES as a
"student-run organization formed to
heighten the awareness of women's and
men's issues on campus. In order to do
so, the club has had forums on sexuality
and intimacy, reproductive rights, and
two-career families to name just a few.
Attendance, however, is relatively low
because, as Finn speculates, many
students are uneasy about attending
what they fear to be a political organization. As Finn sees it, "Membership of
both men and women is vital to
STRIDES because many issues cannot
be completely discussed without input
from both sexes."
It may be awhile before SCU
can truly consider itself a liberated

campus, but Finn -and others

like her- feel

confident that at least the ball

is

finally

rolling.

Gartin

-

Jennifer Marconi

W. Eisenbeis

Kauonoe Eldredge
Dan Fislner
IVlary

Jean

Flores

Jim Frost

Samantlna Fullen
Grace L. Gallordo
Barbara Galvin
Richard D. Gorno

Vanessa C. Gelnring
Georgette George
Jenny E. Girard
William

Jeremy

Gnauden

Goldstein
Christina M, Greco
R.

Brian Greeley
Melinda Ho
Ted Haschke
Stacy Howes
Kristo

Hein

Abdelshafi-Hein
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JUNIORS
Laurie A. Helin

Pamela Hinkson
Stacey Hirose

Sean M. Hoey
Paul A. Holocher

Homan
Honkamp

Tim

Michael

R.

Melissa

Rebecca

Hormel
Quinn Hu

S.

S.

Hullquist

Genevieve Hurley
Terry

Jackson

Nicole Janovitch

Suzanne

Jauretche
Sara L. Johnson
N,

Phillip

Jung

Elizabeth M, Keller
Kathleen M, Kenworthy
Shell C. Kephart

Amy

E.

Kieraldo

Eileen King
Michelle King
Christina Kirby

Michael Kline
Kara Koeltl
Rolf Kruger

Kathleen Kuboi
Cathrinmary Kuchera

Thomas Kurt
Luanne Kuwaye
Lynn M, Kwarcinski
Sally A.

Lamas

Margaret Lanier
Jill Leonard
James M. Lesage
Khim Loh
Allen Lopez
David Lu
Erik Lundh

Kia

Mary Madaras
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Shelley A,

Madsack

Maffei
Paul M. Manfredl
Lisa

Speranta Marcu
Peggy Marcucci

Annamarle V. Marsh
Shannon McDonald
McErleon
Ann McGinley
Craig

P.

Sean McGuinn
Mary McGuire
Rosalinda H. Melendez
Charles

H,

Michelet

Trisha A. Miki

Hazzel M. Miranda

David Moody
Monalisa Moron

McRedmond

Morelli

Anna Muroco

^%.

John Murotore

The theatre and dance department presented the hilarious comedy, "On the Rozzle," as
the season's grand finale. "Lightening Away!" Weinberl (Kennedy Brown) drags
Christoph (Jason Hodges) atop Lightening.
Helin-Muratore
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JUN

ORS

I

Barbara Neudorfer
Daisy

Cue Nguyen
Nguyen

Har^ X.

Kathleen Nishikawa
Michael Ofner

Kenneth Oreglia
Crystin Orser

Jenniffer Ortiz

IVlegan Osborne
Chris Park

Paul

Paulette

T.

S.

Park

Passanisi

Todd

Pastorini

Paresh Patel
Steve Pellizzer

Cynthia A. Podesta
Arlene Pope
Elsa M. Pulido
Clare L. Purcell
Lisa

Tarie A,

Roes

Regan

William M, Reichard

Judith Rezents

Amy A. Rhoads
Norm Robbins
Paige C. Rodrigues

Pamela Rozolis
Mary Jean Sammis
Enrique A. Sanabria
Louie Sanguinetti

Laura K. Scannell
Robert Schaefer
Cheryl A. Schwartz
Lisa Scopazzi
Anna Separovich
Kimberly

K.

Millen

Shibata

Simpson

Karen Sindelar
Michelle Smith
Beverly Smith Lopez
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Gloria A. Sosa

Thomas

Spitters

John C. Stjacques

Anna
Olga

G. Stotsky
Stotzky

Robert Sullivan
Elizabeth

Sweeney

Michelle L. Takcata
Lynn H. Takeshita

Tammy Tamanaha
Rocky Tang
Barry Thurston
Eileen Tinney

Alyssa Torres
Julie Totten
P. Townes
Towson

David
Eric

Karen

P.

Tozier

Patricia Trimble

Joy Turney
Karrolyne E. Vosburg
E. Walters

Claire

Jude T. Waterbury
Young Wee
Michelle
Faris N.

J.

Woomert

Yamini

Zachary J. Zaharek
Steven Zanger

Raymond Zimmerman
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Some

say that senioritis set in as
early as October. ASSCU's October Fest could be guilty of starting the epidemic.
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Neudorfer-Zimmerman
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SEN

ORS

I

Kelly

Adams

E.

Doreen

E. Agrimonti
Timothy Ahern

Scott AlQO

Shireen Allahyori

John Allen
Melindo Along!
Sulekho

Anand

Barbara A. Anderson
Laura M, Andrews
Ellen

Ankudo

Osei Appiah

Anissa Arguette
Garrett L, Arnoudo
Susan E. Austin
Patricia

Auyer

Dianne Azevedo
Grace Balba
Sarah Banales

Maggie

P.

Bannan

Patricia C.

Bannan

Davorin V, Baricevic

David Barone

Matthew
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Barreras

P^

Lynne E, Bartron
Paolo G. Bottoglini
Michael Beane
Bart C. Beasley

Christina

Beauchamp

Dean Beaver
Jonathan Beene
Christine M. Belda

Meeting The Problem Head
While her friends enjoyed the fun

and relaxation of summer, senior Sarah
Pinkowski spent two and a half months of
her 1989 vacation at an orphanage for the
During

a

Guatemalan

natives divulge political information to
strangers, chances are they will "disappear."

Despite the adjustments, Pinkowski, a
pre-teaching major at SCU, learned a

children of Guatemala.
teacher's

Pinkowski, accompanied by four
other North Americans, helped to educate
95 children through a Franciscan sisters'
orphanage. Although her family and
friends were apprehensive about such a
mission, Pinkowski had no fears. "I
didn't know what to expect~I just jumped
in," she explains.
Once in Guatemala, however,
strike,

Pinkowski immediately realized the challenges she would have to confront; not
only did Pinkowski have to teach children
in a foreign language, but she also had to
adjust to the Guatemalan lifestyle. According to Pinkowski, on the outskirts of
the Guatemalan city, families live in mud
and aluminum huts with outdoor sinks
shared by multiple families. Guatemalans
are reluctant to deal with foreigners. If

On

lot

about

Even though their backgrounds
were appalling, Pinkowski explains that the
homeless Guatemalan children were "unbelievably appreciative" of the help and the
children.

guidance she offered. In addition, the
senior discovered

many

similarities

SCU

between

Guatemalan and American children. Surprisingly, the Guatemalan children did not worry
about where their next meal was coming from,
but whether or not the sun would shine so
they could play outside.

According
Central America

to

Pinkowski, her stay

in

was "probably the hardest

thing (she) did," yet she never gave up. Al-

though she often doubted

if

she had the inner

strength needed to remain in the Guatemalan

environment, Pinkowski forced herself to stay.
While recalling her experience and her courage, Pinkowski explains her willingness to
help: "I couldn't deal with what I was

seeing. ..it seemed better to meet
Guatemalan poverty) head on."
-

(the

Jeanenne Wall

Adams-Belda
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Lynn Bell
Robert Bennett
Corolie Berg
Janet K. Berlo

Robert Bernol
Eric Bernauer
Laura Bertone

James

E.

Besio

Richard G. Bianclnina
Toni Biondi

Teresa iVI. Block
Daniel Bogard

Exercising

a

As Gina Toubouras entered

SCCAP

Social

the

downstairs Benson, she
was greeted by some fellow volunteers
saying, "It's Mama SCCAP!" Accustomed to her nickname as the student
director of the Santa Clara Community
Action Program, Toubouras quickly
went about her daily business of collecting messages and sorting through paper
work before heading to her small
partition at the back of the office.
According to Toubouras, a
junior psychology major, SCCAP has
experienced a dramatic restructuring
office in

this year.

SCCAP now

consists of a

director, three assistant directors.

Conscience

sixteen coordinators,

and about 500

volunteers.

Toubouras began volunteer work

when

she was in high school. She said,

always had a vision of service
throughout school. Toubouras realizes the
tremendous need within the community
and adds that she often feels that she is
just "putting a band-aid on things." She is
frustrated that more cannot be done to
"I've

help heal the pain of those in need.

As "Mama SCCAP," she seems
by her statement:

to

people did have
compassion, changes could be made more
and more, and justice could be seen."
live

-

"If

Christina Trescony
Brian Greeley

1
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Harold Bogard

Bongato
Mark Borer
Andrea A. Boucher
Evalerie

Bowen

Christopher

R.

Bronwen

Boynton

A.

Bradley
Richard Bradley
Lisa A.

Michele M. Brermner

Jane Brennon
Kathleen L. Brennan
Bruce Brinkerhoff

Laura Broderick
Chris Bronzini

Amy

M. Brown

Warren

R.

Brown

Roberto C. Brum
Heidi

L.

Andrew
\

Brunkal
Brusky

Lara Brya

Martina V. Buehler
Roger M. Buehler
Christine M. Bunje
Christina Burdick

Beli-Burdick
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Margaret Burgar^
Dar^iel

Burke

Paul Burr^ett
Maureen Burns

Reid Bush
Steven Butler
Paula Cabral
Laura M, Caeton

Paul A. Caldarazzo
Kenneth A. Callegari
Colleen E. Campini
Vince Canobbio

Luisa Capovilla

Andrew Carlson
Carmena

Julie C.

Cathleen M. Carter

Catherine A. Casey
Josephine Cebedo
David Cendejas
Esther

J.

Chan

Chan
W. Chang

Michelle
Laurie

Rachel Chavez
Szu Ping
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Chen
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Yung Chen
Matthew Chew
Charlie

Cho

Lori

Christenson

Lisa

Chu
Chun

Kevin

Lionel

Amy

Clemans

Clements

Angela

Clifford

Nancy Cloos
Cohen

Tracey

Mary

Collins

Hey Bruce!
Seniors Bruce

Fleming and
Bruce Griffin felt
nothing could
defeat them as
they counted
down the days to
graduation.

HtMllu-r hlu-rmtt

Burgan-Collins
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Micael Collins

John

Compagno

Christine

Condy

Lloyd Connelly

Molly Connolly

Diane Contreros

Cook
Ann Corbett

Kimberly

Heather Corcoran
Efrain

Coria

Elizabeth Cotton

John

Cottrell

Michelle Coulson

Stephanie Coyle

Mark Croce
James Crowley

Cummings
Undo Cuny
Maureen Curran

Richard

Carl Cushnie

Heather Dabel
Sandra Dallas

Domatta
Duane Damon

Christopher
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Steven Damozonio
Elizabeth
Bartley

Davenport

Davey

Christine Davis

Ximena Daza
Jeff Decker
Stephen Debacker
Joseph Debiaso

Kevin Dee
Charlie De Gasparis

Michael Delfino
Anna Delgesso

What's a
What's a Guava

More than

clothes,

"attitude that

comfy

is

Jelly,

Guava

SCU

you ask?

Jellys are

an

and mellow." "So

cool

you'll feel naked,"

creators of this

Guava

according to the

fashion trend. "They

are a state of mind, a

way

said freshman Matt Stroa,

of being smiley,"
"It's

an aura of

Jelly?

Freshman Steve Rauner describes Gray
a "righteous guy"

The most popular Guava Jellys are
drawstring shorts and longs (pants) that

Guava

hang loosly around the legs, made from
funky printed cotton and flannel materials.
To understand Guava Jellys, one
most unterstand their creator, freshman

when he was

can't

be missed.

as

"really cool, soft-

Joe Vivola, a friend of Gray's.
Gray explains that he

businessman.

Gray

is

spoken and funny."
"He is the attitude of Guava Jellys
—mellow. You never see John mad," said

happiness."

John Gray.
Riding through campus on a fourand-a-half-foot skateboard, his long blond
hair and Guava Jellys blowing in the wind.

who

He makes and

is

not a

sells the

Jellys for fun.

Gray created the

first

Guava

Jellys
Cliene Collins

14 with the help of his 16-

year old brother, Peter. Other clothes
were too expensive and not baggy enough.

The Grays
Jellys for friends,

started

making Guava

charging onlv for the

The brothers designed the clothes to
symbolize the mellow rhythms of world

materials and never for labor.

beat music, said Gray.

during his free time in the costume shop
of the theatre. His brother makes them at
the Universitv of San Diego.

Hundreds
Gray

said he

feelings.

of

Guava

now designs

Jellys later.

patterns by his

At

SCU Gray makes Guava

Jellys

-Cherie Collins

Collins-Delgesso
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Carlo DelucQ

Jayson Denning
David Dibono
[\/larl<

Digregorio

Derricl< Dinelli
Lisa Dinin

Jim

Divittario

Joseph Domine

Keliy

Donalnue

Laurie

Doo

Joseph Dooling
Anke Dosedal

James

Patrick

Doud

Joseph Dougherty
Nicole Dreytus

Amy Duke

Darin

Duncan

Armie Duterte
Patrick

Eogen

Donna Eaton

Chris Eckert

Scott Eden

Marques Edge
John Egon

1
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People

Ironmen of SCU? No. It's
Casey Paulson under the
hypnotic power of Bruce

McDonald.

DIuca-Eagan
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Kevin Eggleston

Bethanne

Elliott

Kim English
William Enos

Anne Ensminger
Kim

Eriat

Linda Fama
Jennifer Fell

Jean Ferguson
Jennifer Ferguson

Douglas Ferrante
Heather Ferranti

Bonnie

Fisher

Lisa Flaig

Bruce Fleming

John

Fliss

Michelle Florczyk
Christina Flores

Francisco Flores
Kevin Flynn

Robert Flynn
Stephanie Foehr

Theodore

Fogliani

Kimberly Fonner
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Edward Ford
Ford
Robert Forde
Andrea Foroughi
Kelli

Jean

Foster

Chris Fowler

Michael Francbeur
Patrick Franke

Renata Franzia
Michael Freeman

Ann E. Friedrich
Matthew Friedrich

On

The Road To Kenya

Imagine going

to

bed every night

and the
roars of Hons and tigers, hnagine waking
up one night to the noise of stampeding
buffaloes outside of your tent. Sophomore
Matt Jordan does not need to imagine
these experiences; he witnessed them first
hand winter quarter in Kenya.
Jordan attended the National
Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS), a
nationally recognized wilderness educato the chatter of tropical bircis

pound backpack was not very comfortable
on the treacherous hikes through
and plains of Kenya.
Jordan and the other students also
went to Masai Mara, a Kenyan game
reserve. Here the group lived in the plains
with the Masai people whose ritual
to carry

the jungles

practices include the drinking of blood

tion school offering 36 courses for 2,100

mixed with milk. The students bought a
lamb on one occasion and participated in
its slaughter. Jordan added that the
members of the tribe wanted him to cirink

students each year. Jordan said he went to

the lamb's blood, but he refused.

Kenya on a spiritual quest. "There were
no luxuries, just the woods and myself. I
had time to think about myself and relate

Nebraska, can be seen around campus

to others.

rested

on

For 65 days, Jordan's
his back.

He

home

carried his clothes,

sleeping bag, cooking utensils, and
food in a large backpack. He said the 70tent,

Jordan, a native of

Omaha,

sporting bright colorful skirts.

When

asked why he wears skirts, Jordan grins
and proudly answers, "These are not
skirts, they're kikoys." A kikoy is the
traditional dress of the Swahili tribe.
-

Marian

Sly

Eggleston-Friedrich
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Michael Fryke

Napp Fukuda
Sherilyn Fukuji

Allen Furnas

William Gagliasso

Peggy Galeb
Bernard Gallagher
Claudio Gallina

R.kIuI sxvoct

Michelle Nagamine make up two of
the members of a student panel speaking about rope. The
panel was port of spring quarter's Rope Awareness Week.
Seniors Craig Seal

1
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and

Robert Gallo
Laura Gammeter
Linda Garcia
Kevin

Felisa

Gard

Gee

Gefroh
Julie Glockner
Maria Gonsalves
Brian

Roger Goulort
IVIark Gralnam
Bruce Griffin
William Griffin

Eric

Guerin

Arne Guerra
Thomas Guerra
Marielle Guettler

Mike Guglielmo
John Gunther
Bernard Gutierrez
Linda Ha

James Hagan
Ernest Hahn
Mark Haladwalo

Matthew

Hall

K^^A
Fryke-Hall
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Michael Halter
Stacy Hanel
Jim Hansen
Jennifer

Harmon

Kathy Harrington

John Harty
Kathleen Hassett
Molly

Haun

Lee Hayakawa
Denise Hayashi
Catherine Hayes
Kimberly Hedani

Suzanne Henderson
Kevin

Heneghan

Chris Henriques

Patrick Herbst

Kelly

Heron

Myles Higa
Christine

Hill

James Ho

Edward Hochstatter
Kimberly

Hodge

Catherine Holmen

Thomas Hoover

^Vj
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Bridget Hopkins

Tlnomas Hotchkiss
Torbjorn

Hovden

Scott Howley

Jeffrey

Huhn

Kottierine Hur^soker

Kimberly Hunt
Amy Hurley

Anne

Hurley

Laura Ibarra
Kennetin Ibralnin
Carolyn Ince

Freshmen JoInn Corrigan, Simon
Raines and IVIike DeRosa are
bachelors 1, 2 and 3.
Orchestrating Swig's Dating
Game is Beth Loffredo who
mokes sure the responses aren't
x-rated.

lirhin L.reelev

Halter-lnce
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Michael

Ingalls

Jeanne

Irwin

Lawana Ivy
George Iwanyc

David Jacang
Gregory Jacl<
Kurt Jackson
Kathy Jacobsen

Kathleen Jogger
Kimberly Jogger

Mory Jefferis
Judy Jen

Heather Jenkel
Beth Johnson
Vicki Johnson
Quentin Johnston

Let's spin

the big wheel

that pitcher.

Sandwich

and win
King's

happy hours offered
Kim Seibly and Pot Allen good
food at cheap prices as well as
friends and fun.
Friday night
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Danica Joseph
Leila Judaidy
Sandra Jung
Derek Kakogawa

Negin Kamangar
Ross

Kaneko

Roberta Kasper
Stephanie Kay

Karen Keizer
IVIelanie Kellers

Thomas Kelley
Sean Kelly

Erin

Kennedy

Paul Kern
Kelly Kestle

Cecelia

Kietfer

Stephen Kieta
Sho Kikuchi
Hyun Kim
Laurie Kinoshita

Brad

Kirk

Kristin

Kleinheinz

Anne

Kleinschmidt

Kathy

Klotz

Ingalls-Klotz
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Playing
theatre since his freshman year
to

Out
and plans

you make

it

a lot,"

Freeman

continues, "you get the roles, especially in
this small

and very nurturing environment

that Santa Clara is."

Some

of the roles

Freeman has played on the SCU stage
include his favorite production, "A Long
Way From Tuba City," which he says was
the first time he felt comfortable on the
stage, "On the Verge", in which he was
nominated to the American College
l^rum Greeley

Theater Festival for outstanding performance,

"There is a knowledge that if you
want to be in theatre, you have to take
what comes along and you have to get
used to that," senior Mike Freeman comments on the frustrations every actor
encounters looking for roles in productions. Freeman has been actively involved with Santa Clara University

and

this winter's

Queen and

production of "The

the Rebels."

h-i the summers of 1988 and 1989,
Freeman was involved with summer work

in the theater.

"It's really

important,

I

young actor to go out and get
summer work because it brings you out of
this very nurturing and closed environment where you feel comfortable." In
think, for a

Freeman worked at the Columbia
where he performed
shows in five weeks. He worked

1988,

State Park Theater

graduate with a theatre degree.
"Sure,

Hand

His
five

the next

summer

as a technician for the

San Francisco City Opera. It was here
that Freeman first found himself critiquing the different aspects of professional
theater.

"You have

to

have

love [for theater] to stay in
ates Freeman. Rejection

a

profound
reiter-

it,"

and the huge

time commitment required are sacrifices
that cause him to always question

whether theater is something he really
wants to do as a career. "The nature of
is there's nothing secure in
he says. But, despite the frustration

the business
it,"

and long hours. Freeman states, "We'll
play this hand out and if this hand
doesn't work, well then,
for another

works

I'll

trade

hand and see how

it

in

that

out."
-

John Winklemon

Sean Kneafsey
Knopf
Knopf
Matthew Knoth
Kelly

Patrick

Knudsen
Marioone Koepf
Patrick Kohnen
Anthony Kopp
Julie

Paul

Kovac

Anne

Kristich

John Kuche
Eric Kunisaki

^gky^A^^
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Lacap

Gloria

Marc

Lafitte

Michael Lahti

Ha

Lai

Stephen Lam
Carol Lamadrid
Down Landes
Robert Lane

Anorew Langolf
Brian Lanier

Kimberly Larkin
Linda Larkin

Rene

Lastra

Cynthia Laureno
Christine

Lavoy

Dan Lawrence

Patricia

Lawrence

Craig Low-Smith
Timothy Lozor
Jill Lenseigne

Douglas Leong

Sandy Leong
Paul Lesinski

Monica Leung

Kneafsey-Leung
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Leveque
Todd Lewis

Eric

Rosaiie Liccardo

Ming

Lie

Tracy

List

Gregory Livingston
Emanuel Lopez
Sergio Lopez

Emily Lett

George
Christine

Lotti

Loughran

Jefferey Lowenstein

Jennifer Lucas

Hendy Lund
Mark Moagdenberg
Brian MacDonald

Renee Mochi
Greg Mohlman
Thomas Maine
Antonio Makalintal

Michael Moiloy
Patrick

Malone
Malone

Eiinore

Mamaril

Elizabeth

1
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Ah Ha

Ha!

It's

Christmas! Excel-

John Privett,
decks the halls

lent!

SJ,

ot Nobili.

David Mangelsdorf
Jennifer Marconi

Morkkulo
Kathleen Marks
Kristi

Jennifer Morron
Erin Morschall
Anostosia Martinez
Jeffrey Martinez

Mireya Martinez
Richard Martinez
Michelle Marvier
Laura Mason

Leveque-Mason
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Matthew Mason
Jan Maulhardt
Colleen McAdam
Michael McAndrews

Karl

^lyfe

McAvoy

John McCarthy
Tare McCarthy
Michael McCluskey

Maureen McCormick
Nancy McCoy
Shannon McDonald
Shawn McDonald

And The Wall Came Tumbling Down
I

4^.

'S

spent

fall

1989 on American

University's semester in Brussels, Bel-

gium. Living in "The Capital of Europe"
and witnessing the political upheavals in
Eastern Europe made for an especially
memorable semester abroad.

J||

P^~^

By

most unforgettable part
of the semester was the eight days we
spent in East and West Berlin, only three
weeks after travel restrictions between
East and West were lifted. I was able to
chip away several large pieces from and
far the

sign the East side of the wall.
It is

wonder on

impossible to describe the

the faces of East Berliners as

they marveled at the miracles of Western

European consumerism. For most, the
first time they saw the West was just
three weeks before.

very

1

64
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Perhaps the most moving experience was when I traded a pack of
cigarettes for the hat of

guard through

my hand
moment

an East German
Shaking

a hole in the Wall.

firmly, he held

longer.

I

it

tightly for just a

walked away from the

wall that night with the feeling that the
cold

war was undoubtedly winding down

in front of
-

my own

eyes.

Christy Quirk

Michael

McGowan

Joanne McGuire
Brian McKelligon

Elizabeth McKinstry

Kathleen McMahon
Alan McNab
Peter McNalley
Peter McNeil

Kimberly Medel

Edward Meehan
Michelle Mehl

Edward Mehling

Deidre Mellon

Matt Menard
Graciano Mendoza
Valerie Menley

Garry Meyer
Teresa Meyer

Dean

Militello

Michael Milovena

Patrick Mitchell

Joyce Miyaguchi
Colene Modena
Julie Moher

Mason-Moher 165
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David Mohr
Kathleen Molitor
Eric IVIonsef

Joe

Jol-in

IVIontes

Andrew

IVIoore

Moore
Mark Moore
Christopher Moron
Leslie

Marc Moron
Laura Morris
Kothryn Morrison

Monica Morrisey

Thomas

Muller

Jennifer Mullin

John Murphy
Kristen Murphy

Melinda Murphy
Joseph Muscat
Nicole Myers

John Nagomine

Nagomine
Joanne Nokoso

Michelle

Sami Nasr
Anthony Notoie

1
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Maria Natoli
Elizabeth Naugl^ton
Diane Neal
Jeff

Neary

James

Nell

Denise Nelson
Eric

Nemechek

Cathy Nevolo

Patrick

Ng

Laura Nichols

Mary Elizabeth
Karen Newark

Norris

Karen Nurisso
Daniel O'Brien
Patrick O'Brien

Kathy

Ochoo

Junior orientation advisor Brett

Caya

gives freshmen a

booming welcome. On
tonight's

agenda freshmen

dined by candlelight

in

Benson,

Mohr-Ochoa
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orking

on the Chain Gang

and a half hours, the stunt is completed.
The weary production crew now prepares
for the next, since quitting time

around

is

not until

6:30 a.m.

"You don't

rest,"

says

Romo,

a

freshman theater major at SCU, "It's really
tiring." But rest was a small sacrifice for

Romo who worked in the summer of 1989
on the production, five days a week, from
4 p.m. to 6:30 a.m.

ment

of

To Romo,

the excite-

working on a movie was worth

the loss of rest.

"Pictures up!"

shouts Mike Romo,

production assistant for the movie "The
Texas Chainsaw Massacre III," as he attempts to quiet the crowd before the
cameras begin rolhng. A midnight sky
hangs over the Southern CaUfornia desert
as a stunt car speeds across the sand and
plunges into a ravine. Finally, after three

Romo, who hopes to work in the
movie industry in the future, received the
job from a distant relative the producer
of "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre III."
Romo was invited to stay as long as he
wanted to help out on crew work. "You
have to have connections," says Romo,
who started out by serving drinks to the
crew, "1 had a great time."
,

Working on
Romo's

favorite job.

special effects

aquainted with "REEL blood," a syrupy
red liquid that looks a lot like real blood.
"The make-up artist would look worse
than the characters because they would
have "blood' all over themselves," says

Romo. He also got to set up swamp and
body pit scenes, and even helped with a
burn sequence. The characters in the
sequence, according to Romo, looked as if
"we microwaved a bunch of corn-flakes,
making them really black, and then stuck
them on someone's face."
"It was a great experience,"
declares Romo, who at the end of the
production won the "Bloody Chainsaw"
and "Dudley Do-Right" awards for being
the most spirited crew member. "Now,
I'm going to see the movie and laugh at

how silly it is, but still, I'll enjoy
know how it was filmed."
1

-

Kori

Odani

Yvonne Olcomendy
Jennifer Olives
Roclnel Olsen

Kerry

Omeora

Dan

O'Neil

Lauren O'Neill
Antoinette Ong

Lee

Ong

Opie
Cheryl Osborn
IVIelissa

Aimee Oscamou
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was

He became

John Winkelman

it

because

"'^M

Creighton Oswald
Rick

Ow

Scott

Owens

Adrianna Ozgencil

Deborah
Lisa

Pairis

Palmer

Katlnleen Pargett

Margaret Parks

Christir^a

Parsons

Slnamalo Patil
Bryan Pelham

Angela Pellegrino

Jerome

Pereira

Ignacio Perez
Kimberly Peterson

Mark Petroni

Patrice Petty

Giong Pham
Trang

Pham

RoiAnn

Phillips

Sheila Pigott

Sara Pike
Sarah Pinkowski
Geri

Pitz

Odani-Pitz
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Candace

Plevyak
Shannon Poindexter
Christine Preston

Robert Price

Elizabeth Purpur

Donna Putnam
Vincent

Quilici

Kevin Quinn

Christine Quirl<

Elizabeth Quitalig

Todd Rohimi
Albert Ramirez

Ramos
Heather Rand
Cheryl

Mark Rankin
IVIatthew

Reode

Edward Rebello
Renee Reece
John Regan
Amy Reim

Pascal Renouil
Corrine Restive

Lorenzo Reyes
Loretta Rezos
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Kristen Richter

Pamela Rigney
Jonathon Riley
Marcia Rindfleisch

Kevin Risse
James Rivard
Julie Roberts
Matt Roberts

WH

Steven Robertson
Frederick Robertson
Michelle Robinson
Sarah Robinson

Matt Knoth

and Andy
Chittum,

members

of

SCU's bike

team, get

down and
during
a bike club
dirty

sponsored
fix-it

day.

Bn.in Cri'flcN

Plevyak-Robinson
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Catherine Rodoni
Darlene Rodrigues
Cynthia Rogers
Katie RossmeissI

Jennifer Roy
Carlos Rueca

Aaron Ruona
IVIichelle Russi

Doulas Rust

John Ryan
Johanna Ryssemus
Yumi Saito

The Ultimate Party
Why in
100

SCU

the world

would over

Mason

smiles and,

Pop

juice, tarts are inside

first

Pop

Tart party in

Dunne

centering on a keg of beer.

Mason

said he never thought of

due

popular
demand, he held another party during his
sophomore year. These Pop Tart parties
continuing the parties, but

to

Mason and his
The number of participants grew
from 20 in 1987 to more than 100 in his
junior and senior years.
became
friends.

a tradition for

"We

greeted everyone

"Howdy

Mason

Tart?"

orange juice and eating Pop Tarts? These
students gathered for a Pop Tart party
hosted by senior Matt Mason. Mason

according to Mason, is simply a bunch of
people having a good time without

People

warm

care for a

Hall during his freshman year. The party,

72

with

night at 945 Fremont Street drinking

held the

1

In 1990,

a

students spend their Friday

partner,

continued,

are opening another keg of orange

and we can even

turn over the music." Inside the

room

were 70 boxes of Pop Tarts, seven frosted
and two unfrosed kinds. Flavors varied
from chocolate fudge to blueberry. Outside on a picnic table sat ten large cartons
of orange juice.
Mason said the success he has
had with these parties almost makes him
want to be on the five year plan. He
continued, "If there would be a party
next year
-

it

would be

the ultimate."

Julie Collins

Matthew

Salkeld

Robert Sanders

James Sar^doval
Susan Santangelo

Cecilia

Matt

Saqueton

Sarsfield

Eric Sarti
Claris Sassetti

Lynn Sawamura
Alaina Sayers

James
Krista

Sclnenl<

Scinmiederer

Gwen

Scl^oeplnorester

Douglas Scholz
Michael Schott
Linda Scott

Edmond

Scurich

Stacy Seaburg
Genevieve Sedlack
Jennifer Seidler

Michael Seley
Jim Sette
Kathryn Settle
Dania Severson

Rodoni-Severson
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SEN

ORS

I

Gregory Shaffer
Dar^iel

Patrick
Ellen

Shea
Shea
Shing

Robert Shoff
Justin

Shong

Carolyn Siegal
Susan Siegler

By the time graduation
arrived friends

and

day

family of the

class of 1990 entered campus
through the new university gates.
The roadway was lined with 42
newly planted palms, costing
$2000 each.

1
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People

Derek Simnnross
Chrystal Singleton

Charles Sins
Robert Sison

Carrie Sitter

Matthew

Skinner

Michael Skov
Jennifer Smith

Brian Cireelev

Shaffer-Smith
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SENIORS
A Style All
Moore mentions
downside

the photo shoot

Doing ads
for summer clothes in the dead of winter
on the beach was one of Moore's least faas a

vorite

of modeling.

moments

modeling

in his one-and-a-half year

career.

Moore added

more than one occasion he

that

on

arrived at a

location only to find out that the clothes

didn't

fit.

With

these aspects

all

and the

model's agency gets twenty
percent of whatever the model makes, the
job does not seem as easy and glamorous
fact that the

as

most

think.

So
His friends call him Shemervyns
because of his apperances in the Mervyn's
supplement. In reality he is Shemar Moore,
SCU student, baseball player, and model.
Moore has an easy-going attitude
about his modeling and baseball playing.
"I'm not in it for the ego trip. That's just not
my style," says Moore of modeling. But he

have to admit that it is nice to open
adds,
up the newspaper and see yourself in it."
"1

for the

ing,

him

Soden

St.Ciair

Steuben
Stineman

Eric

Patrick Stirrat

People

If

able in front of a camera

Chris Steinbruner

76

see

broadcaster and says that getting comfort-

James Spaiding
Stacy Stackhouse
l\/larl< Staveiey

1

"I

he does not get a job producMoore hopes to become a sports

camera.

Daiiene Soto

Brett

it?

my career and

I do
good money." He hopes that
getting experience in front of the camera
will help him in a career behind the

it

Kenneth Soe

John

does Moore do

as a steping stone for

Kathleen Smith
Jennifer

why

it

now

will help

in that respect.

As

for the

money, Moore

is

using

it

Own

His
to help

want

pay

to take

tuition.

some

He

states, "I just

of the pressure off

my

mother. I figure that she has supported
me for 20 years and it's time for her to

have some fun." Moore helps even more
by attending Santa Clara on a partial
baseball scholarship. Modeling takes
much time and energy according to
Moore, but so far he has been able to
balance it with school and baseball. He
says that academics and baseball come
before modeling and that if things get too
hard to handle he will drop the job.
Moore admits that he is not modeling as
much as he would like to and wants to
model as long as he can, saying, "Until I
get the

ol'

pot belly."

One might

think

Moore

enviable,

but he would counter, saying that it was
not such a big deal. If he had to quit
modeling tomorrow, he would do it
without regret, he says, being thankful
that he had the opportunity.
-

Anne Marie Martino

Thomas Stocking
John

Strain

IVIelissa Strain

Carrie

Stricl<lin

David Suchoski
Christopher Sugirmura
Elizabeth Sullivan

Kevin Sullivan

Matt Sweeney
Karey Tagmyer
Noel Tamayo
Edmund Tan

Craig Tanner

Shannon Tarr
Lisa Taube
Karen Tedford

Li Teo
Sharon Thom

Jin

William
Sally

Thomas

Thornberry

Janelle Tickes

Mary Toney
Silvia Torres

Anne Tucker

Smith-Tucker
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SEN

ORS

I

Tracy Ueddi

Karen Uhlig
Allen

Umbarger

Martina Umierski

Shereen Underwood
Lance Uyehoro
Kim Vaccorello
Enrico Valencia

Gina Valente wlf
John Valrreda

Monica Van Den Dool
Anna Vannucchi

Kevin

Von Slambrook
Martin Vargas

Andra Vortanion
Luis Vera

Heidi Verse

Annamarie

Vertel

Lisa Vestal

Ann Margaret Viano

Sophia Vicent
Daniel Vidana
Bridget Vierra

Monica

1
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People

Villa

Ann Visano
Sussi Voak
Christian Volta

Steven Von Dohlen

Samir Vora

Sharon Voth

Vu
Tom Vu
Lien

Jonathan Wall
Lynn

Wang

Andrew Wanger
Miron Washington

Bronco

spirit

was

particularly

noticeable at the Little Big
Game against St. Mary's. The
Bronco football team thrashed
the Gaels in front of 8,200 ecstatic fans.

Heather Sherme

Ueddi-Washington
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SEN

ORS

I

Rhonda Weathersby
Michele Weaver
Rhonda Webber
Marc Weibel

Donald Welsh
West

Christine
Julie
Lisa

White
White

Patrick White

Ronald White
Gregory Willett
Susan Willis

Maria Wilson
Melissa Wilson

David
Lillian

Roland
William

Wong
Wong

Wong
Wong

Morceeo Worobey
Robert Wright

Wynne
Yamamoto
Lisa

Eric

Richmond Yang
Brendan Yee
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People

.
Cori

Ann Yokota

Wayne Yoshimoto
Young
Gregory Young
Christine

Karen Zee
Elizabeth Zelus

Cari Zieske

Connie Zimmerman

Andrew

Senior

Zorio

OA

Eric

Steuben wheels

and deals at casino night. Eightyfour OAs gave up a week of their
vacation to welcome, advise and

move

in

1000 incoming students.

Weathersby-Zorio
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FACULTY
Paul Locatelli, SJ, President
Charles Beirne, SJ, Academic vp
James Briggs, vp student Services
Charles Erekson, Dean of students
Charles Ambelar^g, student Activities

Peter Facione, A&s Dean
Albert Bruno, Bus Dean
Terry
Briars

Shoup, Eng Dean

Adams,

Comrmunication

Sarah Albertson, Theatre
Allchatib, Engineering

Karen Anderson, Psychology
Mijo Anderson, Languages
Apfelstadt,

Eric

Mark Ardema,
Christine

Art

Engineering

Bachen, Communication
Buford Bar
Brigid Barton, Art

Paul Bator,

English

Bob Bazina,

Music

Terry Beers, English

Bob Bekes, Math
Pat Bendigkeit, Communication
Ursula Berg Lunk, Languages

Gene

Biringer, Music

Simone

Billings, English

James

Blaettler, SJ, Art

Hans Boepple,

Music

Linda Brunauer, Chemistry

Douglas Burton

Christie, Religion

Carey, Engineering

Ramon Chacon,

History

Tim Cline, Communication
Martin Cook, Religion
Paul Crowley, Religion

Joseph Deck,

Chemistry

Kelly Detweiler, Art

Francis

Duggan,

English

Surapol Dosananda, Engineering

Glenn
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People

Earley, Religion

I

^ J^ ^

Marilyn Edelstein,

English

Janice Edgerly Rooks,

Biology

William Eisinger, Biology

Jerald Enos, Theatre
Frank Farres, Moth

Joseph FedOCk,

Engineering

Charles Feinstein,

James
Susan

Dis

Felt, SJ, Philosophy

Felter, Art

Eugene

Fisher, Engineering

Francis Flaim, Biology

Dorothea French, History
Susan Frisbie, English
Steven Gelber, History

George Giacomini,
Al

History

Gibson, Theatre

Mary Gordon,
Joseph Grossi,

English

Religion

William Greenwolt,

English

Paul Halmos, Math

SCU Says Goodbye
When a person enters someone's
and leaves an impact, that person is
usually remembered for a lifetime. Such a
life

person

is

professor Martin Lonergan, a

who taught business
philosophy department at
SCU in 1989. Lonergan died on April 26,
1990 from AIDS-related complications.
Lonergan was a native of Oakland,
California who attended St. Mary's
College in Moraga, where he was awarded
the philosophy medal at his graduation in
1955. He studied toward the priesthood at
Marianist brother
ethics in the

the Marianist International

Seminary

in

Fribourg, Switzerland beginning in 1960,

and went on

to eventually earn a

licentiate in sacred

To

A

Friend

In addition, Lonergan got a Ph.D.
philosophy from Georgetown University in 1970. He was laicized in 1973, but
continued to teach at University of San
Francisco. In early 1988, he entered again
into the Marianist Brotherhood which he
in

was

a part of until his death.

Lonergan began

SCU

his short teach-

and
remained on the faculty until 1990. He
was well liked by his students.
Lonergan will be missed, but he
will be remembered as a professor who
cared about his students.
ing career at

-

in early 1989,

Anna Muraco

degree of

theology there.

Locatelli-Halmos
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FACULTY
John Hawley,

English

Peter Heckman, Philosophy
Mary Hegland, Anthropology

Bruce Henderson,

English

Fred Hickling,

iviath

Dwight Hopkins, Religion
Kichiro IwomotO, Anthropology
Bill James, Theatre
Philip Kain, Philosophy

Kibler, Biology

Chaiho Kim, Dis
Witold Krassowski, Anthropology
Chris Kulp, Philosophy

Daniel Lewis, Engineering
Elsa Li, Languages

Athur Liebscher,

History

Christiaan Lievestro,

English

Martin Lonergan, SM, Philosophy

Claudia Mclsaac, English
John McManus, Communication

Jack Mallory, Anthropology
Sonny Manuel, Psychology
Jo Margadant, History
Michael Meyer,
Michelle

Millis,

Philosophy

Psychology

Carolyn Mitchell, English
Catherine Montfort, Language
Helen Moritz, Classics
Scott Mosko, Communication
Barbara Murray, Theatre

fJ'-'^

" ,p^

Steve Nohmias, dis
Larry Nathan, Chemistry
Nick Nichols, Theatre

Robert Numon, Psychology

Roger Nyquist,
Richard Osberg,

Music
English

William Parent, Philosophy

Jan Pederson, Math
Robert Pfeifter, Chemistry
Charles Phipps, English
*-

1
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People

^

sophomore, gets
ready to smack a Navy
oppor^er^t. Sekiya captured a

Greg

Sekiya,

silver

medal

at the 12th Anr^ual

National Collegiate Boxir^g

Championship held
Toso

in

Pavillion.

Hawley-Phipps
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FACULTY
Peter Pierson,

David Popalisky,

History

Theatre

Charles Powers, Anthropology
Ann Preston, Moth
Willaim

Prior, Philosophy

Joinn Privett, Commur^icotior^

Steve

Privett, Religion

Elizabeth Radcliffe, Philosophy

Andrew Rematore, Language
Rhonda Righter, Dis
Peter Ross, Math
Carol Rossi, English
TJ Rynes, English
B Soghari
Laura Sonjurjo, Language

Nicole Sault, Anthropology
Thomas Shanks, Communication
Marvin Schroth, Psychology
Miriam Schulmon, Communication
William Sheehon, Chemistry

Nedra Shunk, Math
Lynn Shurtleff, Music
Carolyn Silberman, Theatre
Francis Smith, Religion

Stephen Smith,

dis

Michael Solt, Finance
Paul Soukup, Communication
Specter, Music
Chuck Spierkermon, Math
Meir Statman, Finance
Lisa

Gerald

Sullivan, Art

Michael Sweeney, Chemistry

Nancy

Tersini, Philosophy

Jan Thompson,
Paul Thompson,
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People

Art

dis

k
Paul Tikalsky, Engineering

James Torrens, SJ, Engiisin
Nancy Wait Kromm, iviusic
Teresinha Ward, Language

Leonard Wencis,

Classics

Alan Wessil, Math

James White,

Engineering

Carol White, Philosophy
Fred White, English
Raymond Yarbrough, Engineering

W Atom Yee, Chennistry
Gary

Yip, Engineering

Noriko Yoneji, Language
Jeffrey Zorn, English

Back To School
Imagine going
ents.

That's

sophomore

what two

to college

with your par-

sisters, junior

Julie Collins are doing.

Cherie and

Their par-

James and Ellen, both Santa Clara Alumnae,
have returned to obtain their Master's in Catents,

echetics.

"The weird thing about it,"said
Cherie,who is also an RA in Walsh Hall, "is that
in our case, our parents really do understand
what we're going through during finals or when
we have to cut visits short because of homework.
I'll come home and my mom won't be able to
talk to me because she's got all this reading to
do."

The family can talk about many shared
campus events and professors.

experiences like

James Collins added, "It's pretty interesting to
go to school and see my daughters every now
and then." Julie commented that her parents get
very excited over going to school and that
they've said that they are having much more fun
the second time around.

Another family tie for the Collins is Cherie
RA. Julie said that, "It doesn't even
seem like she's my RA, just like she's there. Cherie
added that being her sister's RA and going to
being

Julie's

schoc~)l

more
-

with her parents niakes Santa Clara seem

like

home.

Rob Hayes

Pierson-Zorn
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ATHLETICS
Jr or the Bronco athletes breaking into the 90s
records. The men's soccer team
brought us thrills and chills throughout their
undefeated campaign and then brought home the
national championship. And when the men
weren't dazzling us, the women dribblers were
keeping us on the edge of our seats as they turned

meant breaking

in the greatest year in the history of

sports at

SCU, advancing

all

the

women's

way

to the Final

Four.

Although

it

was an impossible

feat to equal,

had their
the sun. The water polo team

the rest of the Bronco teams each

personal

moments

in

qualified for the playoffs for the
years.

The

upset in
their

women cagers

first

time in three

pulled off the biggest

WCC league play, dumping the Gaels on

home

court 68-63. In their

first

year in the

league, the men's volleyball team advanced

way

all

the

tournament championship game. While
team proved that good lacrosse does
exist west of the Appalachians and continued their
winning ways all the way up to the quarterfinals of
the West Coast Championships. And finally men's
crew ended the year winning 29 medals and a
West Coast Championship at the Pacific Coast
Rowing Championships. It was just another part
to the

the lacrosse

of breaking into the 90s.

1
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Athletics Division

The women's soccer team finally had their moment
of glory with a phenomenal season that brought
them all the way to the Final Four.

With an open field in front of him, Paul
Marcy plows through the Sac State defense. The Bronco football team finished
their season 7-4.

leaders

And

Santa Clara's cheer-

were there throughout.

Athletics Division

1
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'

ootball

Fifty

guys

who just want to

caught

in

the

ploy ball are

politics of

the

Great Football
Feud
But wearing the red and

Jr ootball at Santa Clara

truly epitomizes the classic

A

love-hate relationship.

failure, the

pains,

by the

fear of

constant aches and

and the unachievable

goal of perfection

make

the

seem like both heaven and
with no room for purga-

sport
hell

tory.

Add

the precarious

and you have Bronco
for playing

football at Santa Clara vary

from player to player. Some do
it as an outlet for the frustration
The Broncos beat an impressive
a game that thrilled the sold out Buck Shaw

Hornet team 21-16
crowd.

in

State.

they encounter as college
students. Others play because

they have the dream of success
and recognition. They strive for
personal achievements and the

chance to be called a hero. Still
others do it simply because they
have played the game since
they were in Pop Warner and
couldn't imagine giving it up.
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personally to

The

scholarships.

entire

albatross controversy has

made me

am

to

realize

be able

athletics

how

lucky

I

to play college

and yet how quickly

the amateur qualities of

has operated the past two

The reasons

Sacramento

me

tears that

football.

Hensley (helmet) and Pat VVahler celebrate their homecoming

pains

college sports are deteriorat-

seasons, with threats of finan-

victory over

It

be used as a pawn in the
debate over funding and

circumstances under which the
Santa Clara football program

cial cuts,

Sam

play.

thirst

for the excitement of competi-

tion countered

gold is a sobering experience
for those who do choose to

The blood, sweat, and
have meant so
much to college athletes and
ing.

coaches for so long are being
replaced by concerns of

money.
I

now

realize that this

the real world

and

is

that

college athletics are not

exempt. But for the 50 men
who need to play football, for
whatever reason, and for the
university that needs to have
to

add

pres-

tige to the school,

it is

an issue

a football

team

that needs to be resolved.

-Brian McKelligon

Always the diplomat, Jeff Lewis presents the case for the defense

to a

seemingly befuddled

Sac State player.

Bustinj; through the

Sacramento State defensive

line

is

redshirt freshman fullback Matt

Spence. Spence, along with fellow redshirt Aron Wise,

will

be called on to carry the

rushing load for the Broncos for the next several years.

Senior tailback Paul

ended

Marcy

stiff-arms a would-be Sac State tackier.

his career as the fourth all-time leading

In his junior season

Marcy

set the

Bronco

rusher

in

Marcy

Santa Clara history.

single season rushing

mark

of

1065 yards.

Football
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omen's Volleyball

Outside hitter Liz Naughton goes high to
make this kill. Nearest Liz is junior setter
Julie Jamile. Julie earned All-League
honors for the third consecutive year in
1989.

Freshmen Shauna Jones (closest) and Tina
Kohler go up together to block this ball.
Shauna will be a key to the Bronco's success
for the next three seasons.

ulie

Hurant

Yahoo! Junior Tina Kohler voices her excitement after a Bronco point. Tina earned AIl-WCC honorable
mention and finished second in the WCC in ace average.
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Despite extreme adversity, tinree seniors
entinusiastically

agree

We'd Do
Again

All

It

we imagined

it

years ago, but

1

seems

t

day

that

just like yester-

we were

the three

to

come.

We

used to laugh

the

at

seniors as they walked

around with

their shoulders

But

now we

who spend
and

packs on

ice

and knees.

are the ones

an hour before

be winners and

overcome seemingly

to

insur-

mountable odds. Like the
time

we

beat Loyola and

Pepperdine

in

one weekend,

something no other
volleyball

done.

how

who

have been with us through
all,

it

Jamiley, T.K.. and

Rest assured K.T. will

remember

to

wear her knee

pads wherever she goes,
Lizzard will take a deep
breath, relax and "shut

Cindy behind the wheel

her "woobie" for her

will

see a "Just

Do

It"

ad or

and Sawah

will

it",

keep hold of

wedding day.
Katie Hunsaker,

-

Sarah Banales, Liz Naughton

smiles on our faces.

we would definitely
again. We've felt what
to

our three juniors

we had spending our meal
money shopping and the
roadtrips we spent with

hear "FIB" we'll have

But,

it's like

our lone soph Kit and especially

Neecey.

The friends we've made
and the memories we've
created are for life. The fun

we

after practice in the

it

situ-

not be forgotten. Everytime

training room.

do

the difficult coaching change

ation.

the steps to

Leavey anticipating what

was

we accepted

and made the best of the

naive, ignorant, lost fresh-

men walking up

would be four

SCU

team had ever

And we have

learned

to deal with defeat

disappointment.

Our

and

senior

We'll never forget
Peakster's voice yelling,

"Aahhwhooo!" everyday
before piactice. Nor will we
forget Craig's

endline"

"on the

when he knew we

could play

better.

We

will

always remember Shauna's
promptness,

how

"Birdie"

got her nickname, the soccer

teams number one

and our

little

fan, Steph,

sugar.

We

love

year was not as successful as

Women's

Volleyball
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en's

Soccer

National

Champions
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
Player

Position

Adrian!, Luca

PR

F

SO

MP

Baicher, Jeff

F

JR
JR

Barreras, Matt

D
GK
MF

SR

Bravo, Paul

F

JR

Broughton, Bruce
Cruz, Alberto
Gallo, Robert

MF

so

F

PR
SR

Bauer, Chris

Bazan,

Guy

Hatten, John
Hiatt, Eric

Holocher, Paul

Moore, Mike
Rast,

Cameron

Rast,

Matt

Robertson, Steve
Rogers,

Santa Clara star Jeff Baicher gets ready to make another dazzling move.
Baicher earned a try-out with the U.S. National team for his outstanding play
during the season and especially at the Final Four. Baicher was named
offensive MVP of the Final Four Tournament.

D

Ankaitis, Vytas

Alcala, Jeff

Tim Currier

Tim

Rueda, Kevin
Schmidt, Brandon
Smith, Jeremy

Yamamoto,

Eric

Head Coach:

SO
SO

MF
D
D
MF
D
D
D

SO
SO
JR

PR

SO
SO
SR
PR

F

MF
GK
MF

SO
SO

F

JR

GK

SR

Steve

Sampson
Murray

Assistant Coach: Mitch
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Year

One

of the killer "B's" Paul Bravo brings this ball

Bravo,

a

under control.

junior forward, led the Broncos in goals scored (14) and

game-winning goals

(4).

Captain Robert Gallo makes a run against St. Mary's. The Broncos
beat the Gaels 1-0 on a goal by Paul Holocherin in a crucial WCC
match.

Jeremy Smith beats the Portland defender

to the ball

and scores the game-winner

in a

thrilling 2-1 overtime victory.

Mens Soccer 195

oach Sampson
A great motivator, Sampson urges his players on before they begin
the

first

overtime period against Portland.

Tim Currier

Sampson gives final

196

Athletics

instructions to his

young team.

Tim

Currier

Sampson followed one of his players, Jeff Baicher, to
Stanford to watch him play for the U.S. National team
against the USSR. Sampson also coached three players
who will be playing for the US in the World Cup while
he was at UCLA.

Emphasizing Inard worl< and
commitment, Coacin Steve Sampson
leads Inis Broncos to a national

championship and

named

is

NCAA Coach

of

the Year
UCLA, he

took his team to the

play-offs three years in a

1 he men's soccer team
'seized the co-National Championship for the

first

time in

the history of soccer at

was an

SCU.

It

incredible victory for

and the fans ~ a
victory instrumented by outthe players

standing talent, intense dedication

and

a

whole

But what

lot of heart.

made SCU's

soccer

team better than the best was
an extraordinary man, simply
known by the players as
"coach,"

who

possessed more

talent, dedication,

and heart

Sampson was

came many years of valuable
experience both on and off the
field.

Not

surprisingly, this year's

was not the
Sampson has had a
championship.
for

He

first

which meant recruiting good
talent would be anything but

taste of a

He came

at a

commitment

Foothill College

These
Jeremy

and Paul

who had

outstanding talent but were
not heavily recruited. But the

work came in the offThe players were not

time

when

to the sport

season.

only challenged physically but

mentally as well. Coach

coaches into great coaches and

good

athletes into great

athletes.

It's

about players

a passion for the

But in 1987, after losing half his
Sampson coached SCU's

person they

soccer team to a 7-7-6 victory,

ration,

first

non-losing season in

becomes

together with such

game

that

are.

It's

about

self-motivation, mental prepa-

makes

and maturity. It's what
team with tremen-

a

two

dous

talent better than the

best.

And what

to

And

in just

new commitexcellence, Sampson
and

a

better proof of

than the National
Championship the Broncos
this

home

turned this mildly successful

brought

team into the best

-Julie Pavelich

in the

it

a statement about the

seasons, through aggressive

ment
to

Baicher, Paul Bravo,

Holocher. Players

selves lacked the commitment
Coach Sampson demanded.

recruiting

and

San Jose State and from 1982
1985, as assistant coach at

like

Smith, Vytas Ankaitis, Jeff

who come

three years.

at

were key players

of soccer but the players them-

the

has played

championship teams

UCLA,

time

calls "dia-

Sampson demanded a commitment to the game of soccer.
This theme of commitment
seems to be what turns good

non-revenue
sports was extremely low,
for

team,

victory

what he

in the rough."

when funding

lacked

head soccer coach in
July of 1986, and with him
Clara's

monds

true

not only the administration

hired as Santa

to recruit

In 1986, Steve Sampson
came to Santa Clara to face
what represented the ultimate
challenge. He came at a time

easy.

than imaginable. Steve

row

and won the National
Championship that third year.
With a track record like this
and three future World Cup
soccer players on his UCLA
team, why would a man pick
up and move to Santa Clara to
coach a middle of the road
division I team?

Between the 1986 and 1987
season Coach Sampson made
many trips across the country

in 1990.

country.

The Soccer Program
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omen's Soccer

A Senior

recounts the adversity

faced on

tine

Road

To The
Final Four
Gopher holes
part of our

hves freshmAn

With no

year.

were a big

practice uniforms,

and a crater-scarred practice
field, life

was

less than

We

didn't

scored a 3-2 victory over

loved to play soccer.

their

But, the following season

We rolled on

#3 N.C.

State,

him a whole new

Mary's, and finished the

later,

with

of

set

demands, and expecta-

I

found myself

my

teammates
in

final four

sitting

Raleigh, North

contender for the
It

was amazing what we had
achieved

in so short a time.

felt like

this elite

assembly of soccer

powerhouses.

"How

among

outcasts

I

had we come

this

Looking around

occurred to

me

that

because we earned

it.

it

in the quar-

terfinals of the playoffs

me
was

We

had compiled a 13-4 record

at

Buck Shaw Stadium where

we

beat Santa Barbara 2-0.

On

October 30 we

received our playoff bid,

making us the first
women's team in the
history of Santa Clara to

gain a spot in the

asked myself playoffs

and reflecting on our season
it

win came

before a capacity crowd

a

at

national championship.

far?"

regular season by beating

final

then, three years

Carolina being honored as a

We

St.

#2 Colorado College. Our

banquet

Athletics

three years.

in

Jerry Smith and along with

And
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second home loss

to defeat

new head coach

tions.

Melissa King lands on her feet after this
"super" throw-in. King is an exceptional athlete who not only started for
the women's soccer team as a freshman,
but also played for the women's
basketball team in 1989-90.

meetings with Cal and only

#10 Stanford, #18

goals,

Tim Currier

#7 ranked Bears. It
was our first win in eight

the

brought

we

The personal highlight
of the season came for me
at Berkeley, where we

know
any better though, and we
were successful because we

glorious.

Typical of the 1989 Broncos, forward

the national recognition

deserved.

athletic

scholarships, no meal

money, no

and had rightfully gained

weeks

-

followed two

later

final four.

NCAA

by a spot

A

far cry

in the

from

the rodent holes of fresh-

man

year,

we had now

ensured our place in the

SCU record books.
-Wendy Johanson

Sophomore forward Alesha Kientzler goes high over a USIU
to win this ball. The Broncos were able to dominate

defender

many

of the

opponents with superior

size

and speed.

One

of the keys to the Bronco's success in '89

win

balls in the midfield.

that as she beats

was their ability to
Sophomore Emily Soorenas does just
an outstretched USIU player to the bal

Tim Currier

Goals came in bunches

for the 1989 Broncos.

Here Alesha Kientzler

(#15),

Linda Hoffman

(#6)

and Brandi Chastain

(#21) celebrate

another Santa

Clara score.

Women's Soccer
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en's Basketball
With agood jump, Jefty Connelly and Ron Reis

fight of f the

UCSB

offense.

Sophomore guard James Renfro shoots

the jumper over two Loyola defenders. Santa Clara
played the Lions tough in this game, eventually losing 113-100.

Hank Gathers shoots over Santa Clara's Karl Larsen. Gathers collapsed during a
WCC Tournament game and died of heart failure. Loyola dedicated their season to
The

late

NCAA tournament before losing to eventual

Gathers, becoming the sweetheart of the
national champion UNLV in the quarterfinals.
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'AlA:^
Tim Currier

Due

to

a

'89-'90

rush of injuries, tine Broncos

season turned

into

a year of

Rebuilding
Due

to these setbacks,

Williams was forced to floor a
patchwork lineup that suffered

many
ike

1_(

'89-'90

most seasons, the

Santa Clara basketball

team was full of promise.
However, unlike most seasons,

frustrating

moments.

These included a blowout at
the hands of Alabama in the
finals of the Cable Car Classic
anci an early exit from the

WCC Tournament after a

first

the '89-'90 Broncos delivered

round

was

coach Carroll Williams a disap-

only the second time in the last
seven years that Santa Clara

pointing 9-18 record.

Hoping

to

improve upon

the previous year's exceptional

loss to Portland.

failed to qualify for post-

season play.

Although the

performance Williams and his

up

erratic

young rosterincluding only four seniors and
no juniors ~ in an attempt to

did not live

find a consistently successful

Broncos.

lineup. Unfortunately, a

saw extensive

number

the '89-'90 campaign,

staff

juggled a

of factors prevented

the Santa Clara cagers

from

having the kind of season that
their fans have come to expect.
Inexperience proved to be
the Broncos' primary obstacle.
Since a number of the Broncos

were

just cutting their

teeth, the

WCC

pressure of league

play resulted in costly mistakes

season

to pre-season

expectations, there

were some

positive developments for the

Many young

players

action during

which

will help to strengthen Santa

Clara's bench for the next

several seasons. Also, last

season saw the emergence of
7- foot 1-inch

sophomore Ron

Reis as a dominant player in
the

WCC.

Other highlights

included a hard-fought loss to
UCLA at Pauley Pavilion

and a number of close defeats.
Untimely injuries to key

66-62,

plagued the Broncos throughout the year.
Sophomore point guard
Melvin Chinn sprained an

the

starters also

It

and an 84-52 rout of

arch-rival

St.

Mary's

in front of

home crowd.
-Jimmy Demertzis

ankle early in the season and

was not 100 percent

until the

year was nearly over. Senior
Jeffty

Connelly was sidelined
games with a deep

Knifing through the Loyola defense is senior forward Jefty Connelly.
Despite being slowed by injury for most of the season, Connelly managed
to lead the Broncos in scoring with 14.9 points a game.

for several

And sophomores
Rhea Taylor and LaCoby
Phillips went down with a
back injury and a sprained
thigh bruise.

ankle respectively.

Men's Basketball
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ross

Country

Running through rain, mud and even an
earthquake, the Santa Clara Cross
Country team had to

Do

Just
he question most
people ask cross country
runners is, "Why would
1

commit yourgetting up every

you want
self to

to

Saturday to go running?
Running is cool, but not
that cool." And the only
lame answer that I can
usually come up with is,
"because the feeling of
Tim Currier

crossing the finish line

is

nothing else." I
couldn't be more vague
than that, but 1 also could
not be more true to the
feelings of those who run
like

The

best place to put a

runner

move on

a

Simon Raines does
putting some distance

is a hill.

just that,

between himself and

a

Banana Slug.

cross country.

Southern California.

We

to arrive early

Loyola Marymount
thanks to the nifty shortcut taken by Coach Imelli.
Both the men's and
women's teams ran well,
with Dan Fisher winning
the men's division on a
at

202
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shoddy

house led us into the

end.

party at Eric Schoen's

But the true heart of

any cross country runner
becomes most apparent in
practice. This year

we

ran

course.

race at the

final

WCAC

Championships.

And

a

apartment officially ended
the season for SCU Cross
Country. We had a very
successful year. But, I'm

through the pouring rain
at Los Gatos High School

sorry to say, despite

and the

personal achievements,

blistering heat at

the

all

team wins and the
can't explain

my

the Quicksilver course in

still

San Jose. We were even
caught in the middle of
downtown Los Gatos on
October 17, as the ground
shook and buildings
crumbled, in the biggest
earthquake the Bay Area

dedication to the sport.

has seen since 1906.
at

meet held by the
College of Notre Dame.
Dan Fisher won the men's
division and Kathryn
Ellingsen the women's.
the

season with two meets in

rather

Great weather and a great
hotel rounded out a very
promising opening week-

Both teams peaked

We started off the
managed

It

Both teams won overall
titles dominating not only
our competition but also
the drenched and grueling
Crystal Springs course.

A special mass and
dinner

at

Coach

Imelli's

All

1

know, however,

is

that as long as the races

have finish lines, 1 will
run to cross them.
-Sara Corsiglia

I

The men's and women's teams stop
picture before the
year's last race

to take a

WCAC Championship.

was run

at

The

Crystal Springs.

Alone with her thoughts, freshman Alissa
Martinez runs near the end of the Vasona Course
in the

SCU

Invitational.

At his usual place
of the pack,

Dan

at

the head

Fisher

leaves a group of Portland

runners behind. Fisher took
top honors at meets hosted by

Loyola Marymount and the
College of Notre Dame.

Liirsigiia

From
in

the center of the pack, the Santa Clara men's team bolts to the lead in the

SCU

Invitational.

The Broncos hosted

this year's race at

Vasona Park

Los Gatos.

Cross Country
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omen's Basketball

Though not the most successful team
the women
were 1989 Santa Clara

terms of wins

in

who

and

basketball

losses,

were simply

The Best
Like the support of the

tion.

entire

were

^

anta Clara

women's

to protect the guilty. Like 19

cherish

and

For instance, Jennifer Lucas
may indeed be the best point
guard to have ever played at
Santa Clara, as many have
said, but after these four years
I know that she is just simply

transfer Julie Lienert led

team

in scoring in her first

first

team.

to the

All-WCC

Our

biggest

Mary's as

one of

and was named

van. Like hickeys and head-

NIT. Jennifer Lucas finished
ninth in the nation in assists

at St.

in scoring

snowball fights in Spokane and
the intense rivalry between the

bands, and like pig

honors.

team

visual instructions. Like

1989, we opened our season
with a win over Harvard. We
beat Fresno State (for the first
time in six years) and Georgia
Tech who both went on to the

Amy

Lienert earned All-League

as she led the

people helping the flight
attendants with their pre-flight

"dork" van and the "cool"

for the basketball in

Vanos made the WCAC AllFreshman team and Julie

all

luggage rack for reasons
must remain confidential

winningest season in 1989, and
it is true that our potential was
never fully realized, but the
combination of people on this
team was the best I have ever
had the pleasure to work or

season with the Broncos.

it

less

that

the

In her first season with the Broncos, junior college transfer Julie Lienert

we

their only

win came
them

dealt

two league

Most

of the

memories of

1989 came off the court howLike mandatory team
meetings for ice cream motivation at 11 p.m. at my apartment
on nights before games. Like
Christmas carols when everyone else was home for vacaever.

Athletics

and

and

this is

where

real

friendships were established.

the best.

This whole team's determination,

its

adversity,

losses.

tails

water fights on the last day of
practice. Like never giving up
on each other or on the team.
These are the things that I will

overcome
knack for

ability to

and

its

having fun indicate the kind of
people we are. Other teams
may have had better records,
but if the NCAA Championship was determined by the
quality of the individuals

team,

we would have

swept the Final Four.

-Ann Corbett
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one

basketball did not have the

As

did

who

for those of us

of Santa Clara's vans with one

play with.

Tim Currier

team

injured. Like leaving

on

easily

a

With good position Ann Corbett grabs yet another rebound
for SCU. Ann finished the year as the Bronco's leading
rebounder and seventh overall in the WCC. She was one of
only two seniors on the 89-90 team.

Head coach Caren Choppelas-Horstmeyer gives directions to her floor leader Jen Lucas.
Second year coach Choppelas-Horstmeyer had a sensational basketball career with the
Broncos winning three MVP awards and SCU's Best Female Athelete Award in 1984.

I

nn

C

urnf r

spark off the bench is junior forward Kerri
Mullins. Kerri pitched in 5.4 points and 3.9 rebounds a
game for the Broncos during the 1989-90 campaign.

Providing

a

Women's

Basketball
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en's

Crew

Twenty-five years of blood,

sweat and tears

The Call Of Crew
1

his season

marks the

Silver Anniversary of the
at

Crew

For the past 25 years
between 70 and 80 men and
women have been answering
"the call" at dawn. Every
morning from October through
May (over 6,700 sunrises) they
drag themselves out of bed to

known

as crew practice. Only those
who have done it know the
spiritual and physical rewards
of it. For those who have tried
it and quit, only they know
what they have missed. All
others sleep on and will never

know

l^nan

The sun

rises

really so

bad?

on Alviso

Maple

as the varsity four practices. Is 5:30 a.m.

duplicated in the classroom.

Nor can

Santa Clara.

partake in a daily test

The real reward in
crew is the experience itself.
The lessons that are learned on
the water everyday cannot be

the euphoria of gliding

through the water, all eight
oars striking the water at the
same instance., nothing but
silence and the rush of the boat
knifing through the sloughs
with the occasional call of the
coxswain the only break in the
gray dawn.

the camaraderie be
surpassed by any other campus

organization.

This year's seniors are

example of what has
transpired here before and will
always endure far into the
a true

future. Pat Franke,

Muller, Al Ramirez,

Dav

Borer,

Athletics

Mark

Baricevic,

Barney

Gallagher and Tom Hoover
could have as easily rowed for
any number of Santa Clara
previous championship crews.
They have added their many
victories and unique experiences to the crew-chronicles.
special

They have left their
mark on a program that

has prospered for 25 years.
Their places will be eagerly
filled

with the future

generations. ..for the next

quarter century of crew at

Santa Clara.

-Jim Farwell
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Tom

Senior four-year oarsman
Al Ramirez works hard at
an early morning practice
at Alviso. An unprecedented seven seniors
rowed for SCU's 1990

crew — Davorin Baricevic,

Mark

Borer, Pat Franke,

Barney Gallagiier, Tom
Hoover, Tom Muller and
Al Ramirez.

Bri.iii

Then men's

varsity eight ties in before their Cal

Cup

final at the

Vl.iple

San Diego Crew

Classic.

The

varsity lightweight eight after their grand final in
San Diego. The lightweights battled UCSB and
California all year for supremacy on the West Coast.

Whoops! The novice four takes an unscheduled swim
in Alviso.

But novice learn

fast, as

three of these four

oarsmen were members of the eventual

Champion novice

Pacific Coast

four.

Brian iMjplc

Men's Crew
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en's Volleyball

Teaming up

for the block are Garrett

senior on the very

Jamison and Andy Carlson. Carlson was the lone

young Bronco squad.

O'Connor and Schafer block this spike attempt against San Jose State. The Broncos
finished the year 11-12 and as runner-up in their league tournament.

Going down to

receive a serve

is

Ryan O'Connor. O'Connor played

at

both the setter and

outside hitter positions for the Broncos.

Tim Cu
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Although young and undersized, the
1990 men's volleyball team was

Growing by Leaps
and Bounds

we had done

that day.

Broncos made it up with teamwork, finesse, and bv displaying better leaping ability than
any of our opponents. These
qualities were nurtured with
hard work every morning
under the guidance of head
coach Ralph Elizondo and
assistants Charles Lovell and
Tom Schulte, both former

from the

my

Broncos.

It

was

the

end

of a long,

grueling practice and

down

sat

I

at center court of

Toso

Pavilion trying to count just

how many

blocking circuits,

spike digs, and elastic jumps

Judging
had
picked up while diving and the
cut on my chin, I concluded
that we had done enough.
After relaxing for five minutes,

I

dirt

looked

shirt

at the clock

which read 9:05 (that's a.m.)
and realized that 1 had just 10
minutes to get
class.

whose

Having

to

a

my

statics

head coach

full-time job

is

with the

made us see what the
Army means when they say
"We do more before nine in
military

the

do

morning than most people
all

day."

were a
the 1990 men's vol-

Yes, 7 a.m. practices
reality for

leyball team. But along

those lost hours of sleep
a very

with

came

rewarding season. De-

spite the challenge of first year

membership

won

11

and

lost 12,

putting together a competitive
effort in

league champion-

ship tournament

—

into the

facing off

against the defending

cham-

UC

San Diego. Sparked
by a large spirited crowd,
pion

Santa Clara threatened to win
the first game of the match, but

was defeated 15-13 as the
came back quickly.
The heartbreaking opening

Tritons

set

crushed the Bronco's spirit as
San Diego kept control of the

match and

left

SCU
it

Andy Carlson makes the pass as sophomores Dean Schafer and Scotf
Simon back him up. Schafer led the Broncos in attack percentage and
kill

average.

as the

was not

a

bad finish for the league's
newest member.
The Bronco's success this

work and

that best de-

scribes the majority of the

their

finals of the

year was the result of hard

each of the losses.

The word

way

and battled

runner-up. But

in the Pacific

Coast Volleyball Conference,
the st]uad

The season was not without
major obstacles. At one point,
three of the first seven players
were sidelined with injuries.
The team struggled through
these crises to finish with the
second best conference record

1

990

sacrifice in the face

of adversity.

The team

is

ma-

roster

would have to be under;
underclassmen and under
six feet. These are not the most
promising characteristics for a

turing into a formidable vol-

as in

leyball force.

volleyball team, but the

next year.

And

the players

are hopeful that they will face

the league championship again

-R. Scott

Simon
Men's Volleyball 209
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medicine? Like sports? Join
SCU sports medicine staff and get

Interested
tine

in

The Best Seat

the

in

House
working

J\

ttention sports fans.

How can

you assure yourself

the best seat in the house for

every Bronco sporting event

How can you

for free?

Just join the Santa Clara sports

medicine

staff.

The sports medicine

staff

ensures the safety and well-

being of

all

the athletes in the

Santa Clara, the staff

tent, quality care

program

due

to the

increase in student trainer participation."
In the past three years the
staff

two

has doubled. Along with
full-time

and one

part-

time trainer, 15 student train-

round out the staff. The
student trainers spend at least
10 mandatory hours a week

ers

SCU

210

check two

for 11 years.

Athletics

women

receive in-house instruction on
the care of sports injuries.

Each trainer also completes
first aid and CPR

basic

training.

Being a student trainer has

one

staff

member

looking toward sports medi-

ath-

"has provided more consis-

Elliott

Santa Clara, student trainers

attend several seminars and

the growing number of

trainer, stated the

and Beth Anne
soccer players. Carol has been at

at

at least

has increased its numbers substantially. Carol Rogers, a staff

trainer Carol Rogers (back to camera)

Although there are no
sports medicine classes offered

23 intercollegiate sports. With
letes at

Head

room.

tion.

stand

on the sideUnes at football and
soccer games and sit at the end
of the bench at basketball
games and never buy a ticket?

in the training

They provide basic preventive
care by working with the
athletes on flexibility and
strength and by taping them
before practice and competi-

cine as a possible career.

Shannon MacDonald
became involved as
a freshman, "I just went down
to the training room, became
interested, and learned every-

Junior

originally

thing through hands-on experience."

After graduation she

hopes

become an orthopedic

to

surgeon.

And, if nothing else, she
was the envy of every Santa
Clara sports fan for the past
four years.

-Alicia

Lindsay

Junior Brian Morr writes up <in injury on senior SCU rugby player Mike Seley.
Brian wants to go to medical school and specialize in emergency training.

C.irltiin

Does

this hurt? Junior Terry

Jackson

tests

sophomore LaCoby

Phillips' knee. Terry has

worked

as a trainer for three years

and plans

to

go

Clark

to physical

therapy school to become a certified athletic trainer.

Trainers
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ugby

On

their

two week tour of
SCUTS became

Ireland,

The Toast of the
Emerald Isle
for their outlandish

comments

on the nation's number-onerated television talk show.

Before leaving Dublin's
city,

J\ theme

hosted the
of dedication

paid off in SCUTS first match
in a 30-20 victory over UC
Davis, but after consecutive

and
Santa Cruz, the rugby team reverted to its normal theme:
tour. This year's tour promised to be the biggest of them
Berkeley, Stanford, Chico,

—

12 days in the glorious

Emerald

A

seemed
bumbling
be more than us

SCUTS

Todd

K.ihimi

Junior Mike San Giacomo pulls down
a line out against the Bective Rangers.
Senior Tom Kelley (nearest camera)
and junior Scott Brown look on in
awe.

212
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to

could handle, but

SCUTS,

after climbing on stage
serenade the traditional Irish

were the toast of a
thousand year-old tavern,
while junior Mike Kennedy and
seniors Mike Conn, Tom
Kelley, and John Strain were
proclaimed "national heroes"

songsters,

against

at his

Patrick's

UC Galway

10-6.

The

admitted
Galway team
were
surprised
at our
that they
hard tackling as well as our
later

We celeDay by

at-

tending a parade and finding a

ability.

Upon

O'Donoghue's
Pub. The Bective Rangers, an

face their club side,

experienced Irish club side,

that

treated us to traditional Irish

success and that our opponents

stew

at

after a 30-20

SCUTS

loss.

After stopping in Blarney to
kiss the Blarney Stone,

we were

of the trip against University

through the superhuman
efforts of our fearless president, senior limper John Strain,
we stumbled into Dublin on
March 15. Within 12 hours, the
to

SCUTS

inspired to play our best rugby

Isle.

trip to Ireland

St.

fair

Ambassador

elaborate mansion.

brated

new home

heart-breaking losses to

all

the U.S.

Stud Farm, and took part in a
medieval banquet at Bunratty
Castle. Along the way, we
continued our winning ways

whom we

over-

a 26-6 score.

That

College, Cork,

whelmed by

night, a very impressed

Cork

team took us to their pub,
where they expressed their
surprise at the quality of

American rugby over a few
pints of Guinness and an
exchange of songs.
In the next few days, the
SCUTS traveled through the
beautiful Ring of Carey, once
the seat of Ireland's kings.
also

We

viewed the lengthy exShadee at Kildangan

ploits of

arriving in Athlone to

we found

word had spread

were now

to

select side, a

of our

be the Athlone

team of

all-stars.

We were beaten handily 25-6,
marking the low point of the
trip. We happily left Athlone
and returned to Dublin where
the Lord Mayor of Dublin, San

welcomed us
back with Bailey's and cookies.
That night we said goodbye to
our beloved O'Donoghue's and
the ever-present Guinness,
Smithwick's, and Gronya with
one last farewell tour before
boarding a plane for the

Jose's sister city,

dreaded

11 -hour flight

-Todd Rahimi

home.

Ail-American Mike Conn, A.J. Riebli, John Hardy, Fat Doud, Tom Kelley and Tim Moran prepare for
Conn, Kelley and Moran were named to the Northern California All-Star team.

a line-

out.

SCUTS

at a

welcoming reception given

in their

honor

at

the residence of the U.S.

Ambassador

to Ireland.

In a match played in Dublin, senior

Tim

tackle against the Bective Rangers.

SCUTS

Stoutt breaks a
lost this

match

30-20 to the Irish club side.

Rugby 213

oftball

With the cards stacked against them
and with the losses piling up, the women
of SCU's Softball team play

For the

Love of the

Game
student athletes played their
hearts out for 51

In

looking at the Santa

Clara softball team, most

people do not look further than
its losing record. A close look
would reveal a coach with an

Coach McCargo's dedication

SCU

trying despite the scarcity of

practice at 1:30 p.m. only to

victories.

return to the office after
Ali

McCargo took

practice to work until 7 p.m.
each evening. Considering the
time McCargo puts into
coaching and the small salary
she receives for her efforts, you
might think she was a little

crazy.

"No," says McCargo,

benefiting from athletic
scholarships.

love the

game and

I

much

out of the people

really

want

including 22 losses to teams

And

stolen bases.

ranked

in the top 20.

But

like

every year, this group of 18

all

after

to

all,

"I

get so

finished with a record of 14-37,

This season the Broncos

to

unsurpassed.

She awoke each morning at 6
a.m. and worked at a local
advertising agency until

without any scholarships, had
to begin playing top 20 teams

Athletics

is

commitment to the
program and players with the
pride and courage to keep

over the head coaching position
in 1987, her goal was to build a
highly competitive program.
This meant that the Broncos,
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intense

When

Senior catcher Tamie Batista throws a bullet to
second. Batista led the team with 42 hits and 19

games and

put up with the criticism that
shadows this program.
This story does not end
with the players, however.

who

be out here."
that's

what

about.

-Cynthia Stinson

it's

What a

scoop! Lisa Raes, a junior

fielding percentage

first

commiting only 13

baseman, stretches to make the put-out. Lisa led the regular infielders with
errors in 48 games.

a

Softball
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ater Polo

Going from a team without a coocln to o
sinot

SCU

at tine cinampionslnips, the

men's water polo team

Out

came from

of the Blue
But everyone on the team

was

a contributor. Senior Jim
Wilson was second on the team

and was

in scoring

threat as

/\fter compiling a 3-18

Senior southpaw Ted Fogliani

record in 1988, no one ex-

pected much from the young
1989 water polo team. To

make
lost

matters worse the team

head coach Rick Curry

in

the off-season. But to the

rescue

came former high

school coach

Tom

Lorish,

who

brought high goals for the program.
For the first time in years
the team's training schedule
included rigorous twice-a-day

workouts. Afternoons were
dedicated to the game itself,
while the mornings focused on
weight training and long-

swimming. The
results were clearly visible in
the team's improved intensity
and endurance.
The workouts paid off in
distance

the

first

game

of the season,

Santa Clara University Bronco

Aquatics (S.C.U.B.A) beat

UC-

Santa Cruz in overtime, 14-13.
Sophomore sensation Paul

Navabpour

led the Broncos
with nine goals in the victory.
With 78 goals Navabpour also
led the team in goals scored
for the season.
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a constant

an outside shooter.

often caught opponents

by

surprise leading the team in
steals.

Junior

Tom Bannan was

the team's defensive specialist,

while sophomores Matt Kelly
and Chris Terhar provided
consistent play at both ends of

the pool.

And

junior goalie

"Big" Bob Sullivan provided
spectacular saves, accumulating 159 for the season.

With the leadership of
Coach Lorish, the young team
qualified for the Western
Water Polo Championships for
the

first

time in three years.

The championships was

a

challenge for the Broncos as

they faced the fifth ranked UC
San Diego Tritons in their first
game. Paul Navabpour was
named to the All-Tournament
team in this year's championships leading the tournament
in scoring.

-Matt Kelly

Looking
mate.

for

an opening goalie Kirk

The majority

of

O gets ready to pass the ball to a team-

games were played

in the

home

waters of Leavey.

In a half time conference, players exchange strategies with coach
former high school coach, brought high goals for the program.

Tom

Lorish. In his first year at

SCU,

Lorish, a

Water Polo
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ycling
time in over five years the Santa Clara cycling team was able to host a
One of the events included a five mile April Fools Mission
Criterium around the Alameda. Senior Andy Chittum's aggressive riding style kept
him near the front of the pack.
For the

first

weekend

Santa Clara's dominant rider, sophomore John
Lee, was the only member to qualify for the
National Championships in August. Lee
planned to take a year off to ride and study in
Europe.
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of racing.

strong competitors, teamwork and
determination were able to resurrect tine
Santa Clara cycling team

and make them

A Contender
Lee. Lee will take a year off from

Santa Clara to study and ride in

A

he 1989-90 season was a
memorable one for the Santa
Clara cycling

t

earn. In addi-

tion to a successful season in

West Coast Cycling Con-

the

ference, the

Bronco

cyclists

hosted a weekend race at
Santa Clara for the first time
in

Europe.
Other noteworthy contributors
to the club were seniors Matt
Knoth and Andy Chittum. Knoth
was a strong hill climber, while
Chittum's aggressive riding style
kept him near the front of the
pack. Riders often sacrificed for
Lee, doing whatever it took to

over five years.

help him do well. In addition to

The Santa Clara Cycling

the seniors, standout freshman

Jason Tullis and sophomore Alex

Classic included a five mile

climb time

hill

Hauser provided new

and an

trial,

"April Fools" Mission Crit-

erium. The criterium consisted of a .6 mile circuit that

the racers circled a

number

of

times depending on the

category of the rider. Riders

from

all

Modena's first season.
The cycling team made great
strides in the 1989-90 season. With
the loss of two key seniors and
Lee, the year ahead will be diffi-

over California as

well as one team from

Colorado competed

in the

events.
"All in

was

all

the

weekend

a great success," said

cult.

president of the cycling club

Don

Toy. Toy

was one

founders of the

new

of the

cycling

team that was resurrected

in

1986 after a four year hiatus.

The team's dominant rider
was sophomore John Lee
who qualified for the National Championships.
"Because our team is so
small,

we have

1

two years we

stronger team,"

"We'll have a tough time
without John (Lee), but we'll still
be competitive," said Tullis. "In
two years we will be a force in the

WCCC."
-David

Dunn

As

a

bike

way
fix

it

to raise

money and

gain exposure Bronco cyclists sponsored a

day.

to ride for

individual honors.
that in

talent.

Three women riders on the
squad competed this year — Amy
and Bonny Dickinson and Colene
Modena. The Dickinsons were
both in their third year of competitive cycling, while this was

hope
will

be a

commented
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ntramurals

Run, jump,

hit,

spike, set, kick, pass, steal,
...intramurals

Just For Tine Fun

Of

It

Brian Greele
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lub Sports

members and a growing
community interest tine SCU fencing
With 15

ciub

En

soys...

Garde
been enjoyed by

women

of

centuries,

all

men and

ages for

and the

SCU

fencing

club has been carrying on this
tradition here

make

1 can barely

out

mesh

my

of

opponent's mask. Beads of
sweat pour over my eyes and
my thighs burn with fatigue,
but

I

hardly notice as

trate intensely

countering

on

my

I

concen-

strategically

opponent's

quick attacks. Suddenly he
feints, dissengages his blade

and lunges

straight at

blur of white.

me

in a

instinctively

I

divert his blade with a solid

parry four and immediately

launch
Steve

Mooney

feel

my

counter-attack.

my blade bend

as

it

I

lands

Coach Yuiri Trachuk shows

directly to the left of his heart.

beginner Chris Eckert the correct
en garde position.

With

a rush of excitement

realize that

I

I

have beaten him

in a grueling five-point bout.

After

we

salute each other

shake hands,

I

give

devilish grin of

him

and

a

of the

week

as

they burn off stress and

sharpen their mental and
physical abilities. Fencing has
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Russian instructor, Yuri Trachuk, we fence as a team, a
class and a club while trying to
obtain funding and train new
members. Several Santa Clara
fencers

competed and success-

tournaments
with Stanford University, Halberstadt fencing club of San
Francisco, Pannonia fencing
club, and The Fencing Center of
San Jose.
With time we hope to
gain more interest and expofully placed in

community, but

SCU

fencing club experience situations like this every

any of these three weapons in
Leavey or developing speed,
grace and strength in the dance
building three times a week.
With the help of our devoted

sure in the university and the

my own.

Members

on campus.

fencing comprises the

mastery of three weapons: the
foil, the epee and the sabre.
You can find us drilling with

a devilish grin through the
metallic black

Modern

for

now we

be content to know that we
are the few who understand
will

and the glory of
medieval duel. -Steve
the

thrill

Mooney

a

After an iinfortunnle
building, Slexf

embedded

in

accidi'iil in llu' (lance

Moonev

loosens his blade
Kniorv Hurley. Steve was awarded

the point on the touehe.

Club member Don Blackwell stores a louche at the
Stanford tournament in the foil competition. Ihe
SCI! fencing club is composed of both students and
other fencing enthusiasts from the Santa Clara
area.

Steve

Mooney

At the Stanford fall tournament club member Dmitry Smolyanitsky
from the Soviet Union competes in the epee division. Dmitry placed
first in his section in the tournament.

Steve

Mooney

Fencing
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acrosse

Although lacrosse is traditionally
dominated by East Coast schools, the
recently successful Santa Clara lacrosse

team

The

is

leading

West

Rise of the

The East Coast trip was the
memory. After posting
victories over Dowling College
and Fairfield, we ended the trip
with a "somewhat" lopsided
loss to St. John's, which was

best

"H

EY DUDE

!"

yells

an

ranked 20th
time.

The player ignores him as he
dodges a Fairfield defenseman. The site is Fairfield
University, in Fairfield, Connecticut. The Broncos are beating the home team by a slim
margin of three goals. The

including our starting midfield
Jim Hagan, Dan Arbios, and
Pat Eagan, and one starting
attackman, Lionel Clemons.

Sadly,

scoreboard counts

digital

A

i^^»v
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Currie, also played important

But

all is

not

lost,

as

many

underclassmen stand ready to
fill

these gaps. This year

we

had an unusually high number
of rookies (13),

many

of

whom

amount

there."

man
Fairfield

win was one

of

highlights for the 1990

Santa Clara lacrosse team. This

was perhaps

roster.

The other two seniors, Andy
Ferrier and Brad "the hammer"

"These guys are from
is overheard
saying, "I didn't even know
they played lacrosse out

many

Freshman Hugh Bernardi chases down the action. The 1990
Broncos were extremely young, with 13 rookies making the final

six

started or played a significant

The
«rty

be losing

disbelief.

California?" a fan

^.'^'f.-

will

roles for the team.

down, three. ..two... one. ..Buzzz!
The Santa Clara bench erupts
into cheers and charges onto
the field. The Fairfield players
walk off, heads held low in

^>«H*v.

we

seniors to graduation this year

skillfully

f i^,*ii0^'''!V>r0>

in the nation at the

obnoxious fan from the
crowded sideline. "Where's
your surfboard?"

the strongest team

in Santa Clara history, finishing

with an 11-6 record and

making it to the quarterfinals
of the West Coast Lacrosse
League Championship.

of time during the

season.

The outlook for next year is
very positive. With new freshrecruits coming in, many
from the East Coast, the team
looks poised for a long run of
success. As coach Gary Podesta says, "We just keep
getting better and better. It's
only improvement from here
on out."
-Jorge Sevilla

Against Loyola, senior aftackman Lionel demons pushes the ball
forward, demons is one of six seniors to graduate from the 1990 squad.

An aggressive

Santa Clara player

pushes his way through the Pepperdine defense. The Broncos expected
to fill the gap in their roster of the
departing seniors by a large number
of recruits from the East Coast.

Lacrosse
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pecial Olympics

Very special athletes and very special
volunteers give their all in
II

Special "O

It's

impossible to explain

what Special "O" gives the
student volunteer.

W
able,

hat was my most valumost rewarding experi-

ence at Santa Clara? It was
clearly my involvement in
Special Olympics.

As

a

mem-

ber of the planning committee
this

year and as a volunteer at

the events,

I

learned the

importance of sharing and
giving.

This sharing and giving

experience has been going on
at

SCU

for the past 12 years.

Each year the Special "O"

Committee organizes

a soccer

tournament, a benefit auction,
a basketball tournament
for the special athletes of Santa
Clara County. These events
allow Santa Clara students to
interact directly with the
special athletes ~ to support
them, teach them, cheer for
them, and learn from them.
It's a growing experience for

and

Tim CurritT

Juniors Jenny Girard and Jon Barthelot pose as clowns for the day's events.

the athletes as well as the
students.
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I

can't

tell

you about the excitement you
feel when you get a "highfive" from an athlete. I can't
explain the inspiration you
experience when you watch an
athlete play soccer and score a
goal with his hands because his
legs are paralyzed.

I

can't

rewarding feeling of
exhaustion at the end of the
basketball tournament. These
joys must be experienced to be
understood.
As a staff we have shared
relate the

these experiences.

We worked

hard, cared about the athletes,

and believed in what we were
doing. Thanks Shannon,
Kathy, Kari, Val, Jenny, Ron,
Karen, Jill, Charlene, and our
co-chairs Jeff and Monica.

And

thank you to

all

my

volunteers for supporting
Special

"O" and making

possible.

it

-Kathy Ochoa

all

Even the greatest athletes
have their bad moments.
Freshman Lisa Larkin
helps an athlete through
hers.

A

volunteer chaperone

offers

encouragement

to

her athletes. Chaperones
were responsible for
getting their athletes to

and cheering
them on while they
their events

competed.

Pregnant clown Sara
Pedersen entertains the
participants.

Olympics

The Special
on

rely heavily

volunteers.

V
V

_5l

^k.y.

Special Olympics means so much to some that
they come back to volunteer year after year. Here
alumnus Jeff Ludlum gives a lucky youngster the
ride of his

life.

Special Olympics
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Chris Sourauft of

Wet Pleasure gives

and
Scuba diving was
one of the more popular classes offered
in the Lifetime Sports program.
instruction in basic diving skills

safety procedures.

Practicing their

CPR

Francis and Barrett

signs of

life.

technique. Shea

Crook

listen for

Upon completion

of the

four hour class, students were granted
certification to

perform

CPR

for

one

year.

Brian Greelev
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you want a good way to stay in shape
or to take up a new hobby,

If

lifetime sports offers

Something for
Everyone
Bay, each student will be
certified to dive

1 hey' re breathing

too!

I

could hardly believe my eyes.
But there they were ~ 12 black
blobs on the bottom of Leavey

immediately thought,

"20,000 Leagues

Under

the

But as the black blobs
surfaced, I recognized a few of

Sea."

them

to

100 feet

chase diving equipment.

These Lifetime Sports
have been extremely
popular due to their low cost,
classes

pool.
I

up

and receive a "C-card",
allowing them to rent or pur-

as fellow Santa Clara

students.

proach,

1

spectacle

Upon

careful ap-

learned that this

was

odd

actually a scuba

diving course offered within
the Lifetime Sports program.
Other classes in the program

include

life

saving, self defense

women, and
among others.
for

The day

I

and
on-campus convenience.
For those more daring, and
their

who

also

own

a car, there are

Cal Adventures sponsored by
the Department of Recreational Sports at UC Berkeley.

The program includes camping, skiing, biking, and other
trips and provides all necessary equipment.

aerobics

attended the scuba

diving class, the instructor
discussed breathing techniques,
diving depths and times, and
other safety precautions.

their small class size, the

variety of courses offered,

The

instructor then took his fledg-

to

So now you have no excuse
spend your weekends in the

dorms playing

hall sports,

watching cooking shows, or
reading Calvin and Hobbes
books.
Just a

few steps away

in that

ling divers out to the pool

big white bubble

where they suited up and practiced what they had just

beginnings to a lifetime of
activity and adventure.

Upon completion of
final exam in Monterey

learned.

the

-Rob Hayes

lies

the

Ulldll

Basic weight training

was offered

for six

Greeley

weeks during the winter

quarter in the Leavey weight room. Chris Brozeck took the
to get ready for spring.

opportunity

Lifetime Sports
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aseball

The highs and lows of the 1990 season

made seem
it

like

Riding

SCU baseball was

a

Roller

Coaster
The Broncos

improved throughout the

Pepperdine in the third game

year.

of the series,

W

valiant

inning 40 games three

row

hard enough.
Add to that the loss of major
league draftees Greg Gohr,
Troy Buckley, Matt Toole, and
Craig Middlekauf and the task
of matching that feat becomes
even more difficult.
But the revamped Broncos,
under sixth year coach John
years in a

Oldham, had
in 1990.

is

their bright spots

Among

these

were an

exciting victory over Loyola

Marymount

Defensive standout Nick Mirizzi
makes the off-balance throw to first.
Only a freshman, Mirizzi became the
Broncos' starting third baseman in his
first season.
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in

SCU's West

Coast Conference opener. With
the Broncos protecting a one
run lead, SCU pitcher Mark
Fabela fanned Loyola's Miah
Bradbury to secure the win.
Other notable wins included
taking two out of three games
from conference rival St.
Mary's. SCU also continued to
prove troublesome for nationally ranked San Jose State, as
they defeated the Spartans once
again at Buck Shaw Stadium.

Offensively, the Broncos

battled

throughout, even in defeat. At

falling.

SCU made

comeback before
Trailing by four runs

in the ninth inning, the Bron-

came back to tie the score,
only to come up short in extra
innings as they lost 5-4.
cos

Inconsistency plagued

SCU

throughout the season, as was
evidenced by the pitching
staff.

The year began well

for

Bronco hurlers but hit a
midseason slump. Sophomore
David Tuttle missed a number
of starts due to a bout with
mononucleosis.

When

healthy,

and his ninety-plus mile
per hour fastball proved to be
the Broncos most consistent
means to get outs. The starting rotation was dealt a blow

Tuttle

late in the

year

when Vince

Fultz suffered a season ending
injury.

The bullpen was
seniors

Tom

led

Among

contributors

a

by

Hotchkiss and Jim

Flynn. This righty-lefty closing

combination proved to be a
solid way to close games.

the key

was

junior in-

Ed Giovanola. This
1989 Sporting News AUAmerican had another fine
year at the plate. He was
fielder

later selected in the

1990

Major League Baseball

draft.

Leadoff hitter Howie Kennedy had a fine year as well,

providing

many

scoring

opportunities for the heart of
the batting order. Bill Enos
and Mark Lewis capitalized
on these chances as they
were important run producers for the Broncos.

Bronco baseball seemed
be on a roller coaster for

much

to

of the 1990 season.

The key

to consistency is

experience.

-Adam Jones

I

I

Shortstop Ed Giovanola turns two.
Giovanola earned first team Sporting
News Ail-American honors as a
sophomore.

Senior Rick Bianchina slides into
second base during a crucial St.
Mary's game. Santa Clara had a 2-4
record against the Gaels.

Staring the opposing team down is senior reliever Tom Hotchkiss.
Hotchkiss served as the Broncos right handed stopper for the 1990 season.
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hanges

in

the Athletic Department

Along with the rest of the university, the
athletic department realizes it's

Time For

Change
fall of 1989, the Athletic Department unveiled a five-year
plan for varsity sports that was designed to "prioritize

1 n the
athletic

the different athletic teams for levels of funding," according to

Tom O'Connor. This plan places SCU's 23
teams into a hierarchy upon which funding is based.
Assistant Athletic Director Amy Hackett and Vice President of
Student Services James Briggs revealed this plan and the changes
Athletic Director
athletic

it would bring at a forum open to all students in mid-November.
At the forum, both administrators emphasized the importance of
equity and equality between men's and women's sports and that
this five-year plan is a big step in that direction. According to
Briggs, " Last year's Title IX Review (of SCU's funding for
women's athletics) catalyzed changes that had been in the works"
and that Santa Clara goes beyond satisfying the minimum Title IX

requirements.

The

priority

women's

sports teams, basketball, volleyball, and

soccer will see immediate gains
increase of

more than

five

and

due

to increased funding:

a half scholarships,

more

an

staffing,

and better travel opportunities. The funding necessary for these
awaited improvements will come from the Capital Campaign
fundraising campaign. Both O'Connor and Briggs noted that
Capital Campaign is going extremely well as of June 1990, and
are hoping that the $300,000 necessary for each scholarship will

Senior JJ Beene hurls the ball toward first to get the out. The
Broncos finished their season with an overall record of 26-30.

be raised.
Reaction to the five-year plan from athletic teams has been
mostly positive. Naturally, the priority teams in men's and
women's sports are glad to be receiving more funding. Scholarships for football will be slightly decreased, but that should not
affect the team's success and no strong negative sentiments have
been voiced. Men's volleyball, lacrosse, and water polo teams are
now in danger of losing their NCAA status, however, due to the
decreased funding of these sports that is called for in the fiveyear plan. These teams' ability to maintain their NCAA status is
dependent upon the scheduling of other NCAA opponents.
Therefore, each of these teams will now be responsible for raising
their own funds to cover travel expenses.
The Five- Year Athletic Plan has consolidated, organized, and
prioritized the athletic teams at SCU. Next on the agenda for the
athletic department will be a plan to improve SCU's athletic
facilities. This plan will be announced in mid-September of 1990.

-Barney Gallagher
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See Ya! Freshman Aron Wise turns the
corner on the pursuing Hornet defenders.

Wise

starred at Riordan

where he rushed

for 1900 career yards. In 1989 the football

team reacted

to the possibility of losing

scholarships with

a petition

and

shirts

reading "Save the Albatross".

Senior Rodney Brown shoots for two over
the heads of the Loyola Marymount team.
The 1989 Bronco basketball team was
unable to acquire a NCAA or NIT bid for
the first time in many years.

Stephanie Pehl stands ready to recieve a

The women's volleyball team
underwent hard times in '89-90 losing two

serve.

coaches but finishing their 1990 season 919. Temporary coach Steve Piccni led SCU
on a late season charge as they won five of
their final nine league matches.

Changes

in

Athletic

Departmen
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en's Tennis

There

was

only

one way to

and

that

around
the men's tennis program,

was

turn

with

Pre-Season Pain
David Lu astounded us all
with his cat-like quickness on

pride,

the court and his incredible

member

volleys.

1

t's

a pitch black

day morning

Mon-

at 6 a.m. and I'm

standing in a cold Leavey
Center with nine other guys

wondering why I didn't go to
bed earlier the night before.
Soon, we'll all be running three
miles and doing sprints and

number one

way

the

us in

was our

fan travelling

all

San Diego to watch
the WCC Championships.
to

was rookie Paul
Rathgeb. He and senior Chris
Fowler combined for the
clinching win which gave the
team a huge upset victory over
Then

there

footwork

drills

ball court

below. After the
of these thrice-

but,

week

on the basket-

weekly torture sessions, senior
John Gunther looked over at
rookie Chris Hero gasping for
breath and wisecracked,

"What

are we, the Santa Clara

San Jose

due

many

top

Eppright to knee surgery. We
found ourselves with a different mix of guys and an uncertain future, but with matches
not starting for months

Fowler himself proved

we

to

and doubles. His
on the court was
superseded only by his tenacity for studying whenever he
had a chance.
Team number one Derek
Simross had a respectable
record in lieu of the imported
players other teams threw
against him. His

serve captured

up

booming

many

a

game

and partner Ned
"topspin forehand and first

for himself

began

combination.

forge a winning season.

serve extraordinaire" Stork,

Freshman Mike Ching good
naturedly became the team's

and

put

in

our time and

rookie-who-takes-the mostverbal-abuse, but

it

was

drop shots, deft
and best overall singles

feather-like
lobs,

and doubles record
earned our respect.
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his

that

be

steady and dependable both in

Lu and freshman Mike Ching teamed
up to be a formidable doubles

to

And

as for myself?

his pinpoint volleys

frustrated

opponent

after

opponent.

At the end of the season we
found ourselves with a winning record of 13-10. Coach
Jeff "let

me

give you directions

to the match" Christianson

had

to
I

got to play and contribute,

but more importantly,
learned

how

a

I

common team

goal can push individuals

-Marc Moran

all

season.

this was the men's
team trying to turn
around last season's 7-14
record and deal with the

players and the loss of Chris

none had a greater desire
win.

further than even they

to his perfectionist

was

coach and

played had superior talent
and financial support, but

thought possible.

tenacity

graduation of

State.

in each
It

we applaud him.
Many of the teams we

making one good shot

singles

No,

of the team.

tendencies, never admitted to

track team?"

tennis

sense of unity,

and hard work

his best season as a

Rathgeb hit
some sizzling winners this year

first

Junior David Lu chips back this serve.

Lu's father

instilled a

Team member Derek Simross hits out on a backhand. Simross consistently
his own against some of the best players in college tennis.

held

Freshman Mike Ching gets airborne for this serve. Ching ended the year
with the best overall singles and doubles record on the team.

^
3
1

(,

Chris Fowler crushes a forehand.
Fowler proved to be one of the team's
most dependable players throughout
the season.

Men's Tennis
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omen's Tennis

Spera Marcu, Liz Malone, Maureen Burns, Manuela Heth and Noelle
Pasternak toast their season at their banquet dinner. The 1990 squad
was a close team on and off the court.

Anne Marie Reed

returns the opponents serve with all her
power. The Broncos ended their season with a 11-12 record

Senior Liz Malone puts everything she has into her return.
returning players this year.
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Liz

was one

of the Broncos four

With their third coach in four years and
only four returning players the women's
tennis

Pull

team had

Together

All

it

we

could always count on
Spera Marcu's one-liners to

make

light of any situation (we
were laughing with you,

Spera).

^ urprisingly, starting my
fourth and final year of tennis
at

Santa Clara,

know what

I

really did not

to expect.

With

only four other returning
players and a brand

(my

new coach

third in four years),

I

ap-

proached the season with an
open mind and without very
high expectations. But upon
meeting our new coach, Anh
Dao, I realized the season
would be anything but dull.
For although shorter than
everyone on the team, Anh
Dao could top any of us with
her energy on, and off, the
court.

The majority of our team
bonding took place in the van
traveling to "away" matches;
that is once we got on the way.
We soon learned that Maureen
Burns would always be at least
10 minutes late and the first
van we were given usually
wouldn't work. On the road
we all had a chance to catch up
on each other's personal lives

which some of us led more
And if anyone was
too serious or down and out.
(of

than one).

On

the court

we managed

to

upset several teams. During
match play, we all had our
likes

and

stance,

dislikes.

some

For

in-

of us liked to be

coached and others didn't.
Either way, the team was there
to support each other. And if
the match

was

four matches during the school
week, so we saw each other
under pressure all the time.
By the end of the year we
had grown to know each other

and people. Although in October I did not
know what the team would be
like, I could never have
guessed how hard it would be
to leave. I have high expectations for further team growth

as players

we worked

hard and it paid off in our
matches. By practicing five
days a week and playing "challenge" matches amongsourselves,

to

next year. In
thing

1

higher

-Liz

fact,

the only

don't see as growing
is

Anh Dao.

Malone

close after

we

could always count
on Theresa Schroeder and
Karen Smallen to pul! it out for
singles,

us in doubles.
After our away-matches

we

became experts in fine dining.
Several of us had definite
opinions on the best place to
eat, and that usually turned
out to be either Mexican food
(my vote) or Sizzler salad bar.
We naively went to Sizzler
with the idea that salad bars
were a light meal, but all-youcan-eat can get dangerous after
four hours of tennis.
The last half of the season
was scheduled with two to

Women's

Tennis
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scu 24CSChico
SCU 27atUC Davis
SCU 23 at San Francisco State
SCU 28 CS Hayward
SCU 17 Portland State
SCU 21 at SO. Utah State
SCU 21 CS Sacramento
SCU 38Cal Lutheran
SCU 21 at CS Northridge
SCU 30 St. Mary's
at Cal Poly SLO
SCU

scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu

13

28
9
9

27
28
16
15

20

3
1

3

CS Hayward
Duke %

at

NC State %

1

3

CS Sacramento

4

California

10
3
7

OT

1

San Jose State
San Diego State
at

2

Loyola Marymount*

1

at

UCLA

1

2

at

CS

1

7

OT

Fullerton

Florida International-i-

18

28

*

WCC

scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu

CS

8

Portland

1

%

record 7-4-0

+

Stanislaus

San Diego

5

1

Dame

Notre

4

*

*

1

Washington

1

at St.

2

at

Mary's

USF

*

*

Stanford

3

Fresno State #
>

2

1

UCLA

2

4

Indiana $

2

1

Virginia $

lOT

matches

+ Met-Life Soccer (Zup, Santa Clara,
final

qnrrpi?

A/TFM'c;

tatistics

Met-Life Soccer Classic, Durham,

CA
NC

# NCAA Tournament Second Round, Santa Clara, CA
> NCAA Tournament Quarterfinal Santa Clara, CA
$ NCAA Tournament Final Four Piscataway, NJ
,

final

record 20-0-3
-

m^^j^VTi

1

II

Il

>

M Wf
.

I

SCU
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu
scu

1

at

CS Hayward

1

at

Portland

Oregon

2

4

at

4

UC

3

at California

OT

USIU

3

UC Santa
NC State

4

Stanford

jjl^

2

Barbara

3

Eastern Washington #

1

St.

4

Mary's
George Washington

1

California

2

UC

4

Montana State
Ohio State %
Utah %

2

St.

UC

3

Davis

North Carolina

USF

4
2

Mary's #
Arizona State

Portland

1

Colorado College

UC

2

1

Santa Barbara #

Colorado College $

Santa Clara,

NCAA

2

%

Santa Barbara

%

%

Cal Poly

at

Fresno State

Pepperdine *
Loyola Marymount

CA

at

Gonzaga

*

0-3

L
L
L
L

*

at

3-0

Portland

1-3

Pepperdine *
at Loyola Marymount
*
at St. Mary's
San Jose State
*
St. Mary's

2-3
3-1

USF
USF*

at

USD*
at USD
USIU

14-5-0
*

WCC matches

Athletics

Titan I nvitational

final

L

W
L

W

*

record 9-19

*

*

W

3-1

0-3

3-0

3-2

L 1-3
L 0-3

W
W
L

W
*

2-3

L 0-3

at

NC

WOMEN'S SOCCER

*

1-3

L 0-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
L 0-3
L 2-3
L 0-3
L 0-3

%

Portland

0-3

# Bulldog Invitational
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F YR ATT

Nevada Reno
Gonzaga *

W

SLO

at

at California

L

W

UOP

Tournament Semifinal Raleigh,
final record

T

1

#]MCAA Tournament Quarterfinal,
$

WOMFM'S VOT

State

Irvine

5

Fl^:l^

/i^^^,i^U

L

W

3-2

3-2
0-3

3-2
0-3
3-0

W

Harvard

UOP

L 50-77
L 68-77at
L 67-97

Idaho
California

W
W
W

Fresno State

Georgia Tech
at

UC

at

Cal Poly

92-74

Irvine

Pomomna

MEN'S BASKETBALL
at

UCLA

65-56

at

Nevada Reno

69-66

Boise State

62-45

Seattle-Pacific

L 62-66

at

San Jose State
Pennsylvania

L 55-75
L 80-87

George Mason
at American
San Jose State

Colorado State
at Loyola Marymount
*
at Pepperdine

L 60-65

Stanford

W

at

L 53-74

67-44

L 54-69
L 66-75
L 51-66

Fresno State

L 54-56

W

USF*

55-58

Mary's *
San Diego *
at San Diego

63-68

Alabama #
Mount St. Mary's

Gonzaga

*

W

70-66

Portland

*

W

70-57

45-59

at

Portland

*

42-44

Gonzaga

*

Mary's

at St.

W

*

atUSF*
Pepperdine *
Loyola Marymount

61-39

L 49-57
L 62-63

W

*

49-47

WCC games
final record

9-17

at

UC

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

at

Portland

*

at

Gonzaga

*

*

at

Sacramento State

UC
at

W
W
W

Santa Cruz

L

Menlo College

W

at

UOP

at

San Jose State

L
L
L

Cal State Stanislaus

W

at Foothill

College

at

West Valley JC

at

Fresno State

USF
at

Cal State Stanislaus

Portland

W
W
W

St.

Sonoma State
Hayward State

W
W
W

UC

Riverside

Mary's
San Jose State
at

72-70
53-51

L 55-56
L 46-64

W
W

74-72

84-52

L 83-88
L 67-81
L 81-117
L 62-65

WCC games
CA

WCC Tournament
record 9-19

1-8

6-3

9-0
6-3
1-8

7-2

3-6
1-6

3-6
7-2

L 2-7
L 1-8

L
L
L

Air Force

100-113

# Cable Car Classic, Santa Clara,

final

atUSF

W
W

71-96

L 63-82
L 53-78

Mary's *
San Francisco *
*
at Pepperdine
at Loyola Marymount
St.

$

L

*

Santa Barbara

Portland $

Nevada-Reno
Hawaii

62-69

68-63

*

W
W

76-59
48-64

61-56

53-66

Gonzaga
*

L
L
L
L

San Diego *
Loyola Marymount
Pepperdine *
*
at San Francisco
*
at St. Mary's
San Diego *

63-80

at

Portland

78-66

L 67-69

Pennsylvania #

*

69-38

at

75-88

St.

L 69-70

W
W

7-2
6-3

7-2
0-9
0-6

4-5
5-4
7-2
6-3

Sacramento State

final

record 11 -10

MEN'S TENNIS
Statistics
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tatistics

SOFTBALL

%Ju

WOMEN'S TENNIS

ft

W
W

Notre Dame-Belmont
Notre Dame-Belmont

L
L
L

at California
at California

Hawaii

L

CS Hayward

W

at

UC

Davis

San Jose State
UC Santa Cruz
at

USF
Foothill College

L

W
W
W
W

St.

1-8

at

4-2

at

0-9

W
W

3-6
6-3
9-0

Sacramento State L 3-6

9-0

Sonoma

6-3

Portland

W

9-0

Air Force

L

Chaminade

W

Sonoma State L 0-6
CalPolySLO
L 0-8
at Hayward State W 6-3
Davis

USF
CS Stanislaus

L

6-3

at

UC

Mary's

State

L

3-6
6-3
1-8

9-0

Sacramento St. L 2-7
Fresno State
L 0-9
at UC Santa Cruz L 1-8
at

L 0-9

San Jose State

W

8-1

Humboldt
Humboldt

St.

-

Slo

Cal Poly

-

Slo

Hayword St. (Forfeit)
Hayward St. (Forfeit)
Sonoma St.
Sonoma St.
at CS Bakersfield
at CS Bakersfield

W
W
L

W

San Jose State
San Jose State
Massachusettes
Massachusettes
Iowa
Iowa

W

Oregon
Oregon

W
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L

California*

Mexico*

San Jose State
San Jose State

USIU
USIU
USIU

UCLA
UCLA
BYU Hawaii
BYU Hawaii
Sacramento State
Sacramento State
at CSU Northridge
at CSU Northridge
St. Mary's
St. Mary's
Hawaii
Hawaii
at Sacramento State
at Sacramento State
at St. Mary's
at St. Mary's
*

W
W
w
w
w
L

w
w
Bud

Lite Nist

final

Athletics

1-0

0-4
3-2

2-0

L 0-5
L 1-3
L 1-6
L 5-6
L 1-8

Creighton*

New

1-0

L 3-8
L 1-3

Northwestern
Northwestern
Long Beach State*
Northwestern*
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1-14

L 0-6
L 0-15

at

record 11-12

0-4

UOP
UOP

at

final

11-1

3-6

L 2-4
L 1-2
L 0-1

St.

Cal Poly

12-0

2-1

0-3

4-8
1-6

0-3
1-2

6-9
0-4
4-5
0-7
1-7

0-4
1-8

0-2
0-2
0-1
0-1

1-3

0-3
1-3

4-7
0-5
3-2
2-1

1-0
2-1
6-1

0-2
4-3
7-2

Tourney

record 14-37

BASEBALL
Stanford
at

Stanford

W
W

at Pacific (2)

Pacific

UC

CSU Havward

San Francisco*
San Francisco* (1)
San Francisco* (2)
at UC Davis
at San Jose State
St. Mary's*
St. Mary's* (1)
St. Mary's* (2)
at Sacramento State

UC

Santa Barbara

at

Stanford

at

Pepperdine*

Pepperdine*
Pepperdine*
San Diego* (1)
at

San Diego*
San Diego*

(2)

Nevada*
at Nevada* (1)
at Nevada* (2)
San Francisco State

4-6

at

7-4

L 2-4

at Pacific (1)

at

Sacramento State

W

at California

Davis
Loyola Marymount*
Loyola Marymount*
Loyola Marymount*

L 0-5

L

2-1

9-3

Pepperdine*
Pepperdine* (1)
Pepperdine* (2)
San Jose State
at San Diego*
at San Diego* (1)
at San Diego* (2)

6-3

Stanford

7-1

L 6-7

W
(1)
(2)

L
L

W

W
W
W

10-9
2-3 (10)
3-5 (14)
7-6

6-6

at St.

Mary's*
Mary's*

(1)

L 2-3
L 4-5

at St.

Mary's*

(2)

T

W
W
W

5-3

at St.

15-2
8-0
5-3

L 3-5
L 5-9
L 0-7at

W

12-3

L 4-5
L 3-5

W
L

(11)

12-11

3-7

San Jose State
at San Francisco*
at San Francisco*
at San Francisco*

W
W

10-5

16-15

(1

L 4-7

W
W

12-5

11-10

L 10-11

W
L

W
L
L

W

3-2
7-8

18-8
2-8
2-3
5-3

L 3-10
L 3-5
L 9-10
L 1-4

(1)
(2)

W
W
W
W

3-2 (12)

10-6
7-4

9-5

L 9-12
at Loyola Marymount*
L 5-6
at Loyola Marymount* (1)L 2-10
at Loyola Marymount* (2) L 4-15
L 3-5
at San Jose State
at Sacramento State
L 2-7
8-6
Nevada Reno*
California

Nevada*
Nevada*

(1)

W
W

(2)

L 1-12

(13)

9-4

final

record 26-

Statistics
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MEN'S & WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Men's Team
Whitticr College

Notre

Dame

N/S

Meet

16th/34

Invitational

Aggie Invitational

15/405

Menlo College Meet

2nd/ 58

Crystal Springs -wcac

4th/ 120

Women's Team
Whittier College

Notre

Dame

N/S

Meet

Invitational

1st/ 18

Aggie Invitational
Menlo College Meet
Crystal Springs

-

14th/ 398

3rd/ 69

WACC

6th /1 69

^^ MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
San Jose Ste

0-3 (L)

Cal State Stanislaus

3-0

CSU

-

Sacramento

Cal Poly
Cal Poly

SLO
SLO

(W)

2-3 (L)
3-0

(W)

LACROSSE
W18-6

Pepperdine
at

UC

at

CSU

College

1-3 (L)

CSU Sonoma

1-4 (L)

UC
UC

W18-13
Ln-12

Berkeley

L8-13

UC
UC

-

Berkeley

3-0 (L)

-

Santa Cruz

San Jose State

Sanfrancisco State

(W)
3-0 (W)
3-0 (W)

CSU

Fresno
Menlo College

0-3 (L)

at St. John's

UC

1-3 (L)

CSU

-

-

Stanislaus

-

3-0

Berkeley

CSU

-

UC

Santa Cruz

-

Fresno

(W)

0-3 (L)
1-3 (L)

SF State

3-0

Menlo College

3-1

UC

0-3 (L)

San Diego
LaVerne
LaVerne
UC- San Diego
-

Pacific

3-0

3-0

at

W31-2
W15-5
W9-6

Dowling College (NY)

at Fairfield Univ. (CT)

Univ (NY)
Claremont Colleges
SUNY Stony Brook (NY)
at

Cal Poly
at

L2-20

W24-3
L9-12

W18-12
W15-6

Stanford Univ.

UC

SLO

*

Berkeley #

(W)
(W)
(W)
(W)

W9-7

Davis

-

3-0

L13-18

Loyola Marymount

CSU

San Jose

W17-5

Chico

at Whittier

at

Lll-15

Santa Barbara

LI 5-22

WCLL Playoffs 1st Round
WCLL Playoffs Quarterfinals

*

#

final

Record

10-7

1-3 (L)

Coast Volleyball Championship
- LaVerne
3-0 (W)
0-3 (L)
UC - San Diego

Semifinals
Final

-

Statistics
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2nd Annual
Picture Yourself

1990

Kirk Ostrowski, Art Morgan, Francesco Suarez
Endless Summer

Antonio, OJ, Geoff, Paul, Jason, Paulette

McCurdy's Graveyard

Shift

Kathie Smith, Kris Richter
Local barflies eternally

244

Picture Yourself

hun

Lori

Maupas,

Sally

Lamas, Brad Reigel, Cherie Collins

Flock of Bird Brains

Meghan

Perra, Liz Brizmont

Hanging loose

in

CA

Glazed Mason, Beth Purpur, Fritter LaFond, Linda Scott
Faithful adoration from two donut Gods

Bill Forrest,

Are

we

Sarah Kelsey
there yet?

Aimee Oscamou

A senior and

her

sh.iff

Amy, Sarah, Tammy, Lynne
Unveiling the truth

2nd Annual
Picture Yourself

1990

Kristi Ctx'k, Liza
Still

Schmeltz

drunk

Jan Malhardt, Ellen Ankuda
Big bad biker bitches

Jen Dolan, Allison Clinton

Get

off

me

Judith, SP,

Amy, Jane

uUic

YES?

Cullin!!.

ust Julie

Sarah Pastoriza, Philip Gruebele

Piggyback

Walsh

Tamara Maher, Sherry Schmutz
Mutt and

Jeff

Women

We're not ready

yet!

Picture Yourself
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2nd Annual
Picture Yourself

1990

David Novak, Valerie Menely
Searching for road

kill

Karen, Traci, Dawn
Gary's Angels

246

Picture Yourself

Rob Esmay
Turning

in a

paper

Kevin, Joe, Dan, Gregg
All the

young dudes

Mike Ofner, Paul Park,

Kris Seibert

Kris we're so glad to see

you

Art Bresnahan, Ted Rivera
Step on what?

2nd Annual
Picture Yourself

1990

Matt

Stroll,

Christine Brown, Joe Nuxoll

Our

favorite

KA

Ms Karin McMahon, Steve
Ryne & Kirk Buddy

Karl Shannon,

Mike Johnson

Rejection

Do

Mike Kerwin, Jeff Cushman

Michael J La Fond, Stephen Kieta
they have donuts in Eastern Hurope'

OHmvGod'

Stephanie Kasen, Jen Matray

DGs

Paul Penney, Joe Nuxoll, Toby O'brien
Future famous man & body guards

rule!

S ODonnell,

K

Blair,

M Reilly,

Do Not

E Berkman,

D Ryan

Enter

Picture Yourself
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CLASS OF

1990

CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations Jennifer Forbes!

It's

only the

Mom and Dad

beginning! Love

We're proud! Love

Beth: We're proud of you! Congratulations. Lots of

Dad,

love.

Mom & Cathy

Mom, Dad and David

A double major- WOW!!

Genuine

class!

Love, Ian, Dad,

Mom

Congratulations Davorin Baricevic.
of you. All our love.

Mom Dad Antoinette-Matt

Suzann and Ken Baby Suzann
Patrick Ng:

and go

Good
Love

May you

get 'em!

We are so proud

trust in

Congratulations.

Congratulations and best wishes to

Tom "The Hodg"

Mom and Dad

Congratulations Kari O. We're proud of you.

Maggie Bannan - All that time
off! Love M, D, JJ and P

in the library has paid

Bernard Gutierrez, Congrats, We're very proud of
you. Love Mom, Dad, Veronica

God, Believe

in yourself

Congrats Chuck Sins. EE, Golf, Honor Society,
Laude. Proud of U! Love Mom & Dad

Cum

Dad

Eden, We're proud of you!
Dad, Sharon.

Cynthia, We Love You! Mom, Dad, Bob, Karin, Tim,
Andrew, Rob, Ann, CB, Luke

HPV '90, M.E.

excellence. Bravo!

Grad, You did

Love

it all

with

Melissa we're proud of you congratulations! Lots of
love Mom, Dad, Tyler & Elizabeth
of

"OMEGA MU"

you. ..Mom,

Dad and

Congratulations!

We love

Kristin

Zunk - Dad would have been proud
Mom, Icky, Popo, Lucky, Chocolt

of

you ~ Love

Mom

We're proud of you, Andy! Always follow your
dream - Love, Mom and Dad.

Congrats John! One quest won! Love, Proud Clan
Egan ~ Dad, Mom, Bill, Dan, Tom, Mike

Barbara Bargeman: We're proud of you! Love

Maureen Burns

Mom,

Dad, Sean, Barry and Patches.

Sue

Lloyd,

We are very proud of you.

& Matt Jr.

luck, Scott Allan

Mom,

Mom & Dad

luck Pat.

Mom & Dad.

Hotchkiss! Love

Dear Dean, Enjoy Europe! Upon return, "GET A
JOB!!!" (ha, ha). Congrats, Love ya. Mom & Dad
Beth, We're so proud.

Good

Pat White:

Love

Congratulations Robert Flynn. We're proud of you.
Love,

Cheryl: You're "in the pink" as you've met your goal.

-

WAHOO! No more homework!!

Congrats, Love and Hugs,

Mom

and Dad

Mom and Dad

Craig Tanner: Congratulations and best wishes for

Tim: Congratulations - Go for
Love Mom, Dad and Carolyn

continued success. We are so proud of your
achievements and of you! Love Mom, Dad and Kristi

Congratulations
you. Love

Congratulations Andrea! You're a hard act to Follow!

Love

Mama and

248

Senior Congratulations

Papa

-

Mom,

it!

The party

is

over!

Cathy A Nevolo ~ We're proud of
Dad, Mike, Lisa, Sergio

CLASS OF

1990

CONGRATULATIONS
John Compagno ~

We are so proud
Mom,

Congratulations! Love,

Dad, Jody, Fran

We love you. Good

Congratulations Matt.

Congrats to Mel CPA and woman of the
Love D,M,L,T,D, AND BEN

of you.

Luck.

Mom and The Gang
of you!

Love Mom,

Greg Shaffer ~ Go for it! We're so proud
Love Mom, Dad, John and Jerry

BOO -Congratulations Baby Baby. Happy Graduation

To

UHH!

"Ernst"

May

We love you. Mom, Dad &

Matt

PS:

We survived!

-

TX

4 spoiling

"We're trouble!" Luv

Dad,

Good
and

Congratulations Greg Livingston!

sucess be

luck to

all!

Chris(sis)

Pat, Carolyn,

U

Lisa,

Love

Good

It's

the

wacky dinner

Heather

Remember you

luck David Wasserman. We're proud of you!

Much

love

To

SP

me and

go Dogrs! Duch-

both Gina

Anne, Rach, Banz, Everybody

Luv Much

& Jen —

Congratulations.

are responsible for your rose. Don't be

afraid to take chances.

Good

Regina

Melinda, Lynda and Heather:
I'll miss!
Love Joy

of you!

We all love you Mom,

ya!

Ski Club Gang; Booth

parties

Sean, Scott and Floyd

yours.

CONGRATS! Love

to you!

RTC you brought us much more than $56,798 in
love, joy & pride! Congrats M&D

Kelley.

OX Srs; The Casa Guys;

all

Srs:

Jenny Olivas, We are so proud
Dad, Becky, Kathy and Lou

Good Luck Tom

To

90s.

I

know

success will be yours.

— Linda

Mom and Dad
luck Dianne, Love

Mom, Dad,

Tony, Nancy

the

JB,

men

& KM of PC 2223, the women of PC 1222,

of

TMK,

that crazy Indian-dealer, Fr. Mitty,

Jenny Soden and Boo — Thanks

and Judy

I

love you

all --

1

do.

Linder
Congratulations Connie! Are

we proud?

Yes!

Love

Mom, Dad and Monica
Good

luck and congrats Joe from
Tim, Bridget and Katie

Tiger: Great to have '90 added to the
tradition! Love "64 and '65

SCU family

Mom and Dad,

Malone on your achievements
way! Luv Mom & Dad

Congratulations Pat

go

all

the

Sean, you are the best! Congratulations Kneaf! Love

Mom and Dad
Bro. Art, Degree in

Mo,

Bri,

3!

We are proud

of you!

Love

Bren and Sean Bresnahan

Senior Congratulations
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While many were ready to move
on and break new ground saying
goodbye was difficult. The future
was unsure for graduates as well
as those who were left behind.
But we had broken into the 90s
and there was no turning back.
ASSCU president Matt Roberts
gives a congratulatory

hug

to Lilia

Torre.

It

was hard

to tell

what the

class of '93

would

accomplish in their four years at SCU. Who would
stay? What changes would they see? What would
they fight for? This was the scene at the end of their
first day on campus ~ however, the rainy welcome
didn't

seem

to

dampen

their spirits.

He's out of there! Making the play at second

250 Closing

is

Andy Solomon.

s

we broke

into the 90's

we

challenged

each other, explored issues and learned more
about each other. As old ways fell we learned
that anything was possible. By the end of the
year we realized we weren't just breaking into
the 90's we were breaking down walls and
defining the

new

decade. Just like past
decades had been defined by our college
predecessors

--

the radical 60's, the

neon /disco

Linda Larkm

By the time family members arrived

commencement

the

new

70's,

for the 139th

University enterence

was

the self centered 80's

shape the

90's.

complete. Workers planted 42 Canary Island Palms at

remembered?

$2,000 each to line the road.

~ our

actions

would

How would they be
We had

planted the seeds for

the 90's ~ the fashions, the movements, the
dreams ~ but we couldn't know yet which

would

live

and which would

die.

By

the time

the class of 1990 reached for their diplomas our

seeds were just breaking through the earth and

we

were...

^^a^fia^iL^Oji/

Julie

On Homecoming

Van Loan

team broke through colorful
have a record breaking season.

the football

streamers and went on to

Closing

251

Abdelshafi, Sami

136

Aberin, Maria

136

Academic Clubs

84

Accounting
Ada, Carla

102
126

Adam,

Perrell

Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,

Elizabeth

108

Kelly

64

Brian

Carolyn

182
108

Kelly

142

Archibeck, Patricia

136

Beasley, Bart

143

Ardema, Mark

182

Beauchamp, Christina

143

Arguette, Anissa

142

Beaudette, Jessica

108

Arnaudo, Garrett
Arnaudo, Dana
Asato, Casey

142

Beaver,

108

Beene,

108

Beene, Jonathan
Beers, Terry

Lynn

Ash, Misty

126
108

Asrani, Sonali

ASSCU
Changes
Atkins, Luke
Austin, Susan
Athletic

Auyer, Patrica
Avecilla, Nicole

Azevedo, Dianne

Beane, Micheal 143

Dean

JJ

Charles

143
232
143
182
22, 182

Beirne,

SJ,

46
232

Bekes,

Bob

136

Bell,

142
142

Belleza, Jonathon

108

Bello, Desiree

108

136
142

Bendigkeit, Pat

182

Benjamin, Benson
Bennett, Robert

126

32

182

Belda, Christine

Lynn

144
144, 248

144

Affelstadt, Eric

182

Rpnson

Agrimonti, Doreen

142
108

Berg, Coralie

144

Aguilar, Ricardo

Berkman,

249

Aguilar, John

108

Ahern, Timothy

142

Ahiers, Mitchel

108

Ahluwalia, Reena

126

Alao, Scott

142

Bachen, Christin e

182

Bernauer, Eric

65, 144

Albertini, Tresa

108
182

Baetkey, Lance

108

Berthelot, Jon

136

Baicher, Jeff

133, 194

Bertone, Laura

144

45

136

Besio,

126

Bessette,

142

Bettencourt,

108

Albertson, Sarah
Albrecht,

Dana

D
j
L^

Eric

Berlo, Janet

51, 144

Bernal, Robert

144

Bernard, Eric

108
224

Bernardi,

Hugh

Alchatib

182

Allahyari, Jenine

126

Kevin
Balak, Michael
Balba, Grace

Allahyari, Shireen

142

Baldwin, Hilary

Allen, Pat

158

Ballesteros,

Allen, John

142

Balodis,

126

Bharatram, Kartikeya
Biagi, Gia
Bianchina, Richard

Allen, Corinna

108

Bammann, Stephlanie

108

Bickel,

Alongi, Melinda

142

Banales, Sarah

142

Susan
Biggane, Brendan

Ambelang, Charles

182

Banholzer,

108

Billings,

Ammann,

Alicia

108

50

Biondi, Toni

Amoroso, Frank
Anand, Sulekha

108

87, 142

Biringer,

136

Bishop, Casey

Anders, Mary
Anderson, Carl
Anderson, Karen
Anderson, Mijo
Anderson, Jill
Anderson, Laura
Anderson, Barbara
Anderson, Heather
Andre, Ron
Andrews, Laura
Ang, Stephanie

126

51, 142

Blackwell,

108

Bannan, Patty
Bannan, Gigi
Bannan, Janet
Bannan, Maggie
Bar, Buford
Barber, Pamela

182
126

Blaettler, SJ,

182
182

Baricevic,

108

Barlesi,

126

Ang, Hao

142

Baiko,

Am}

126

Renee

Mark

Davor in

Blair,

James

144

Mary
David

Simone

Don
James

Kevin

108
108

108
144, 231

126
108
182

182
13,

182

249
144

142

Block, Teresa

Bloomberg, Branda
Boatman, Amy

126

Barnett, Rachael

142

Barone, David

142

Boepple, Hans

82

142

Bogard, Harold
Bogard, Daniel

145

Boin, Leslie

136
145

w

Barreras, Matthe
Barrett, Laurie

142

Barron, Antron

59,71
126

126

Barry, Chris

126

Bongato, Evalerie

108
126

Barthelot, Jon

Borer,

Ankuda, Ellen
Anselmo, Alan

142, 247

Bartron,

108

Baseball

Antunes, locanda
Antunes, lolanda
Appiah, Osei
Aquino, Luis
Aquino, Patricia
Aquino, Emily

108

Bate,

126

Batista,

125, 142

Bator, Paul

126

Battaglini, Paolo

108

Bazina, Bob

126

Beale, Alicia

226
182
143
230
126
214
182
143
182
108

Barton, Brigid

Lynne

Michael

Tamie

Mark

Borgstrom, Michael
Borillo, Matt
Boucher, Andrea
Bovone, Suzanne
Bowen, Christopher
Boyce,

Dwayne

126

223

108
126

Rich

136

Ads/Index

126

144

Gene

108

Anglo, Michelle

252

121

136

126
126

Beale, Bill

Archer, Roberta

Araki,

108

144

145
136

32
145
108
145
126

Boynton, Bronwen
Bradley, Rich

91, 145

Bradley, Lisa

145

145

Branch, Matt

108

Brand, Erika

126

Maureen

Burns,

Brau, Peter

108

Brown, Scott
Brown, Amy
Browning, Laura

Bravo, Paul

195

Brozeck, Chris

Bremner, Michele
Brennan, Sean
Brennan, Michelle
Brennan, Kathleen
Brennan, Jane
Bresnahan, Art

145

Bruce, Kelly

108

Bruener,

108
145

Brum, Roberto
Brum, Nancy

145,247

Brunauer, Linda

182

248
87
136
108

Brunkal, Heidi

145

Andrew

145

Bruzzese, David

109

Brya, Lara

145

56, 182

Bryan, Gregory

136

145

Buan, Robert
Buckley, Pam
Budrys, Audra
Buehler, Martina

109

Buehler, Roger

145

Cadiz,

93

Caeton, Laura

126

Caldarazzo, Pau

Bresniker,

Marc

Brichler, Joe

Bricmont, Liz

James

Briggs,

Brinkerhoff, Bruce
Briski,

Kamryn

Brizmont, Liz
Brnjac,

Ann

109

246
87
109
145

Brockman, Marik
Broderick, Laura
Broderson, David
Broerman, Stephanie
Bronco Bust
Bronzini, Chris

145

Brophy, Rachel

109

Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,
Brown,

Brusky,

Bui,

Amy

Tuan
Karin

212
145
136
229
126
109
145

1

1

1

'

'

'

J

126

'

236

109

3ush, Alison

23, 109

3ush,

Corey

109

Bush, Reid
Bush,

146

Amana

Bustillo,

109

Connie

126

Butler,

Steven

146

Butler,

Anthony

126

Byler,

Katherine

109

'

•

146,

3usch, Kristin

C

109
136

146

Cabral, Paula

145

'

Tony

110
146
146

109

Bullis,

109

Bunje, Christine

145

Calde, Steve

126

60

Buono, Kristen

109

Callegari,

146

Burdick, Christina

65, 145

Burgan, Margaret
Burke, Daniel
Burke, Patricia

146

Kenneth
Campagna, Marco
Campagna, Leonardo
Campini, Colleen
Canobbio, Vince

103, 146

109

Burlinson, Kate

109

Cantlay,

Burnett, Paul

146

Capovilla, Luisa

146

Burns, Shannon

109

Capozzoli, Marifi

110

.

Scott

109

Warren
Rodney
Kennedy

59, 145

Christine

71,

233
139
249

109, 146

1

Suzanne

110

126
146
126

THE
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Carlson, Monica

136

Carmena,

146

Chavez, Marcy
Chavez, Rachel
Chee, Spencer
Chen, Szu-Ping
Chen, Yung
Cheng, Steven

Carr, Erin

110

Chew, Matthew

Carter, Cathleen

146

Carter, Daisy

126

Chin, Jeremy
Ching, Mike

Casetta, Daniel

126

Casey, Catherine

146

Casota, John
Cassidy, John

110
126

Ching, Brian
Chittum, Andy
Chiu, Mickey
Chiu, Simon

Castro, Linda

110

Chivers, Shelly

Caya, Brett
Cebedo, Josephine

167

Cho, Charlie

Cendejas, David

146

Amy

110

Capulong, Christine
Carlos, Michael

110

Carlson, Jolene

87

Carlson,

Andrew
Julie

Cersovski,

Chacon, Ramon
Chagoya, Teresa
Chaison, Debra
Challenges
Chan, Esther
Chan, Yavi Gene
Chan, Michelle
Chang, Kenghwa
Chang, Laurie

Change
Charlson, Erika
Chastain, Brandi

110
146, 208

146

182
110

136

Clements,

Amy

U7

146
126
146

demons,

Lionel

225

Tim

182

147
136
147
110
235
127

Cline, Julie

111

Clinton, Allison

127, 247

171, 218

Coble, Alette

110
127

Cody, Sean

111

Cohen, Candace
Cohen, Tracey

Clifford,

Cline,

Cloos,

Angela

Nancy

Colety,

187

James

187
104, 136, 187, 246
82, 127, 187,

Ciccarelli, Diolinda

146

Cimino, Rosa

96
110
199

Cisek,

Collins,

Mary

148

Compagno, John
Computers

72

111

Condy, Christine

148

111

Cone, Chris
Conn, Mike

213

Clancy, Patrick

111

Clemans, Lionel

147

^^3i0S3ftbi^^

^Cc-cie
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17

;

111

127

l^BHk

W^^g^

1

111

Connaghan, Liz
Connaghan, Ann

V^IV
^^(^^

>

148

la^^-:^'*.
^^^^^^H^^k^^^^^^^^^itf^fe^^^fe^^^3

247

147

Collins, Michael

111

j

90

Collins, Cherie

110

Dawn

111

50,

146

146

147

Collins, Jane

Collins, Julie

78,116

111

Mark

147
136
127
147
136

30

111,129
127
26

Collins, Ellen

Collins,

!

111

Coed Living

147
Choi, Don
127
Christen, Jennifer
136
Christenson, Lori
147
Christie,DouglasBurtonl82
Chu, Kathleen
136

147

147
222
196

Club Sports
Coach Sampson
Cobb, Buck

Chu, Lisa
Chuang, Jason
Chun, Renee
Chun, Kevin
Chung, Li

110

63,

featuring:

MATRIX
SEBASTIAN

FOCUS 21
^^^^ MITHCHELL
NEXXUS

'mm'^

JOICO

AND MORE

<<^^
1000 Lafayette St
Santa Clar, CA 95050
(408) 249-4723

MYrO'^'(S
1

CONGRATULATES
THE

CLASS OF 1 990

VjAi/U
Located Next To TOGO'S
1000 Lafayette Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 241-1700

Open Monday - Saturday
after 6

254

Ads/Index

^i—^^

-

by appt. only
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I

Connelly, Jefty
Connelly, Lloyd

200

Daly, Patrick

136

Doud, James

150

148

Damatta, Christopher

148

Damon, Duane

148

Dougherty, Joseph
Dowell, Elizabeth

111

Connolly, Rachel

m

Connolly, Molly

150

148

Damozonio, Steven

149

Dressel,

Conole, Samantha

111

Darnell, Victoria

136

Dreyfus, Nicole

Contreras, Diane

148

Das, Gavin

111

Dudzinski, Teri

128

Conway, Devin

111

182

Duff,

182

90, 149

Mike
Duggan, Francis

18

Cook, Martin
Cook, Geoff
Cook, Barbara
Cook, Kimberly
Cook, Kelly
Cook, Kristi
Cook, Kristi
Cooper, Christine

Dasananda, Surapol
Davenport, Elizabeth
Davey, Bartley

50, 150

127

Davis, Christine

149

148

Dawdy, Kevin
Dawson, David
Daza, Ximena

111

De, Charlie

149

Corbett,

Ann

103

127
127
247
111
148, 205

Corcoran, Heather
Corenevsky, Iris

65, 90, 148

Coria, Efrain

148

David
Corrigan, John

127

Cossa, Ronal

Cornell,

136

Debacker, Stephen

149

Debiaso, Joseph

149

Duke, Amy
Duncan, Darin
Dunn, Dave
Dunning, Jennifer
Dupree, Steffanie
Duran, Janelle
Durham, Sacha
Durham, Sacha

182

Duterte,

Deck, Joseph
Decker, Jeff
Dee, Kevin

149

136
149

150
111

Eckert, Chris

27, 152,

111, 157

Eckles, Janice

128

148

Delrosario, Ronald

136

148

Deluca, Carla

150

136

149

Coyle, Stephanie

148

Delucchi, Dolores

127

Coyne, Colette
Craigmile, Leanne

111

Gma
Demartini, Tom

111

Mark

127
148

Crook, Barrett
Cross Country
Crowley, Paul
Crowley, James
Crutchfield, Tracy
Cruz, Angela
Cuartas, Rodrigo
Cummings, Richard

228
202
182

Denning, Jayson
Dennis, David
DeRosa, Michael
Desmond, Richard

Earley,

127

Eddis,

Donna

Mara

Detweiler, Kelly

182

148

Devaughn, James

136

Edeistein, Marilyn

111

Devin, Cynthia

111

136

Devincenzi, Robert

111

127

111

148

Deviny, Greg
Devlin, Chris

Cuny, Ann
Cuny, Linda

136

Dias, Ginamarie

127

148

DiBono, Dave

18,

Curran, Maureen

148

Dicochea, George

95

27
136

Digregorio, Michael

111

Tim

Curry, Charlene

Digregorio,

Mark

136

150

DeAnna

127

Dilley,

Alandra

127

Cusenza, Rocco

136

Dinelli, Derrick

150

Curry,

Cushman, Mike
Cushnie, Carl
Cutcliffe, Piper
Cycling

249

Dingell,

WiUiam

148

Dinh, Lisa

111

Diversity

218

Workshop

Divina, Melissa

Jim

Sandra

Dallosto, Katherine

150
128, 247

Domeyko,

128

Rafael

150

148

Education
Dosedal, Anke

150
150
150
22
150

111

Doud, Pat

213

Dooling, Joseph
Dallas,

128

Dolan, Jennifer

Domine, Joseph
Donahue, Kelly
Doo, Laurie
148

Eldredge, Kauanoe

Dorm

Anne

Elliott,

Beth

Elliott,

Keith

128
150
28

Julie

Eden, Scott
Eden, Sharon
Edge, Marques
Edgerly Rooks, Janice
Egan, John
Eggleston, Rochelle
Eggleston, Kevin
Eichenberg, James
Eiler, Sharon
Eisenbeis, Garth

Ellis, Phillip
Ellis,

Divittario,

Dabel, Lleather

150

Kim

Elmquist,

111
10
51, 152

49
183
152
128
152
183
152
136
152
128
128

137
137
59, 152,

210

128
111

87

Todd

54, 111

ElSalvador

80

Emerson, Mark

128

Emmanuel, Steve

114

Endres, Kathryn

128

Engineering

76

English,

222

136

Eddy,

Currier,

150

Eaton,

149

Delgesso,

Croce,

136

111

Delfino, Michael

Craine, Nicole

111

89

182

111

148

136

128

150

Costa, Catie

Cotton, Elizabeth

Demarco,

128
111

Glenn
Earnshaw, Matthew
Earthquake

127

Coulson, Michelle

150

149

Delay, Julia

John

182

Eagen, Patrick

65, 149

111

Cottrell,

150

59

82

Anna

Armie

111

Dvorak, Kristin

Del Rosario, Ron
Delaguardia, Agustin

111, 157

Lynn

Kim

152

Enos, Jerald

183

Enos, William

52

Ensminger, Anne

91, 152

Ads/Index
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Gangle, Melanie
Garcia, Linda

112

137

Flores, Christina

152

Garcia, John

128

152

Flynn, Kevin

152

Card, Kevin

155

Esernia, Lori

112

Flynn, Robert

152

Garneij,

Esmay, Rob

85,

Esquibel, Jacqueline

128

Foley, Michael

128

Ethics

78

Fong, Edward

112

Evans, Gordon

23, 112

Fonner, Kimberly

152

Eperjessy, Lisa

112

Flores, Francisco

Eppright, Jennifer

128

Flores,

Erekson, Charles

182

Kim

Erlat,

Dana

Ewell,

248

112, 113

Mary

Foehr, Stephanie

Forbes, Jennifer

Edward

Ford, Kelli

Fabos, Kristin

128

Faculty

182

Failing,

Ned

Falcocchia, Maria

112

Fama, Linda

152

Farmer, Katherine

112

Farrell,

Cynthia

112

Farres,

Frank

183

109

59

153

Forde, Robert

153
153

Foroughi, Andrea

153

Noel

Garno, Richard
Gasiewski, Dena
Gee, Felisa
Geen, Gregory

155

128

137
81, 128

155
112

Gefroh, Brian

155

Gehring, Vanessa
Gelber, Steven

137
183

Gemmingen, Dana
Genoni, Thomas

112

128

George, Merrill

112
183

Forrest, Bill

128, 246

Fosco, Brian

112

George, Georgette
Giacomini, George

Foster, Jean

50, 153

Giammona, Lucy

112

Fowler, Chris

153, 235

Gibson, Al

183

Fox, Randall

112

Giffard, Kimberley

112

Francbeur, Michael

153

Gilpen, Sally

64

Francis, Shea

228

Cinder, Timothy

112

Franke, Pat

104, 153

Giovanola, Ed

231

Frankel, Brian

61

Girard, Jenny

Franklin, Julie

137

71,137,

226
112
112
155
137
112
112
137
155
112

Favro, Chris

93, 128

Franks, Joseph

112
128

Nick
Fedock, Joseph

71

Franzia, Renata

101, 153

183

Franzoia, Michelle

112

Feinstein, Charles

183

153, 160

Gnauden, William

Jennifer

152

183

Goebel, Elizabeth

James
Felter, Susan

183

Freeman, Mike
French, Dorothea
Frerk, Claudia

112

Golan, Clementina

183

Freshmen

108

Goldstein, Jeremy

Ferguson, Jean

9, 51, 59,

Friedrich,

Ann

152

Friedrich,

Matthew

153
153

Gonsalves, Maria
Gonyea, David

Ferguson, Jennifer
Fernandez, Jeffery

152

Friedrich, Pete

21

183

Gonzalves, Theo
Gonzalves, Rudy

29, 81

128

Ferraiuolo, Stephen

112

183

76,

Gordon, Mary
Gorospe, Michael
Gough, Katie
Goulart, Roger
Govednik, John
Graduation

Fedeli,

Fell,

Felt,

Ferrante,

Doug

59, 152

Ferranti,

Heather

152

Susan
Frost, Jim
Fryke, Michael
Fukuda, Napp

Fey, Kristina

112

Fukuji, Michelle

128

Fidelibus, Pius

128

Fukuji, Sherilyn

154

Fila,

Angela

Frisbie,

112

Fullen,

112

Furnas, Allen

Samantha

Karma
Mary

Giulianelli,

Gleason,

Glockner, Julie

137
154
154

137
154

29
112

112
50, 155

112

62

Graham, Mark

155

112

Grassi, Joseph

183

Fine Arts

94

Finley, Ellen

87

Gray, John
Greco, Christina

112,149
137
20
13, 137
112

Christine

Filice,

Filpi,

Darren

Dena

31, 137

Greeks

Finocchio, Gina

87

Greeley, Brian

Fischer, Paul

89

Greenfield, Jon

Finn,

Fisher,

Bonnie

152

Green wait, William

183
147, 155

Gallina, Claudio

137
154

Bruce
Griffin, William
Griuich, Jonathan
Grubb, Sean
Gruebele, Philip
Guerin, Eric
Guerra, Thomas
Guerra, Arne

Gallo, Robert

155, 195

Guettler, Mariella

155

Galvin, Barb

83,

155

Guglielmo, Mike
Gunther, John

155

Gammeter, Laura

Fisher,

Eugene

183

Fisher,

Dan

137, 203

Fitzpatrick, Kathleen
Flaig, Lisa

128
152

Flaim, Francis

183

Fleming, Holly
Fleming, Bruce

71

Flint,
Fliss,

Bryan
John

Florczyk, Michelle

256

69,

65, 152

190

Football

Ford,

152

Ads/Index

99, 147, 152

80
152
152

Griffin,

Gagliasso, William

154

Caleb, Peggy

154

Gallagher,

Ray

Gallagher, Bernard
Gallagher, Geoff

Gallardo, Grace

112
154
246

137

155
128
112

247
155
155
155

155

s^
FISH&
POULTRY

«li\CE I04t7
San Jose 294-4857
253 Race

St.

Between Park Ave. & San Carlos

St.

Kitchen 287-6280

San Jose 37 1-2 122
3695 Union Avenue

San Jose 227-2406
422 Blossom Hill Rd.

Across from Cambrian
Park Plaza
Kitchen 371-1300

Kitclnen 227-2933

at Sneil

Cupertino 255-7660
187 Sunnyvale
Saratoga Road
Between Prospect
1

&
Mt.

Boilinger

View

415-964-5811

1935W. ElCamino
Ciarkwood Center
Kitchen 964-2370

OPEN DAILY

10 to 7

OPEN

SAT. 9 to 6

OPEN SUN.

10 to 5

Ads/Index

257

Gutierrez, Bernard

Guzman, Deborah
Guzman, Mirna

155

Hardman, Ken

33, 128

112

Hardy, John

156, 213

Hegland, Mark
Hegland, Mary

112

Harmon,

156

Hein, Krista

23
184
137

Harper, Jennifer
Harrington, Kathy

128

Helin, Laurie

51, 87, 138

156

184

Harris, Liz

13

Henderson, Bruce
Henderson, Suzanne

113

Hendricks, Jodie

113

Hart, Katherine

113

Heneghan, Kevin

156

113

Hennelly,

113

Henry, Kristi
Hensley, Sam

113
128
190

155

Hartman, Margaret
Hartmann, Charles
Haschke, Ted
Hassett, Kathy
Hathcoat, Diane

23, 63, 112

Hart,

Ha, Melinda
Ha, Linda
Habecker, Brian
Habitat for

Humanity

Hagan, James
Hagedorn, Andy
Hagen, Aioa
Hahn, Tricia
Hahn, Ernest
Haladwala, Mark

137

Jennifer

Megan

Herbst, Pat

58, 156

Herdlick, John

128

Hatter, Nickolas

113

Hering, Nathan

113

82

Haun, Molly

156

Heriques, Chris

156

155

Hauser,

128

113

113

Hawes, Stacy
Hawkins, Nicole
Hawley, John
Hayakawa, Lee

113

Hernandez, Michael
Hernando, Chris
Heron, Kelly

184

Herrera, Jennifer

114

156

Herring,

Thomas

114

156

Heth, Manuela

156

Hickie, Brian

51

Hickling, Fred

113

113
155
155

J

Halmos, Paul

183

Halter, Michael

156

Hamill, James
Hamilton, Jeannie

113

Hamilton, Carolyn
Hanel, Stacy
Hansen, Jim
Hansen, Derek

128

156

Heckman,

47, 62, 156

Hedani, Kimberly
Hedges, Wendy

Matthew

156

113

Hayashi, Denise
Hayes, Catherine
Hayes, Cassie
Hayes, Todd
Healey, Cherie
Heard, Jason
Hearst, Carolyn

Hall,

137

Mark

156

155

113

113

Peter

59,

137

113

Higa, Myles

128

Hill,

Kevin

128

Hill,

Katherine

87

Hill,

Christine

184

Hinkson, Pamela

156

Hinshaw,

113

Hirose, Stacey

iDi(*,n

Scott

113
156

236
114
184
156
114
128
156
138
114
138

corro;

Copy-Craft
-^

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF

'<r.

-^^

1990
SANTA CLARA

2939 Park Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
247-4692

Jim

258

Ads/Index

Cocktails

1442 Winchester Blvd.

San

Jose,

CA 95128

370-6960

& Linda Hamilton Proprietors

Entertainment
Tuesday thru Saturday
3 190 The Alameda
984-0475

156

Irwin, Jeanne

103, 136

Isola,

Hodge, Kimberly
Hodges, Jason
Hoehn, Manuela
Hoey, Sean
Hoffman, Linda

156

Ivancovich, Therese

Hofheinz, Stephen
Holicky, Donnajean

Ho, James
Hochstatter,

Hollister,

Ed

Nancy

Ivy,

199

Iwamoto, Kichiro
Iwamoto, Craig
Iwanyc, George

128

Izawa,

138

89

Holocher, Paul

138

Horn, Cliristina

114

Homan, Tim
Homecoming
Honkamp, Michael

138

Thomas

Houses
Housing
Hovden, Torbjorn
Howley, Scott
Hu, Alex
Hughes, Robert
Hughes, Brian
Huhn, Jeff
Hull, Patricia

HuUquist, Rebecca
Human Rights Institute
Hunsaker, Katherine
Hunt, Kimberly
Hurant, Julie
Hurley, Genevieve
Hurley, Emory
Hurley, Amy
Hurley, Anne
Hurley, Mary
Hynes, Lorraine

8

138
78

Jabbour, Hani

114

184

157
114
51, 87, 138

157, 231

50

Jacang, David

158

Gregory

157
157
138
33
129

158

157
157
114

Keefer,

Megan

115

Jacobson, Aleta

114

115

Jagger, Kathleen

158

Keenan, Karen
Keizer, Karen

Jagger, Kimberly

158

Keller, Elizabeth

138

Arne

114

Kellers, Lisa

James,

Bill

184

Kellers,

James,

Kim

Melanie

Tom

129

159

159
129

159

87

Kelley,

Jamile, Julie

192

Kelley, Elizabeth

Jamison, Garrett
Janovitch, Nicole

208

Kelley,

138

Kelly, Cecilia

115

114

Kelly, Caroline

115

138

Kelly,

Sean

159

158

Kelly,

Matthew

129

Judy
Jenkel, Heather

158

Kelsey, Sarah

129, 246

158

115

Jimenez, Francisco
Johnson, Beth

114

Kennedy, Katy
Kennedy, Erin
Kennedy, Mike
Kenworthy, Kathleen

Melissa

Suzanna

Mary

Johnson,

138

115
249
159
129

159

158

Jen,

79

Kantor, Patricia

115

158

Jefferis,

138

115

159

138,211

Jauretche,

129

Kaneda, Jennifer
Kaneko, Ross

129

Jackson, Kurt
Jacobsen, Kathy

Jarvis,

23, 157

159

Jackson, Terry

Jahn,

18

184

Kasen, Stephanie
Kasper, Roberta
Katzakian, Joe
Kauten, Ricky
Kay, Stephanie

Jack,

156

I'hillip

Kakogawa, Derek
Kakugawa, Kellie
Kamangar, Negin
Kambe, Ingrid

Kain,

Dawn

114
156

Hotchkiss,

Lawana

114, 139

114

Holmen, Catherine

Hoo, Kent Soo
Hoover, Thomas
Hopkins, Dwight
Hopkins, Bridget
Hoppe, Deanna
Hormel, Melissa

Piero

Omar

Johnson, Mike
Johnson, Sara

97, 158

248
249

Thomas

27,

212

115
159

159

86
88, 138

Kephart, Shell

138

138

Kern, Paul

Johnson, Vicki
Johnson, Michael

158

Kerwin, Mike

159
249

129

Kestle, Kelly

Johnston, Jennifer

115

Keys, Sean

Johnston, Quetin

158

Kibler

Jones, Sarah

115

Kieffer, Cecelia

Shauna
Jordan, Matt

192

Kientzler, Alesha

153

Kieraldo,

Joseph, Danica

159

Kieta,

Juarez, Jenifer

129

Kikuchi, Janet

129

Judaidy, Leila

159

Kikuchi, Sho

159

Judge, Michael

115

Kilburn, Kristin

115

157

Jung, Phillip

138

Killeen, Kyle

115

129

Jung, Sandra

159

Kenneth
Icasiano, Alexander
Ince, Carolyn
Ingalls, Mike

157
114

Jung, Anthony
Juniors

129

Justus, Jennifer

115

Kim,
Kim,
Kim,
Kim,

58, 158

King, Phillip

115

Inouye, Christine

114

King, Melissa

115, 198

129

King, Michelle

138

220

King, Eileen

138

King, Debbie

115

223
64,

157

157
70

129

Jones,

Ibarra,

Laura

Ibrahim,

Rahim

Ibrahin,

Inserto,

Luigy

Intramurals

51, 59,

157

136

Amy

Stephen

Danny

51,159
115
184
159
199

138
159, 249

115

Chaiho

184

Hyun

159

Paula

129

Ads/Index

259

159

Leo, Carolyn

116

Kirby, Christina

138

138

Kirk, Brad

159

138

Kinoshita, Laurie

Matthew

115

Leonard, Jill
Leong, Douglas
Leong, Sandy

Kitrosser, Cheryl

129

Lesage, James

159

Lesinski, Paul

161

159

Lettunich, Lisa

44, 116

Leung, Monica
Leveque, Eric

161

Levonius,

Jeff

130

Lewis, Daniel

184

Lewis, Christine

116

Lewis,

Jeff

191

Lewis,

Todd

162

Kitchin,

Kleinheinz, Kristin

Kleinschmidt,

Anne

KUne, Michael

138

Andrea
Kathy

129

Klipp,
Klotz,

Kneafsey, Sean
Knight, Katherine

Lacap, Gloria
Lacrosse

Laduca, Robert
Laffredo, Beth

159
160
87

Knopf, Kelly
Knopf, Patrick
Knoth, Matthew

50, 160

Knudsen,

110, 160

Julie

160
160, 171

129

Kobayashi, Trad

130, 248

Kara
Koenig, Sarah
Koepf, Mariaane
Kogelis, Michael

138
99,

115
130

Kohler, Tina

192

Kohnen, Patrick

60
115

Kolbeck, Jon
Kolek, Patrick

248

160

Kohlbecker, Kristen

LaFond, Michael
Lagrande, Kennethll5
Lahti, Michael
Lai,

Kobashi, Kelli
Koeltl,

Marc
LaFond, Mike
Lafitte,

Ha

161

246
249

Li,

161

Lai, Eileen

130

Lam, Deborah
Lam, Stephen

115

Lamadrid, Carol
Lamas, Sally
Lampe, Paul

100, 161
82, 138,

Lampe, Peter

115

Landes, Dawn
Lane, Robert

161

Mark

Liccardo, Rosalie
Lie,

115, 246

161

Ming

Liebscher, Arthur

161

Lienert, Julie

Lievestro, Christiaan

24

162

184

Elsa

Li, Jin

161

161

T^ifetime Sports

Ligda,

Thomas

Lilley,

Tracey

Lindquist, Erik

Lindsay, Alicia

115

List,

115

Livingston, Gregory

177
162
162
184
204
184
228
116
116
130
116
162
162
130

115
13

Lang,

160

Langolf,

161

Llanes, Patrick

115
160

Lanier, Brian

161

Locatelli, SJ,

Lanier, Margaret

138

Loffredo, Elizabeth

116

130

Lapointe, Darren

130

Loh, Kia

138

130

Larkin, Lisa

115, 227

Lombardo, Carmen

117

51

Larkin, Linda

161

183, 184

Larkin, Kimberly

161

Larriva, Michael

115

184

Larsen, Karl

Kraus, Kimberley

115

Larson,

Adam

Krebs, Larry

130

Larson,

Anne
Kromm, Nancy
Kropp, Dan

160

Lastra,

Audrey
Rene

200
116
116

187
248
115
138
115
138

Latorre,

138

Komar, Paul
Kopp, Anthony
Korbel, Carolyn

Kovac, Paul
Kovach, Alexandra
Kovats, Charles
Kozlovsky, Kaela
Kraemer, Laura
Kranz, Jennifer
Krassowski, Witold

Kristich,

Kruger, Justin
Kruger, Rolf

Kuber, Kristen
Kuboi, Kathleen
Kuchera, Cathrinmary
Kuelbs, Susan

Kuhlman, Carlerick
Kulp, Chris
Kunisaki, Eric
Kurt,

Thomas

Kuwaye, Luanne
Kwarcinski, Lynn

Lang, Justine

Andrew

Paul

Lau, Kelvin

116

Laubach, Matthew

116

Laundry

44

Lorish,

Laureno, Cynthia
Laventhol, Alison

161

Lott,

160

Lavoy, Christine
Lawrence, Patricia
Lawrence, Dan
Lawrence, David
Lawsmith, Craig

138

Lazar, TJ

138

Le,

116

138

LeBlanc, Sue

51

Lee, John

Lemus, Rebecca
Lenaghan, Anne

218
116
116
116
116

Ludlum, Jeff
Ludlum, Eric
Luger, Tanya

Lenseigne,

161

115
115

95
115
184

Karen

Dao

Leete, Erin

Ads/Index

Tracy

Lonergan, Martin
Lopez, Sergio
Lopez, Harry
Lopez, Elizabeth
Lopez, Gaudencio
Lopez, Emanuel
Lopez, Allen
Lorang, Douglas
Lorenz, Yvette
Lorenzo, Antonio

Lee, Kevin

260

161

224
157
157

161

Jill

161

116

9, 97,

182

162
117
117
131

162
138

117
131

246

Tom

217
162

161

Emily
Lotti, George
Loughran, Christine

161

Lowenstein, Jefferey

162

161

Lu, David

138, 234

116

Luc, Lori

87

161

Lucas, Jennifer

162, 205

47, 161

Lucero, Jane

117
227

116

103, 162

162

131

117

Lum, Theresa

117

Lund, Hendy
Lund, Brendan
Lundh, Eric
Lunk, Ursula Berg

162

117
211,138
182

Marquez, Elena
Marron, Jennifer

55
163

247
184

Marschall, Erin

163

Marsh, Annamarie

139

162

Martinez, Richard

27,70,91, 163

Lycett, Nicole

117

Major, Michelle

131

Lydon, Vicki

117

Makalintal, Antonio

162

Lyons, Kristie

131

Malhardt, Jan
Mallory, Jack
Malloy, Michael

Ma lone,
Ma lone,

Maagdenberg, Mark
MacDonald, Brian
Macedo, Jason
Machi, Renee

162

Patrick

162

Martinez, Jeffrey

163

Liz

27, 162, 236

Martinez, Mireya

163

117

Martinez, Anastasia

163

162

Martinez, Alissa

139

Martinez, Alyssa

203
117
163

Maloney, Mark
Mamaril, Elinore
Manfred i, Paul
Mangelsdorf, David
Mania, Paul
Manuel, Sonny
Mar, Jeff
Marandas, Stephanie
Marcantonio, Claudia

163

Marvier, Michelle

103

Macias, Gregory

131

Marcel, Kristen

117

Mack, Brian
Mackay, Jen
Maclennan, Stuart
Madaras, Mary
Madigan, Matt
Madsalk, Shelly

21, 131

Marchi, Gina

117

Mason, Jeff
Mason, Laura
Mason, Matt
Mason, Andy
Mason, William
Mason, Matt
Matheny, Victoria

70

Marcocci, Peggy

59

Ma tray,

Marconi, Jennifer
Marconi, Melissa

117

162
117
13, 65,

101, 162

Maffei, Lisa

Maharaj, Roy

117
138

117
139
139
117

Marcu, Speranta
Marcucci, Peggy
Marcy, Paul
Margadant, Jo
Marguz, Elena

Maher, Tamara
Mahlman, Greg

162

Marin, Kari

Mahoney,

117

Markham, Mindy

162

Markkula, Kristi
Marks, Kathleen

Patrick

Maino, Thomas
Maino, Joanna

131, 246

117

184
131
30, 131

117

163
139, 236

139

8,191
184
49

87
104
163

163

Jen

Matz, Greg
Maulhardt, Jan

69, 123

163
63,

164,172,246

69, 123

117
246
117
249

117
164
246

Maupas, Lori
Maxon, Dana
May, Gina

22,69, 117

McAdam,

164

Colleen

23, 131

McAndrews, Michael
McAvoy, Kari

164

Mccabe,

117

Jeff

Mccadden, John
McCarthy, John

12, 27,

164

117
164

The Bronco Bench is devoted to providing opportunities for
young men and women of academic quaUty to pursue excellence
in the classrooms and on the athletic fields of Santa Clara. Continued moral and financial support ensures the porper' balance of
academia and athletes, and enriches not only the scholar-athletes
involved, but the University Community as a whole Get
Involved! Join The Bench! Contact Tom Zipse 408-554-6921
second floor Donohoe Alumni House.

Ads/Index
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McCarthy, Tara
McCarthy, Michael
McCluskey, Michael
Mcconneloug, Mary

164
131
50, 164

117

McManus, John
McNab, Alan
McNalley, Peter
Mechelke, Kevin
Medak, Jenny
Medel, Kimberly

McCormick, Maureen
McCoy, Nancy
McDonald, Shannon
McDonald, Shawn

50, 164

164

Meehan, Edward

Mcdougall, Michael

117

McDunna, Dave
Mcelwee, Ted

87
117

Mehl, Michelle
Mehling, Edward
Melchor, Mari

Mcerlean, Craig

139

Melczer,

139

Melendez, Rosalinda
Mellon, Deidre

Mcginley,

Ann

164
64, 139,

McGonigle, Adrienne
McGowan, Michael

59

Mcgregor, Robb

117

Mcguinn, Sean

139

164 Media

Amy

117
117
184

Men's Soccer
Men's Basketball
Men's Crew
Men's Tennis
Men's Volleyball
Menard, Matt
Mendoza, Graciano
Mendoza, Agnes
Menley, Valerie

McKelligon, Brian
Mckenzie, Daniel

165

Mestas,

117

McKinney, Dana

75

249

Meyer, Michael
Meyer, Garry
Meyer, Ann
Meyer, Teresa
Meyers, Rayan

165

Michael, Scott

165

Mcguire, Eileen

131

McGuire, Joanne

165

Mcguire, Mary
McGuire, Laura

139

Mchenry, Judi
Mclsaac, Claudia

McKinstry, Elizabeth
Mclaughlin,

Mary

165
131

McMahon, Karin
McMahon, Kathleen

Anna

184
165
165
117

Michelet, Charles

139

Mifsud, Christina
Mike, LaFond

59

Miki, Trisha

139

117
165

Mikules, Bryan

118

Dean

165

104
165
165

Millard, Alexandra

Militello,

Miller, Steven

Ken

Miller,

Amanda

118

118

118

118

165

Millett,

131

Millis,

117

Milovena, Michael

165

139

Mini-Mag

34

165

Minor, Ellen
Miranda, Hazzel
Mirizzi, Nichola
Mishikawa, Kathleen
Misner, Nathan

131

45,118

Mitchell, Patrick

165

Mitchell, Carolyn

184

194

200
206
234
208
165
165
117
165, 248

117
184
165
215

71,

165

118
131

Michelle

131

184

139
118, 230

139

Mito, Melanie

118

Miyaguchi, Joyce
Miyashiro, Matthew
Modena, Colene

76, 165

Moher, Julie
Mohr, David

165

Molica,

Lynne

Molitor, Kathleen
Monsef, Eric
Montes, Joe

118
165

166
246
166

166
99, 166

Trusted by Califomians since 1852
Wfefls Fargo

comes through.

For over 130 years we've come through with what
Californians have needed most. We turned gold dust into
hard cash. We weathered financial panics, earthquakes
and fires. Through boom times and bad, we
kept our word — and our customers' trust.
Since those early days of the Wells Fargo
stagecoach, we've developed one of the
strongest and most inno^
vative

banking systems

the West. Now we are
one of the ten largest
banks in the country,
so we'll be around for a
long time to come.
Wells Fargo Bank.

in

WELLS FARGO BAJNIK
SANTA CLARA
1111
i£

262

1985,WFB.NA

WASHINGTON
277-6106

ST.

Member FD C
I

Ads/Index
._

_i

Montfort, Catherine

Monzon, Michael
Moody, David
Mooney, Steve
Moore, LesUe
Moore, Shemar
Moore, John
Moors, Tristen
Moran, Tim
Moran, Christopher
Moran, Monahsa
Moran, Marc
Moran, Michael
Moreland, Eugene

Mcredmund

Morelli,

Morgan, Art
Mori, Julie

Morimoto, Connie
Moritz, Hellen

Moriwaki, Ellen

Moriyama, Robyn
Moroney, Kara

184

Nurisso, Karen

131

Nuti, Paul

167
118

139

Nutt, Jason

120, 246

131, 223

Nuxoll, Joe
Nyquist, Roger

184

166
176
166

118

213
166
139
166
131
131

139

246
82
118
184
118
118
131

Morr, Brian
Morre, Mark
Morris, Laura

211

Morris, John

118

166
166

Morrisey, Monica

166

Morrison, Kathryn

166

Morrissey, Monica
Mortillaro, Ross

Mosko, Scott
Muhcheim, Susan
Muller,

Muller,

Tony
Thomas

Mullin, Jennifer

Mullin, Kerri

Multi Cultural Center

Muraco, Anna
Murashige, Marc
Muratore, John
Murphy, John

Murphy,
Murphy,
Murphy,
Murphy,
Murphy,
Murphy,

Eileen

Melinda
Patrick

Kristen

63
131

184
118
166
166
166
205

24
105, 139

118

39
166
118
166
118
166

Tiffany

118

Anna

118

Murray, Barbara
Murray, Suzanne
Musante, Katie
Muscat, Joseph

120, 249

184
131
131

166

Muth, Maureen
My Major

51

Myers, Nicole

130, 166

70

Nagamine, Michelle
Nagamine, John
Nahmias, Steve

59, 154, 166

Nakahara, Thomas
Nakashima, Lesli
Nakaso, Joanne
Nakasone, Janne
Narvaez, Marie
Nash, Emily
Nash, Alison

82

Nasr, Sami
Natale,

Anthony

Nathon, Larry
Natoli, Maria
Naughton, Elizabeth

166
184
118
166

OKirk

118

O'Brien, Patrick

131

O'Brien, Daniel

13, 131

O'Brien,

44, 118

O'Brien,

Mike
Toby

Thomas

OB

217
167
167
21

249
120

166

O'Brien,

166

O'Brien, Micki

131

184

O'Brien,

Mark

120
208

167

O'Connor, Ryan

59, 167,

O'Neil,

192, 248

O'Neill, Lauren

Naughton, Daniel
Navabpour, Paul
Neal, Diane

118

Neal, Sarah

118
167
118

Ochoa, Kathy
Odani, Kari
ODonnell, Sean
Oelerich, Cyrus
Ofner, Michael
Okeefe, Brennan

167

Olcomendy, Yvonne

168

Nelson, Denise

167

Olivas, Jennifer

168

Nelson, Natacha
Nelson, Michael

118

Oliver, Laura

61

118

Olsen, Rachel

51, 168

Nelson, Marilee

118

Olson, Gregg

Nemechek,

167

Olson, Michael

118

Olson, Scott

140

Olson,

248
120
120
120

167

Omahoney, Tim

131

167

168

Neary,

Jeff

Nelder, AmyNell,

James

Eric

Nemschoff, Amy
Neudorfer, Barbara
Nevolo, Cathy
Ng, Patrick

131

167

Dan

Andrew

168

168
167
168
131, 249

120
140, 248

120

Han
Anh
Wayne

140

Daisy

140

Hoang

131

Omeara, Kerry
ONeil, Lauren
Oneil, Keelyn
Ong, Antoinette
Ong, Lee
Oosterkamp, Imma

Yen

131

Ople, Melissa

Nichols, Laura

53, 81, 167

Oreglia,

168
40

Nichols, Nick

184
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After three years of yearbooking

I feel.

strange not to spend the better part of

Tim

Currier

office.

Brian Greeley
photo editor
Section Editors

student

Pat Franke
athletics

life

Cherie Collins

Anna Muraco

academics

people

Layout Editors
Heather Corcoran
Kieraldo

student

in that

skin color will loose

and

its

I

For a Redwood Summer ~ thanks Cherie, Heath, Jen,
Tim, Amy and Renee. Thanks for putting up with my
rambling, mumbling, confused fits and making sure I
didn't go over the edge. Thanks for picking up the slack,
sticking polkadots, ideas 9 months later — but never too
late, indexing and keeping me company through a long

summer.
Pat:

Amy

now my

going to be

day

can break my addiction to Diet
Pepsi and the evils of Down Under. While there were
plenty of times I hated it and questioned my sanity for
doing it a second year in a row — the pluses outweighed
the minus by at leaste a small margin. And for this I
have a lot of people to thank:
florescent pallor

photo director

Carolyn Ince

But maybe

it's

my

thanks for two years of dedicated old fashioned

journalism, for eating the anchovies off the pizza, for
silently suffering

and never complaining.

athletics

life

Tim: thanks for having the determination to try
something new and do your best to make it work.

Tamara Maher
academics

Jennifer Forbes

Brian: thanks for almost

always IDing your photos,

made my summer more

pleasant.

it

Anna: thanks for taking on the people section with such
enthusiasm when no one else would.

business manager
Tamara: thanks

Miriam Schulman

Anne Chalfant
advisors

Cover

Amy Oscamou
designer
Staff

Rachel Connolly, Rob Hayes, Julie Hurant,
Alicia Lindsay, Katie Sheeran, OJ Solander,

John Winkleman, Kerry Kilcoyne,
Kristi Nevarez, Sally Lamas

making

it

Staff

with picture yourself and

Carolyn: thanks for being organized and keeping
ease, for sharing

your

stories

Miriam, Anne, Paul: thank
encouragement and help.

and making

for

me

me

at

laugh.

your words of wisdom,

Amy and

the staff of '91: Congratulations and Good
Luck. Learn from our mistakes, don't get frustrated, take

a

deep breath and remember

Thanks to
work and

And

lastly

attention.
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for dealing

a success.

all

those

who

it's

just a

yearbook.

submitted photos, copy,

art

ideas.

thanks to you, our audience

~

for

your
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